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when pressed at the session.
On the status of the revamping of the
Emergency Broadcast System, Hundt
LOS ANGELES The first day of World
would only say that it would be "one to
Media Expo opened with participation from
two months" after the FCC Oct. 20 meetPresident Clinton and FCC Chairman Reed
ing before the issue would be voted on.
Hundt but closed with no real political
As for satellite DAB vs. terrestrial delivanswers or insights into the administration's
ery, Hundt said he expected the commistelecommunications policy.
sion to look at the matter in the next severIn amorning address via satellite, Clinton
applauded journalists and broadcasters. "I al months. On what his personal view
might be on the issue, Hundt responded: "I
am honored to help kick off the first joint
know you won't argue that our pro-compemeeting of the NAB and the RTNDA," he
said. World Media Expo, which debuted
Oct. 12-15 at the Los Angeles Convention
Center, also featured the Society of
Broadcast Engineers (SBE) and the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMpTE).
by Lucia Cobo

San Francisco
For 1994

Short on insight
The brief speech focused mainly on the
administration's political agenda of the last 20
months, and Clinton carefully steered clear of
mentioning issues such as the National
Information Infrastructure. spectrum fees for
users or any type of regulatory issues.
Likewise, Hundt carefully avoided sharing any specific answers to questions
posed to him in aone-on-one session with
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts.
Hundt encouraged broadcasters to contact
him directly at the FCC to ask him questions or share their insights on different
issues but gave vague answers at best

*Begins on p. 40

by Thomas Pear
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tition commission should absolutely bar
innovative uses of this new technology."
The lack of ariveting political agenda did
not dampen the spirits of the participants in
the various conferences. Sessions held for
the NAB Radio Show were standing-room
only in many cases. The opening reception
sponsored by the lnterep Radio Store was
as festive as any held in the past radioexclusive gatherings.
[Complete coverage will follow in the
continued on page 6

FCC Considers Tower
Upkeep Rule Changes

YEARS

e

See pp. 43-60

WME Debuts with Clinton, Hundt

AES Goes to

•

Studio
Sessions

WASHINGTON A plan is circulating
through the FCC that would shift the primary burden of tower maintenance from
radio broadcasters who lease space to
tower owners.
The FCC also intends to shift costly
construction permit applications for
tower modifications from antenna tower
tenants to tower owners.
A team of FCC officials studying the
issue is developing aformal rule-making
proposal that could be released for public
comment as early as January, according
to FCC FM Branch Assistant Chief
Robert Greenberg.
Unfair system
Presently, tower owners are not required
to file with the FCC, and there are no FCC
regulations on the books that hold tower
owners separately accountable for tower
violations. The commission's only recourse
to protect low flying aircrafts from hazardous paint jobs and poor tower lighting is
to penalize those who rent tower space.

"Today our only way is to go after the
stations," FCC Audio Services Division
Chief Larry Eads said.
In some cases, stations doled out thousands in fines for tower violations, while
tower owners paid nothing, said John
Marino, an engineer and director of technical conferences for the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB).
"It's very unfair for broadcasters to get
fined," Marino said. "It's been asituation
where alot of broadcasters were unhappy."
With the blessing of the NAB, the FCC
could change unfair tower regulatory
burdens in a number of different ways
that would at least shift some tower
responsibility away from renters.
The FCC could make tower owners
solely responsible to properly maintain
towers, or the commission could make
owners equally responsible for maintenance with those leasing space.
One likely scenario, however, would
make tower owners primarily responsible
for maintaining towers and have tenants
as secondarily responsible for tower
continued on page 12
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N EWSWATCH
Harris, SBE to Host
RF Seminars
Valley Forge, Pa. Harris Allied, in
conjunction with the Philadelphia
Society of Broadcast Engineers ( SBE),
will sponsor aRF seminar on Nov. 15.
Harris Allied also is sponsoring another
RF seminar in Laurel, Md., Nov. 17 in
conjunction with the Baltimore and
Washington SBE chapters.
Dana Myers, a senior instructor at the
Harris Allied technical learning center, will
cover a variety of engineering topics at
both seminars, including solving problems
with RFI, grounding, transmission line test-

ing. UHF and VHF antenna design and
accurate VSWR measurement, said Harris
Allied Field Representative Frank
Grundstein.
Harris Allied is requesting reservation
for the seminars, so anyone interested in
the Pennsylvania seminar should call
Grundstein at 619-642-3969. Anyone
interested in the Maryland seminar
should call Carl Davis at 919-469-0405.

NAB on Cameras,
Mics in Court
WASHINGTON
NAB President
Edward O. Fritts recently issued a state-

November 2, 1994

ment expressing the organization's indignation at aU.S. Judicial Conference vote
to keep cameras and microphones out of
federal courtrooms.
"An entire branch of our federal government has chosen to conduct it business
outside the public view," the NAB president said.

Jorgenson and Lance Korthals in ajoint
statement. "To prepare for the future, we
have increased that space by another 70
percent. This will allow us to accommodate larger engineering and sales staffs as
well as expand and reconfigure our manufacturing, shipping and receiving operations to optimize workflow and increase
our production capacity."

Spectral Expands

Spectral is amanufacturer of Windowsplatform Digital Audio Workstations.

WOODINVILLE, Wash. Spectral
has expanded its base of operations.
The company recently leased additional
production space adjacent to the
Woodinville, Wash., complex they
moved into last May.
"Last May's move nearly doubled our
space to keep up with the company's
growth," said Spectral co-chairmen Tom

Arbitron Gets
Better Responses
New York The Arbitron company
reports that its survey responses
increased this past summer.
The radio ratings company noted that the
first 13 markets surveyed in the summer of
1994 posted a6.4 point response rate gain
over the equivalent rates for the summer of
1993.

11)
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When looking for adigital audio system
for automation of satellite programing or live assist,
there would appear to be many choices. But if
you're looking for asystem which is flexible enough
to give you total control without sacrificing your
sanity, there is only one choice. The Phantom by
RDS.

FEATURES
Tips on Air-Cooled Transmitters
by Don W. Patrick
Coils
by Fred Greaves Jr.

You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
adean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull-down menus guide you through
all of the steps involved in setup and daily
operation, from creating and scheduling clocks to
creating and editing logs.

12

Epson ActionNote Series
Worth a Look
by Barry Mishkind

14

BUYERS GUIDE
USER REPORTS

can create reports to keep you informed on a
number of topics, from alist of expired spots to
an analysis of potential mistakes in your log. The
Phantom also maintains ahistory of system
activity.

Thp
TC0114
Digital Audio Automation
The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
months, or even years in advance. When your
satellite network informs you that there will be a
voice substitution on Thursday, two weeks from
today, you can prepare for it today.

The Phantom has the features that others
would want you to believe are theirs exclusively.
The Phantom remains completely functional during
recording, sensing relay closures and starting breaks
as easily as it does when it is not recording. The
Phantom can fill incomplete breaks with spots
from alist you specify without mining product
separation.
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While other systems tie your hands and
limit your flexibility by only offering 3or 4inputs,
the Phantom gives you 6stereo inputs, using its
AMX-84 solid state switcher, with the option of
increasing the number of inputs to 14 or more. If
your station is Newsfralk, you know how important
this can be.
The Phantom allows you to change the
sampling rate, digital format, and stereo/mono
settings at will to meet your needs for an
individual spot. The Phantom offers anumber
of digital formats, including the new Dolby
AC-2format, as an option.

The Phantom can retime spots to fit them
cleanly into asatellite break without inserting
silence, overlapping, or running late. The Phantom

Call us today to find out how your station can benefit from the advanced
technology of the Phantom and the experience of RDS.

1-800-521-5222 17.

912-987-2501 • FAX: 912-987-7595
P. 0. Box 980, Perry, GA 30169
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Seattle SBE
Looks Ahead
by Lucia Cobo
BELLEVUE, Wash. Today's
challenges in broadcast engineering
and the role of new technologies
dominated the discussions, exhibits
and sessions at Electronic Media
Expo '94, held here in Bellevue Oct.
5-6 at the Meydenbauer Center.
Engineers from as far away as
Idaho and Montana flocked to the
annual regional gathering organized
by the Society of Broadcast
Engineers Chapter 16 ( Seattle).
More than 200 audio and video
companies exhibited products and
services to roughly 2,500 industry
professionals.
National teleconference
SBE. President Chuck Kelly moderated anational SBE teleconference,
held in conjunction with apanel discussion on "New Technologies and
Their Impact on the Broadcast
Engineer." The picture is not rosy,
according to Beaverton, Ore.-based
technical writer Jerry Whitaker. But
neither is it "all bleak" for terrestrial
broadcast engineers.
As broadcasting evolves and the
use of digital technology changes the
way broadcasters must do their jobs,
success demands that engineers create avision now that will lead them
successfully into tomorrow, he said.
"People want programming, not
technology," he added. They don't
care how their radio works, just that
some station on the dial carries programming they want to hear.
In other words, said Kelly, broadcasters need to embrace new technology because of the added services it can provide radio's customers, not because it is new technology per se. The important issue,
Kelly continued, is that it "improves
the cost-benefit ratio."
continued on page 6

Group Opposes WOWO Downgrading
by Thomas Pear
RANDOLPH, Mass. A movement is
building against lowering the nighttime
signal of Fort Wayne, Ind.. clear channel
WOWO(AM) to make way for New
York AM station WLIB to remain on-air
after sunset.
Peter George of Randolph, Mass.,
recently formed the WOWO Listeners
Guild to stop the lowering of the station's
nighttime signal. The month-old organization has 10 members and soon will
have an e-mail address so people can join
instantly.
"I don't think it's right to destroy an
American icon just for the sake of giving
New York City another full-time station," he said. " Ithink people have forgotten the human interest of this station
and instead are using it as acommodity."
Good memories
George first tuned into the clear channel
station, which reaches 28 states and four
Canadian provinces, 26 years ago.
"I was into the music," he recalled.
"They were playing ' Abraham, Martin
and John.' It was abig hit at that time.
"I've been alistener ever since."
But unfortunately for WOWO supporters like George, the FCC already
snubbed more than 200 letters of
protest—most of them from the Fort
Wayne area—when it approved the sale
of the station from the Wayne
Broadcasting Co. to the Inner City
Broadcasting Co. (ICBC), WLIB's parent
company.
FCC officials said the letters do not
count as formal petitions to deny because
their filings did not meet various legal
specifications.
"Unfortunately, the people who want to
save WOWO's signal don't have highpriced lawyers," George said.
However, the WOWO guild is trying to
solicit pro bono work, and George hopes
the guild can establish atest case to save
other clear channels from stations wanting
to power up their AM signals.
"Could you imagine the AM band without a clear channel station like WBZ.
WLW or WHAS?" he asked rhetorically.
George was quick to point out that he
has the utmost respect for Inner City

ULTRAMODe
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Power reduction
Sources said WOWO could reduce
transmitter power from 50 kW to 10 kW
and modify its directional pattern to produce a1kW null toward New York City.
Peter Tannenwald, an attorney representing Pathfinder, declined to comment
on the signal lowering. " It really hurts
my client's situation to have alot of publicity about this," he said.
An application for the second sale of
WOWO from ICBC to Pathfinder is
pending, but the period to file objections
against the second sale closed in
September.
Although the FCC has aformal petition
to deny the second sale from former
WOWO employee Barbara Crouse, it is
misfiled.
The wording of the petition refers to the
initial sale of the clear channel station

from Wayne Broadcasting to ICBC, but
the petition itself is filed with the permit
application of the second sale, making
the petition to deny moot.
However, those opposed to lowering
the station's nighttime signal will have a
third chance to file grievances before
the FCC because the actual lowering of
the station's nighttime signal will
involve a third petition. At press time
the third petition was not filed. Arthur
Goodkind, an attorney representing
ICBC before the FCC, previously said
that lowering WOWO's signal would
have little affect on most of the station's
nighttime audience.
Outside market
The rationale is that people outside
WOWO's immediate market usually do
not receive a clear signal and do not
bother to tune it in.
"Basically that's bull," said George.
Ralph Lovely, one of the numerous Fort
Wayne WOWO listeners who filed aletter of protest against the first WOWO
sale, stated in his letter that the clear
channel station served as an icebreaker
with people he encountered while traveling from Fort Wayne to Washington.
When he told people he was from Fort
Wayne they would reply: " Oh yes,
WOWO."

•100% Solid State
'Single Phase Power
Supply
•Broadband Design
'Self Protected
Amplifiers
•VSWR Protection

ULTFIAN100

•

Broadcasting and said he sometimes listens to its New York FM station WBLS
when he visits the " Big Apple." But the
WOWO guild founder does not wish to
see ahistoric clear channel broadcast sacrificed.
After ICBC lowers WOWO's nighttime
signal for WLIB, it intends to resell the
station to Pathfinder Communications
Corp., which plans to run WOWO locally
in the Fort Wayne area.

•

The UM2000 is acomplete FM processing
and stereo generating system featuring:
•Dual band, stereo AGC and peak
processors of exceptional clarity.
•Digitally synthesized stereo generator
with separation exceeding 60dB at
1KHz, and typically 55 dB
at 15 I<Hz.

•Dual composite outputs for feeding
main and auxiliary transmitters
or SR's.
•Separate Pilot output for composite
processor interfacing.

CALL TODAY!
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42 Elaine St.. Thompson CT 06277
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Uncovering News in the Wings
WASHINGTON World Media Expo
and the participating conferences are now
safely over, and is it ever good to be
home. As Iwrote in my news wrap-up
piece, not much happened in the way of
political news related to radio.

The technical snafu at the Westin
Bonaventure Hotel probably ranks as the
hot topic of conversation at the show—
you see, its computer and phone system
crashed on day one of the show and hundreds of registrants spent all of
,Wednesday in line, waiting to check in to
their hotel rooms.
Many of the guests and the companies that had booked atotal of 51 hospitality suites were in a real quandary.
Eventually things were smoothed over.
and the Westin refunded everyone
involved the equivalent of one night's
bill, but talk about a hassle. And for
many, thousands of dollars in lost
business.
Speaking for myself and for RW, Ican
tell you that my big news at the show
was Broadcast Electronics. It turned out
the phone lines in the daily newsroom
were incompatible with my laptop
modem and software.
Ithink Iinadvertently blew up the laptop communications software from trying
to send this issue's front page story. I
could not get it to work from my hotel,
from the newsroom, from the pressroom
or from the Holiday Inn ( where the daily
newspaper staff was headquartered).
Friday noon rolled around and Istill had
not been able to establish asuperhighway
link to D.C. ( and I'm a good driver...).
RW had a 5 p.m. deadline for printing.
Anyway, Dave Newton and Kim

Winking came to my rescue and sent the
front page story and my Seattle SBE
story via their laptop on the exhibit floor
(via CompuServe). Iam forever grateful
to them and to BE for making it possible
for me to breathe again and go to press
on time.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
* * *
But there was some other news, even if
it felt we had to dig really deep to find
it. Before Ishare some of it with you
though, I'd like to thank everyone who
made themselves available for interviews and articles for the World Media
Expo daily newspaper. It was hard
work, but thanks to you we were able to
raise the caliber of that publication
beyond what other show dailies have
ever been in the past.
But back to some of the news swirling
around the show and waiting for me
when Ireturned home.
* * *
Word on the street is that Telos Systems
recently contracted with the Institut für
Rundfunktechnik GMBH ( IRT) to

license the code for Layer ll MUSICAM.
In the past. Steve Church, company president and chief designer of its Zephyr
ISDN transceiver, has confirmed that

MUSICAM can be supported ( easily) by the
unit's current hardware.
When the code is
"ported over - to the
Zephyr a few months
from now, the Zephyr
will ( as of now) become
the first broadcast codec
to offer full- duplex
communications incorporating the three most
Representatives from Earls, the
commonly used coding
Children's Wish Foundation and
methods—ISO/MPEG
CKRX 1090 Rocks show off the more
Layer Ill, MUSICAM
than three tons of giant pumpkins donatand G.722.
ed this fall, for the Giant Pumpkin Auction.
If you already purchased aZephyr, relax.
word has it the company will provide free
LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA This summer, CKRX
software
upgrades
1090 Rocks asked I
isteners to grow something alittle
when the Layer II
different in their gardens. It asked them to grow giant
MUSICAM implemenpumpkins as part of its Wishing on a Pumpkin
tation is completed.
Promotion.
As Iunderstand it,
CKRX 1090 Rocks provided listeners with seeds
lelos intends to offer
and growing instructions in early spring and left the
both the single channel
rest to them. This fall, more than three tons worth of
and joint- stereo modes
pumpkins were donated back to them.
presently used by
The pumpkins will be used in a Giant Pumpkin
broadcasters. Switched
Auction, with all proceeds going to the Children's
56 and ISDN transmisWish Foundation, an organization that fulfills the
sion data rates will be
wishes of children suffering from terminal illnesses.
supported and Layer II
MUSICAM will be ful y integrated
largest distributor of broadcast equipmen
with the internal terminal adapter.
in the U.S.), but they truly are among the
Company execs had no comment, but I nicest and most hospitable folks in the
understand that Telos has a couple of
business.
design goals in its Layer II implementaIn fact, the producers of the NBC hit
tion. No. I, the company will be fully
television series, "Frasier," tapped BSW
compliant with the Layer II standard and
to outfit the radio studio and control
will incorporate IRT's latest enhanceroom where Frasier and Roz "work the
ments to the code. No. 2, lelos can now
phones" on television.
develop inverse multiplexing schemes for
The gang at BSW can supply the
complete compatibility with existing
biggest and the best as well as the smallLayer II codecs.
est and most important needs. My per* * *
sonal favorite is anew product the comMy trip out west was a long one, but
pany is selling, " Dr. Ferd's Wall Wart
very interesting and personally gratifyRemover." Pictured on this page, the wall
ing. Iattended the Electronic Media
wart remover would make a perfect
Expo in Seattle ( see page 3 for the
stocking stuffer for that lovable engineer
story) and had a chance to visit with
in everyone's life. Not to mention—it
BSW.
solves apesky little problem prevalent in
Not only do they have avery nice and
most stations for only $8.95.
effective installation ( they are the second
Till next time.

Transmitter Control can be aBear
You need to make sure you can stay on the air and stay

The ARC-16SA is part of amodular system. For full-time

legal. At the same time, you need to keep operating costs

control, add astudio unit. Multi-site options make it easy to

under control.

control several transmitter sites or even control studio

Choosing the right remote control system is the
first step.

equipment such as program automation.
Call now for your copy of our new catalog, then ask us to

The ARC- 16SA* from Burk Technology lets
you control your transmitter from any phone.
You can establish off- premises control points
for unattended operation, or supervise
non- technical operators by phone.
The annual savings can be
thousands of dollars.

show you how we can improve your operation and your
bottom line.

Call TOLL FREE
1 -800 255-8090

BuRK

TECHNOLOGY

7 Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA, 01463 (508) 433-8877

*bear telephone not included
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READERS FORUM
If you have comments for Radio World,

call us at

Dear RW,
Kudos to your Aug. 24 article pertaining to the SBA's repeal of the Opinion
Molder Rule, allowing money to become
available for media outlets.
This is probably the best thing that's
happened to radio since duopoly. With a
growing list of dark AMs and FMs in the
industry, we can count on seeing more
first-time operators coming into the business who have been unable to do so
because of the lack of funding.
There are many individuals out there
who are innovative enough to rescue failing radio stations. Unfortunately. there
are drawbacks.
Assigned FM channels that were
opened up after Docket 89 and are not
on the air yet soon may be finding their
way to the airwaves, thus strangling the
dial even further and taking another
station's already depleting chunk of
revenue.
Either way, the positives outweigh the
negatives. Let's just hope some competent individuals benefitting from this can
do enough to dig us back out of the hole
we've fallen into.
Ken Hawk
Consultant
Toledo. Ohio

or send a letter to Readers
or MCI Mailbox # 302-7776). All letters
at our discretion and as space permits.

800-336-3045

Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
received become the property of Radio World, to be used

Best thing since sliced bread

O PINION

people in order to protect themselves
from attacks by Honig's office.
As you know, if an accusation is made.
the burden of proof is on the accused; a
chilling effect is thus created, which is
probably what Honig wants.
He states in his article that there are no
quotas, but as apractical matter we know
this is untrue. Tell me. belbre a renewal
is challenged, what research is done'? Is
the station manager or personnel director
investigated to find evidence of discrimination? Are the application files
reviewed? Are other minority employees
interviewed about their experience'? Or
do they just look at the numbers?
Iunderstand the concept of affirmative
action: Ijust think it is aflawed concept.
Maybe it would be well to paraphrase
Newton's first law: For every affirmative
action, there is an equal but opposite
(negative) reaction.
Honig says he has the best job in
Washington; I'm glad he has ajob. He
should remember that groups do not suffer, only an individual human being can
feel pain. The FCC guidelines and indiscriminate challenges by Honig's office
are creating aclimate of fear that causes
real suffering.
Kym MacKinnon
Travelers Rest. S.C.

Radio World

Progress doesn't come about without some second
guessing. But when the facts add up there should
be no turning back.
This is the case with the sale of WOWO(AM) in
Fort Wayne, Ind., and the reality that the nem
owner will reduce its nighttime power, ending the
station's full-time 50 kW status it has held since
going on air in 1925.
Inner City Broadcasting Co. (
ICBC) purchased
the WOWO combo with the intention of lowering the nighttime
power of the AM so its New York outlet WLIB(AM) can become a
full-time station. ICBC in turn plans to sell WOWO to Pathfinder
Communications that said it will focus WOWO on the Fort Wayne
community, where the group owns another station.
When the FCC changed the rules allowing stations to purchase cochannel stations and alter transmission schemes to benefit new owners, regulators hoped the action would strengthen the radio industry.
That is happening in this case in two ways.
Once WLIB is allowed to broadcast 24 hours the operation will be
able to better compete in New York, the number-one listener and
number-two revenue market. In reality WOWO(AM) had become a
regionally-programmed station with a wide-reaching signal, so for
Pathfinder what matters is that local listeners will not suffer.
Of course some of those listening to WOWO outside Fort Wayne
will not be able to tune in their old friend. This is an emotional subject because the thought of losing apart of radio history is disturbing.
Fortunately there still are many Class A clear channels—including both the old 1-A and 10B classes—broadcasting in markets
large enough to support such stations that offer quasi-national
programming.
By scanning down the AM Class A channel assignments you will
find other instances like WOWO and WLIB on 1190 where amedium-market station is protected by alarge-market co-channel station.
This is the free-market economy at work. The radio spectrum is a
scarce resource so if there are premium signals that can be allocated

A Fighting
Chance
For AM

more efficiently, they will be.
—RW

GUEST COMMENTARY
Others bear burden, too
Dear RW,
Imust take exception to David Honig's
guest editorial " FCC on Track with
EEO" in the Aug. 24 issue. Iknow from
personal experience that the effects of
these guidelines are unfair, not just to
those unfortunate applicants who are
denied employment for no other reason
than the color of their skin or because of
their sex, but to all the other employees
and their families who must bear the burden of short staff while management
scrambles to find the " right - applicant
for the job, passing up more qualified
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Safeguard Your Job with aJournal
by Frank S. Colligan
Telecommunications Consultant
BETHESDA, Md. Too much can never be said to "Keep
Your Employees Safe from Harassment." ( RW Sept. 2h I
would like to fill in a point or two concerning the article.
There are three things in this area that are very important. They
consist of documentation, documentation and documentation.
While it may be painful at first, you'll get used to it. Later on
you'll find it interesting from ahistorical standpoint and, who
knows, the material might develop into abook on the subject.
Keep ahandwritten diary. Write it all down complete with
dates, times, locations and who else heard and/or saw what happened. Keep your diary and its existence confidential. That's
easy. Subsequent to any incident of harassment, retreat to the
privacy of the nearest restroom and write it all down. Also jot
down anote or two about some unrelated events that happened
at the same, or close to the same. time such as the weather conditions that day. Was it raining or shining'? Jot down whom you
went to lunch with and even what you had to eat. This serves
notice on afuture would-be cross examiner that your notes are
quite authentic and that tactics of his. designed to discredit your
memory. simply have no hope of success. Make copies of your
diary pages but not on the office copy machine. Copy them at
some copy shop where you pay for them. Get and keep receipts
and copies of those too. Obnoxiously tiny receipt slips are easily kept by pasting them. chronologically, into ascrapbook. It is
imperative that you tell no one what you are doing. Don't get
into gossipy conversations. Listen for concretely useful information. but don't discuss your situation with others. It could
come back to haunt you as a member of the rumor loop.
Remember that wise old World War Il admonition that is still
true. in fact truer today than ever, "Loose lips sink ships." Don't
lose your ship in asea of gossip. If someone else tells you he or
she is being harassed, give him or her acopy of Sue Jones' article and just say. "I've been advised not to discuss it," and then
not another single word.
If harassment occurs in front of athird party, you can say to the
third party, "Did you hear/see that?" If any other parties did,
your remark will engrave the entire incident more deeply in their
memory for use later on. Then, of course, go jot it all down.

After a week or two of diary keeping. and if reasonable
requests by you ha i.' not stopped the harassment, show your
boss copies. and only copies. of just a page or two of your
diary. On that day, leave your original diary book at home. Tell
him you are showing him copies of just afew notes regarding
a particular incident. You might make them part of a typed
memo to the boss. Down towards the lower left corner of the
memo type. "CC: To file."
By this time. many readers should find that what Ihave said so
far has afamiliar ring to it. Hint: Keep good records. Author of
hint: the I.R.S. By keeping your diary confidential, at first, you
get an overwhelming head start that will leave your adversary
buried in the dust. He probably will not have been keeping one.
The very act of handwriting your own diary will do wonders
for your memory of the facts. A student once admitted to me
that he had written up afew "cheat-sheets" aweek or so before
an important quiz. Quiz time came and the result was that he
did not need to consult any of them at any time during the quiz.
In asense. writing up cheat sheets is agreat way to study. Just
tear them up well before the actual quiz.
The language style of your notes is important. You want to
write as if you were already awitness on the stand in acourt
proceeding. Be agood witness of the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth. Stick to the facts in as few words as possible and yet be thorough and complete. Avoid any coloration
by avoiding adjectives and adverbs. Don't use either unless
absolutely necessary. Don't get off on tangents, and do avoid
even accidental hearsay. Make your notes as contemporaneous
as possible by writing about aparticular incident as soon as
possible after it happens. A major part of the judicial process is
to separate facts from aconglomeration of hearsay. opinion,
gossip, small talk, etc. A good diary that follows those rules
and leaves nothing open to any speculation can make your
lawyer's job abreeze, the court's job abreeze and your adversary's lawyer's job impossible. Make yourself cross-examination proof. Major but inherently frivolous I.R.S. cases have
been melted down by "Dear Diary "
Finally, never leave your diary in the office after hours. Keep
it on your person at all times. Your diary is an extension of
your memory, and as such it is also apart of your memory that
never forgets.
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Clinton, Hundt Reveal Little Insight
continued from page 1

The Radio/Audio Pavilion occupied the
center forward part of the hall but was not
readily evident as a section unto itself.
Radio/audio exhibitors adopted await-andsee attitude as to the benefits of acombined floor.
Arrakis Systems' Mike Palmer said he
believes the exposure to the four-association membership crowd to be beneficial for
the audio companies. "It is interesting to us
to expose our products to other industries."
he said. "Digital audio has so many more
applications than just radio."
Bradley Broadcast's Paul McLane concurred: "We are excited about the combined floor. We have more potential audiences in one shot than we would normally
see. - he said.
Different markets are not necessarily
what everyone is after, according to some
exhibitors. But the enhanced setting does
provide some added advantages.

next issue, Nov. 161
The mood among participants was justifiably high. The Radio Advertising Bureau
(RAB) just announced that advertising revenue in radio continues to grow in doubledigit monthly increments.
Feeling good
Business hopes also ran high among
exhibitors as this combined exhibit floor of
the NAB. RTNDA. SBE and SMPTE
opened for the first time.
Digital news dominated the floor. USA
Digital Radio displayed a video "mobile
tour" taped in Chicago where the consortium has both an AM and an FM digital
audio station on the air.
Arrakis, Systems and Wegener
Communications announced a strategic
alliance that created what the two called
the first integrated digital satellite controlled workstation.
Comrex demonstrated that asmall digital
codec. the company's G.722. can make any
radio show mobile—with aplanned threeday broadcast of Talk America Radio
Network from its booth. The first day of
broadcasting went off without ahitch.
The large exhibit floor, however, almost
dwarfed both exhibitors and attendees
alike. None of the four associations was
prepared to release attendance figures for
the first day, but traffic on the floor
seemed steady if not jam-packed full of
people.

What World Media Expo should provide,
said Energy-Onix Marketing VP ERnie
Belanger, "is achance for us to expose our
product in aless hurried environment than
Las Vegas."
Equipment distributor BSW was looking
forward to the show. " We are excited
about the exposure to customers we would
not ordinarily see," said BSW's Tim
Schwieger. "Much of our equipment has
applications for other markets."
Some exhibitors refrained from going
on the record but expressed concerns
that video might take over the show

much like at the spring gathering. One
audio booth executive commented,
first thought as Iwalked in and saw the
huge BTS booth was, ' This is going to
look more and more like the spring
show. —
Positive outlook
Naysayers were quickly shot down by
more enthusiastic company executives.
Radio Systems' Dan Braverman put it suc-

cinctly: "If this show begins to look more
like the spring—that is fine with me. NAB
and the exhibitors are taking us ( radio)
more seriously."
Not only would the exhibit floor expose
products to new audiences, but, according
to some, it could provide companiPs the
ideal ground for prospecting business
alliances with other companies.
ITC's Charlie Bates said the company is
looking for just such opportunities."We
have created alliances that we will be
announcing shortly...(A)nd we will be
looking for the additional exposure for our
products. - he said.

Seattle Show Looks at Future
continued from page 3
Understanding the language of cost
benefits and customer satisfaction
demands that engineers broaden their
individual scope beyond the workshop
and develop management skills that will
help them reclaim their role in steering
their facilities forward.
In short, they need to "motivate, prioritize and learn to communicate effectively up and down the company ladder," said Whitaker.
Whitaker and Kelly concurred that
education and planning are crucial to
avoiding professional disasters. In
addition, engineers must face each day
with the question, "How am Igoing to
earn my job today?".
Part of planning for the future
involves a responsibility to aspiring

engineers. "Mentors are important to
help foster new blood," said Kelly.
Both Kelly and Whitaker stressed the
need for continuing, hands-on education and training. Conventions and
technical seminars were listed as two
of the most important forums for engineers.
Electronic Media Expo '94 sessions
included avariety of topics related to
actual implementation of new technologies in the workplace. The most
noteworthy sessions included: "Hard
Disk Audio Systems: Users Panel
Discussions," " Digital
Audio
Transmissions Via Internet and ISDN,"
"Current State of Remote Control,"
"MIDI
Survival
Skills
for
Broadcasters" and " Practical Implementations of RBDS."

How to tame transmitter power problems.
WHR Series STAITILINK Voltage Regulators
for AC power systems up to 660 volts.

o

Transmitters placed in remote,
unattended locations such as
mountain tops and wilderness areas depend on long utility power
lines for service. Unfortunately,
the lines often produce poor voltage regulation and other damaging power aberrations. Poor regulation can reduce power tube life
by as much as 70% and the performance of associated equipment is
similarly affected.
For example, a 15% undervoltage can decrease power tube
life because cold operation promotes contaminant buildup in the
tube. Conversely, a10% overvoltage decreases life because increased temperature accelerates
the decarburizing process.
The problems can be easily corrected .
Cost-effective WHR Series STABILINE. Voltage Regulators are
the preferred choice of broadcasters worldwide for use with transmitters, receiving stations, studios
and mobile production vehicles.
These high power voltage regulators maintain constant voltage to
your sensitive equipment even
when the power line input voltage
and system load vary widely.
Features include:

o

"I recommend STABILINF, Voltage Regulators for any brand of transmitter that is being
placed in aharsh operating environment."
-Steve McElroy, CCA ELECTRONICS
"A STABILINE'• Voltage Regulator is a 'must
buy' for radio station owners who want to protect their equipment investment."
-Ernie Belanger, ENERGY-ONIX

• Maintenance bypass pl us
other standard options
• 99% typical efficiency
• High overload capacity
• 19-inch rack mount versions
• Designed for UL and CSA
approvals
A host of options allow you to
customize your application.
Standard options include:
- Single or three phase models
- Analog or digital control
- Bypass switch
- Ammeters
- Frequency trip meter
- Tropicalization
Manual raise-lower switches
- Zig-zag neutral generation
- Single or individual phase
control
- High energy transient suppression
- Input voltage range al arm
contacts

• Hold output voltage within
+1%
• Power ratings from 2to 1680 -kVA
3-phase, 500 kVA WHR Series Voltage Regulator

For Catalog WHR692 and to learn how
WHR Series STABILINE)Voltage Regulators can be the solution to your power
problems, write, fax or phone Ted Gladis at

e

"Our production vehicles don't leave without one."
— Ron Crockett, SHOOK ELECTRONICS
Circle (64) On Reader Service Card

1-800-SUP ELEC
(1-800-787-3532)
in USA and Canada

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC
WARNER ELECTRIC

383 Middle Street • Bristol, CT 06010
203/582-9561 • Fax: 203/582-3784
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TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION

New Jersey Implements New EBS Plan
power plants within the state.
What officials needed was a reliable,
rugged, expandable and simple-to-operate
system that would allow the state, the
counties or even the National Weather
STAMFORD, Conn. If waiting for the
Service to gain virtual immediate excess
FCC to rule on EBS is getting you down,
to all mass media or to selectively broadperhaps you and your State Emergency
cast information on only one or more
Communications Committee ( SECC)
should do what New Jersey did and
radio, TV and cable facilities.
New Jersey came to the EBS modernizaimplement your own modernized
tion project with anumber of assets.
statewide EBS system.
First, it had a well- organized State
The New Jersey SECC and New Jersey
Emergency Communications Committee
State Police did extensive research and
chaired by Richard Archut, chief engineer
evaluation as to what technology or sysof WKDN-FM in Camden. Archut is a
tems were available. They needed avery
knowledgeable broadcaster and someone who
really cares about EBS.
NEW JERSEY
The second asset is
EWS
eight existing CPCS-1
WNW) ( PA
FM radio stations that
cover the entire state
WPAT-FIrl
El
kidnidown
with strong signals.
Finally, the New Jersey
NEW YORK
WEI/le-FM
State Police microwave
CI
World Erode Conroe
network with numerous
communications towers
Edison 10
WAill-ENI
AlliNTOYM
was made available as
part of the EBS modernMoto (OC
ization project.
vicHe EM
TRENTON
New Jersey requires a
WADEEM
O
very reliable and redun(VW- AM
dant two-way EWS sysWittADEIPHIAit
CAMDEN
tem that does not put all
o
ims
MEOW- FM
of its eggs in one basket.
WDEL-Ail
Ocean ( OC
To accomplish this,
two independent radio
drodynordon
communications paths
were employed, one
using the state police
O /11.roverow Sloilon
microwave network for
ATLANTIC CITY
1:1 Primary EMS Station
voice and the other path
using encrypted 2400
Non en Mahon
baud X.25 store and fortime
ward packet data. The
CAPE blAy
concept is that if the
microwave network
failed, data and control
messages would continue to provide
comprehensive audio and data alerting
information and control to broadcasters
system that would cover the entire state
utilizing its mass media facilities. After
and could provide crawls for cable facilities. If the packet network failed, the
reviewing FCC EBS field test data and
microwave system would be used as the
other options, New Jersey concluded that
back-up.
the Sage EWS technology using RDS
Another requirement was that the syswas the way to go.
tem must provide automatic capture of
the main audio and/or video of radio, TV
New Jersey system
and cable facilities under certain agreed
New Jersey State Police manage the New
upon conditions. Stations receive
Jersey EBS System. The state has been the
advanced information on computer
site of numerous recent disasters and near
screens in front of the operator. A countdisasters, including severe winter storms,
down clock shows the time remaining
chemical releases, natural gas pipeline
explosions, transportation accidents and
before the message. The stations have an
inhibit switch that can be used if they feel
the ever-present threat from three nuclear
by Jerry LeBow
President
Sage Alerting

o

,

s

o

that the emergency message is not for
their area.
The system users, including the National
Weather Service and state police, need to
get their message on the air very quickly
without the burdensome and error-prone
interface with disc jockeys, TV master
control and cable operators.
The system had to allow selection down
to an individual radio station or area or
receiver, and the system needed to interconnect with the neighboring states of
Pennsylvania, Delaware and New York.
Interface requirements
Finally, the new EWS system had to
interface with an existing cable television audio and video override system
called EAS, which had been installed in
New Jersey. All of the activation centers and virtually all of the primary stations have back-up power via diesel
generators.
Every site, including radio stations, activation centers and nodes are backed up
with UPS power that will operate the system without external power.
The New Jersey EWS system has no
connections to the public switch telephone network (PSTN), making the system totally independent.
The State Police Emergency Operating
Center in West Trenton is the focal point
for emergency management within the
state. Ultimately there will be 21 county
emergency operating centers, all of which
will have the capability of providing
audio and/or video messages to the local
media in their area.
The first phase of this project is to link
the West Trenton EOC site to eight primary New Jersey stations and four AM
and FM stations in New York, Delaware
and Pennsylvania with both voice and
data communications. To facilitate this
project, three former state police frequencies in the 44 MHz band were made
available to EWS.
The first frequency carries encrypted
data packet communications. Each of the
eight primary radio stations, three activation centers and four state police communications towers act as nodes in the twoway store and forward encrypted data
communications system.
The two-way 2400 baud encrypted X.25
packet, data and control signals are
relayed throughout the state with maximum latency of two seconds.
The EWS system automatically self-heals
if the primary communication path is disabled. Because it is atwo-way system,
EWS notifies senders when their message
was received at its destination and when

system actuation has taken place.
Audio for the New Jersey EWS is carried
on the state police microwave network to
four microwave tower sites. From there it
is remodulated onto a44 MHz frequency
for the "last mile" delivery to the primary
radio stations. An RDS signal generated at
the eight primary stations carries both text
and control messages to all secondary
radio and TV stations, 34 cable headends
and the four secondary stations in adjacent
states and to the public. The audio messages synchronized with the RDS signal
are carried on the main channel of one or
continued on page 9

Question:
Ever wonder
why transmitter
manufacturers operate
Altronic dummy loads
at NAB and other
trade shows?

Answer:
The best performance
and the most dependable
dummy loads built.
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ALTRONIC
RESEARCH
INC
WATER AND AIR COOLED
MODELS FROM
1000 WATTS TO 1,500,000 WATTS
•
P.O. Box 249
Yellville, AR 72687
(501) 449-4093
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The RDS-1 keeps getting better, because it's the industry's first and
only software controlled RDS Coder. That means that changes to the
RDS Standard, and our own ongoing upgrades, are as simple as
loading anew disk in your RDS PC.
The RDS-1 gives you flexibility and control you can't get anywhere else,
like 255 Radiotext messages of unlimited length, full automation of RDS
functions, and easy setup right out of the box. Animate your station on
your listener's radios while you transmit profit-making Transparent Data.
Only the RDS-1 does it all!
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Model RDS-1 RDS System Generator & Software

Modulation Sciences gives you everything
you need to put tb, to work today
RD'S
Our new RDS Data Receivers give you profit-making access to the
full RDS data stream. Now you can lease the RDS data channels that
conventional RDS receivers ignore. Use the RDS-X2 to feed billboard
displays, provide stock market updates, and actuate remote control.
Individually addressable, the RDS-X2 gives you and your data
transmission customers robust, error-corrected reception of any and all
RDS data, plus audio and composite outputs. And innovative features
like onboard data filtering, Antenna Diversity and Beacon Tuning"
make RDS datacasting simple and reliable.
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Whether you're already on the air with RDS, or only
thinking about it, you need our new RDS Monitor. The
PRD-3000 decodes, displays, analyzes and stores the
complete RDS data stream, and it measures RDS injection
level to 1/10 of 1percent.
Data is displayed on any desk or laptop DOS or
Windows PC. Plugged into our optional tuner, the PRD3000 lets you examine the most minute details of your
RDS signal, and everyone else's. Like all MSI products,
the PRD-3000 is supported by abold three year warranty.
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.
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There's no longer a reason to wait for RDS to happen.
All the tools you need are here today - courtesy of the
RDS Authority...

modulation sciences, inc.

•

«Model PRO-3000TM Precision RDS Decoder/Monitor/Analyzer

12A World's Fair Drive e Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603
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New Jersey Adopts EBS
continued from page 7
more of the primary stations.
The New Jersey EWS is frequency
agile, providing automatic tuning to the
desired primary station or fall-back station. In virtually every area in the state
except the mountainous northwest corner,
at least two primary stations provide
excellent coverage. If the designated primary station fails, receivers in schools,
homes, hospitals as well as receivers at
the primary and secondary stations and
activation centers automatically retune to
the designated back-up station.
Connection to weather service
The National Weather Service has centralized its New Jersey activities primarily
into the Mount Holly Weather Forecasting
Office. The National Weather Service said
that WRSAME—the Weather Service's
520 baud FSK data systems designed
specifically for its 162 MHz NOAA stations—is planned for installation in Mount
Holly, allowing the weather service to
enter the New Jersey EWS system via
their 162 MHz NOAA transmitters.
These WRSAME transmissions will be
automatically monitored and decoded by
the EWS at actuation centers and at the
primary radio stations. Confusing
WRSAME codes will be translated into
clear text messages and then into RDS by
a Sage EWS computer. Priorities of
WRSAME or commands from the state or
county and other EOC's are programmed
by the users into the multiple actual controller at each site.
Public alerts
Emergency alerts will be broadcast on the
main channel of the eight primary stations
and by the 34 cable TV headends. These
audio messages also will be rebroadcast by
most other AM, FM and TV stations.
Initially, no automatically tuned
receivers were purchased for the system;
however, these home and institutional
receivers and automatic alerting smoke
detectors will be available for sale to the
public throughout the state as soon as the
New Jersey EWS system is fully installed.
These warning units, which automatically
lock onto the appropriate alerting station
for their area, can be turned on selectively
(down to an individual receiver) to provide
alerting any time of the day or night.
It is believed such institutions as
schools, public building operators, nursing homes and hospitals will purchase
these units to enhance security to their
occupants. These receivers can directly
interrupt PA and background music systems in malls, elevators, hospitals, airports and schools.
All RDS radios in the state will respond
to PTY 31 ( emergency code) by turning
themselves on and/or raising the volume
and stopping acassette or CD. Many modules of RDS receivers both for home and
cars are now available from such companies as Delco, Denon, JVC, Panasonic,
Pioneer and Blaupunkt.
The current status
Approximately two-thirds of the New
Jersey Emergency Warning System has been
installed. The target cut over is on or before
Dec. 31. The final installation will include
site- specific software and the Multiple
Actuation Controllers that act as an input or
"front end" to the EWS system, monitoring
the National Weather Service WRSAME
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transmissions on 162 MHz, the state's
EMRAD (Emergency Radio System), on 39
MHz and other sources of information.
All transmissions, including audio and
data, are logged on a hard disk and are
available for review, replay and print out.
The software at the radio stations and the
activation centers can be customized by
the individual users allowing them to
enable or disable features, including the
automatic capture of mass media facilities
for various levels of emergencies. This
software is time sensitive, location sensitive and event sensitive allowing each
area to fine tune to its community's
needs.

In Phase 2of the New
Jersey EBS modernization program there is a
plan to install activation
centers in each of the 21
county E0Cs. Recently
three additional counties
have received funding
for their activation centers that will be included
in the initial system.
DOD

For information, contact Rich Archut at
WKDN-FM at telephone: 609-854-5300,
or Jerry LeBow, Sage
Alerting Systems, at
telephone: 203-3571464.

T eLegend
Continues.
The New Features.

The Old Standard.

Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer
of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack — you trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

The New Standard.

Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the
reliability and durability of the M267, plus alist of new
features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB
quieter with alow noise circuit — ideal for digital formats.
We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to
six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48-volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.
What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still
made with arugged all- metal chassis and manufactured in
the USA with legendary Shure durability.

Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in
dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:
•Input peak LEDs
•Detachable power cord
•Two XLR outputs
•Easy-access side battery compartment
•Headphone monitor circuit
•Output peak/limiter LED
•Balanced, 2-position mix bus
•Adjustable limiter threshold
•Battery/AC VU meter illumination
•Monitor input sensitivity selector
•Program/monitor input selector
With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the
standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You,
Call 1-800-25-SHURE.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS ... WORLDWIDE.
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We Took The Work
Out Of Workstation.
The Orban DSE 7000 is the fastest

tell you there's no comparison. Wc

digital workstation for radio production.

inv te you to call or fax us for a

your DSE 7000. Simply make one free

Of course it's friendly. There's no

complete user's list.

call.

setup. No confusion. No trouble. In

With the DSE you'll produce the

fact, you can literally plug it in and play

best sounding spots in one-third the

in thirty minutes or less. No training.

time. It's the easiest way to increase

No computer wizards needed.

your production and your profits.

The DSE is everything you need.
Ask anyone who has aDSE and they'll

Harris Allied makes it easy to get

After all, nobody wants to work
harder than they have to.

1-800-622-0022

Plus, boost your creativity to awhole

Fax 317-966-0623

new level.

Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

M HARRIS
ALLIED
Q)1994 Harris Corp.
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Tips on Air- Cooled Transmitters
by Don W. Patrick

black, with only one CFM more than that
required to keep the switch closed? Is the
tube running within minimum limits and
FORT SMITH, Ark. Some air-cooled
broadcast transmitters use an air pressure
hotter than it should be?
sensor to protect the PA. We have a 15The second and more serious problem
with the air pressure type system can be
year-old Harris FM2OK that has this type
very costly, monetarily and with air time.
of system.
If anything blocks the out- flow duct, the
A three-phase, 220 V motor drives afan
pressure goes up but the airflow goes
with some 600 cfm output, and this air is
down.
directed into the PA cavity. The "outTwo years ago, abig block of ice fell
flow" duct is smaller than the " in-flow"
off the tower and centered the vent cap,
duct. Therefore, more air is trying to
crushing it down to the duct. This
come in than go out. This creates apositive pressure within the PA cavity. A reduced the out- flow duct to some 20
percent of its original size. The pressure
diaphragm-type sensor samples the caviwent way up which made the sensor
ty, senses the positive pressure and closes
very happy, but only 20 percent air flow
the circuit, allowing the PA filament
made the PA very unhappy, and it meltvoltage to come on.
ed in disgust.
A new $ 1,800 PA plus
Figure 2.
an ice shield over the
vent took care of that
problem. Some two
months later, we started
popping off the air.
A drive back to the
mountain revealed the
out-flow duct screen partially blocked by small
Roof
pieces of foam rubber.
This had come from a
liner in the in-flow duct
that the factory had
Red arc or line advised customers to
yellow
remove some years
before. As the blockage
green arc
increased, the air flow
decreased but the pres/. ./
sure went up. Once again
we had a happy sensor
and an overheated, damaged final.
To correct this probTransmitter
lem permanently and
gain a cooling system
performance gauge, Ibuilt a "flow" senThere are two problems with this type
sor.
of system. One, which is relatively
minor, is that the cooling system tells
Pickup asmall copper hinge, a 1/8-inch
copper rod and asmall ( 6"x6") piece of
you nothing about its condition. Are the
thin copper sheet. Solder the rod to the
fan impeller blades dirty or is the filter
-M aximum
Performance
& Protection
for Connectors

The Only Product that Conditions & Protects
Plated Surfaces and their Base Metals!
Ls en the finest equipment cannot guarantee
noise- free operation. One " dirty" connection
anywhere in the signal path can cause unwanted
noise, distortion and signal loss.

L

hinge (Figure 1) and the sheet to the end
of the rod, leaving some of the rod sticking out behind the hinge.
Then, glue amercury switch with silicon
seal to the rod just behind the hinge. Run
the wires from the mercury switch to the
hinge point and off to the transmitter control line at the pressure switch. Cut ahole
in the out-flow duct and install the new
sensor and close or cover up the hole.
Be sure the rod will move up and down
freely ( Figure 2). Adjust the travel of the
rod ( with the air running) so that with a

6"x6" Flap in the air stream or clamping
a lead fishing weight to the rod on the
flap side of the hinge or on the outside
of the hinge. Now you have both air
pressure and air flow to protect your

Serious problems
with the air
pressure type
systems can be
very costly.

transmitter.
Once this is done, you can attach apiece
of metal alongside the
rod and color code it.
Figure 1.
Paint on agreen arc for
normal, yellow for
Rod
Hinge
reduced and red for temFlap
perature increasing and
pending trouble. Just a
• •
glance will tell you that
something like a dirty
•11 III 111111
iii
filter is reducing your
11 11 III 11111111
air long before it causes
any problem.
Screws
Solder Rod
On most, you will
to Flap & Hinge
have to add weights to
the rod between the
hinge and the flap plus
clean system, the rod is held not quite all
reduce the flap size.
DOD
the way up. Then by restricting the
intake, set the mercury switch to trip just
Don W. Patrick is acontract engineer
before the pressure switch trips due to for AM, FM and TV stations, certified
by the SBE as aprofessional broadcast
low air flow.
engineer. Contact him at 501-646These limits can be adjusted by any
combination of reducing the size of the
6141.
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i? HARMONIC DISTORTION

V AUTO- NULL THD+N

[ièr VOLTS

V SHIELDED & BALANCED

le' dB; dBm ( 600 ohms)

STEREO INPUTS

Considering the hundreds ( if not thousands) of
connections in electronic equipment today. it is
only amatter of time before they begin to fail.

EV FREQUENCY

COMPATIBLE WITH NAB

Gi WOW & FLUTTER

TEST DISKS

CAIG ProGold works unlike any other contact
cleaner. enhancer or lubricant. Due to its unique
properties, not only does it deoxidize and clean
surface contamination, but it penetrates plated
surfaces and molecularly bonds to the base metals.
This increases conductivity and contact surface
area and reduces arcing, RFI, wear and abrasion ( the
major cause of intermittent signals, distortion and
signal loss).

CV STEREO PHASING

V FREQUENCY READOUT

G? SIGNAL + NOISE

EV SVVITCHABLE HIGH-PASS

Use ProGold Conditioning Treatment to improve
and maintain the performance & reliability of all
electrical components & equipment.

CA16

CAIG Products ...
used by those who demand best ,
Bomn

Mcnos^,ans

Retold Inc

Scow

Jotylaboniones

RCA

,enea,E‘o‘ess

Socncraft

General ElecInc

Teronog

HeMerRacked

TexasInstfurnets

Honeywell

Xerox Cop

John Flue Mfg

many rn3W

LABORATORIES. INC.

16744 W. Bernardo Dr.,
San Diego, CA 92127
TEL: (619) 451-1799
FAX: ( 619) 451-2799

1-800-CAIG-123
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AND LOW-PASS FILTERS

NOISE

EV INTERMODULATION

V VERNIER SET- LEVEL
CONTROL

DISTORTION

EV DIFFERENTIAL GAIN OF

V HEADPHONE INPUT

STEREO CHANNELS

MONITOR PORT

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

Potomac Instruments, inc.
932 Philadelphia Ave., Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone 1-301-589-2662 • Fax 1-301-589-2665
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Tribulations of Replacing Damaged Coils
by Fred Greaves Jr.
YORK, Pa. When an RF coil takes a
direct hit by lightning, the current within
the coil can be in the thousands of amps.
The turns in the coil, due to the large
magnetic field generated, will collapse
toward each other resulting in a very
asymmetrically wound coil.
The value of the coil no longer will be
what it was intended to be. and if used in
a high- voltage area of your AM system,
it will be prone to arcing. It is not agood
idea to just readjust the coil. Replacement is in order.
Replacing acoil sounds easy enough. Just
look at the label and order another one.
But what do you do if the label is missing?
It's fairly easy to determine the value of
this type of coil with a few mechanical
measurements and a little math. First.
measure the overall length of the coil, then
the radius and count the number of turns.
The formula for determining the inductance in microhenrys ( pH) is:
pH
R
T
L

=
=
=
=

( R * T) 2/10L + 9R
Radius of the coil in inches
Number of turns
Length of the coil in inches

For instance, take a look at areal coil.
where: R=6"; T=22; and L=I 2".
Therefore: pH=I 7,424/ I
74= I
( X).1
You now know that the damaged coil
was 100 pH. but if you don't have such
an animal on the shelf, count number of
active turns used in the damaged coil,
and use the following formula to determine the inductance actually used in the
circuit:
pH (
used) = ( pH / T)* T ( used)
For example, if the number of turns
used in the coil was only 53/4 then;
pl-I=(IOO.l / 22)* 5.75 = 26. 1

You really don't need a IOU pH coil.
Any coil you have over 30 pH will do
nicely. When selecting areplacement, be
sure the current rating is the same or

I

If you don't have an RF generator or
bridge to properly adjust the coil, you
can determine where to set the tap as
follows: The total inductance of the coil

Replacing a coil sounds easy enough.
Just look at the label and order another
one. But what do you do if the label
is missing?

greater than the damaged coil.
You find a coil on the shelf that measures 10 inches in length and 8 inches in
radius and has 9 turns; by using the formula for determining the inductance. you
determine that this coil is 30 pH.

divided by the number of turns in the
coil will tell you the inductance per
turn.
pH / T = pH per turn = 3.33
T(n) = pH(used) / 3.33 -= 7.86

Tower Responsibility
continued from page 1
maintenance, giving the FCC a way to
enforce tower regulations if the agency
cannot contact tower owners.
"For example. if the tower owner disappears and doesn't pay the power bill on a
tower close to an airport, and we want to
maintain the lights on it, we could revert
back to licensees," Greenberg said. "We
wouldn't create ahitiard. Extra tower costs
Current!), tov,er lessees are also
responsible for filing the sometimes costly construction permit applications for
tower modifications, even when their
antennas will remain at the same location
on the tower, footing attorney and engineering fees for the permit process.
"If you have 10 radio stations with
antennas on a tower and the guy on top
decides to raise the tower 50 feet, based
on ( FCC) Mass Media bureau rules, all
10 would have to file construction permit
applications because the tower height is

If you set this coil up for slightly less
than eight active turns and install it, your
system should come back to life. It
should be pointed out that the previous
measurements and adjustments are but
approximations; however, by using these
procedures. you can get your system up
and running without having immediate
access to expensive test equipment.
After making this type of repair, you
will want to get the necessary equipment
as soon as possible so that the affected
network can be properly adjusted.
DOD
Fred W. Greares is assistant director of
engineering jar Susquehanna Radio
Corp. in York, Pa. Contact him at telephone 7/7-852-2 / 27.
to tower owners.
Lengthy tower descriptions in broadcast
applications would be replaced by tower
registration numbers.
A proposed tower data base would list
towers by their registration numbers and
once the agency receives an application
for a broadcast license, it can use the
number to see if a tower complies with
federal regulations and allow the FCC to

being increased. - Greenberg said.
Although stations choosing to take
advantage of the heightened tower by
raising their antennas would still need to
file construction permits, stations keeping their antennas at the same tower location would not and
could save money.
The FCC plan also
There are no FCC
would remove tower
regulations on the books
information from the
radio permit process
that hold tower owners
and require tower owners to file separate
separately accountable.
tower applications.
"It will save the FCC
and licensees hundreds of thousands of
track owner of hazardous towers,
dollars." said Mary Beth Richards, speGreenberg said.
cial counsel to the FCC for reinventing
This could again reduce operation costs
government.
for radio stations by reducing the
Although towers still would have to
amount of attorneys and engineering
comply with federal standards and faulty
consulting fees stations shell out for
towers still would be grounds for applitower descriptions in their license application dismissals, the burden of providcations.
ing tower specifications would be shifted
However, Jim Weitzman. aWashington
communications attorney, speculated that
"such savings could prove illusory where
the station itself owns the tower or the
528E Voice Processor —
tower owner passes along his new reguMake a big impression.
latory costs and duties to tenants through
lease agreements."
400•10•001---•
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Voice Symmetry.
High Definition Mic Pre- Amp.
Compression.
Downward Expansion.
De-Essing.
Parametric EQ.

Yoe

Voice talent is expensive So why not
get your money's worth?
Scan any AM or FM dial in the U.S. or
Canada and you'll hear Symetrix voice
processing technology at work Creating
better sounding voices Attracting more
listeners Everyday.
The new Symetrix 528E continues our
tradition of providing broadcasters with
powerful, reliable, easy to use tools
Six processors in one box From the

Avoice is aterrible
thing to waste.
Total voice control. All in one box.
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company who invented "voice processing"

Symetrix
Tel 206.787.3222 Fax 206787.3211
Toll Free 800 288 8855

See Us At AES Booth 845

Significant change
N1ost significant for the FCC, the proposed rule changes would reduce the
costly. desk-cluttering and time-consuming paper work involved in tower applications.
On anational scale, the tower licensing
proposal would consolidate the number
of tower applications from 850.000 to
70,000. FCC Chairman Reed Hundt said
in a recent address to the Networked
Economy Conference.
"Because there would be less tower filings to deal with, we could do it faster,"
Richards added.
The process for changing the tower
license rules began last year when ateam
of FCC employees from different
bureaus within the commission were
appointed to form an interdepartmental
think tank to facilitate antenna structure
regulations for tower.
The think tank, dubbed as the "Tower
Standardization Team." recently recommended to the FCC quality council—the
agency's upper management echelon—
that the bureaucracy change its rules. (3)

Some People Think
That Radio Production
People Are Too Demandi
NOT

TASCAM. Radio and broadcast production demands durable equipment t

performs unrelentlessly twenty-four hours aday. That's why you'll find TASCAM equipment in practi
every production facility in the country. And that goes for the TASCAM DA88 modular digital multitrac
well. It offers you incredible flexibility and aquicker production alternative to elaborate workstations, yet it
less than agood cart machine. Bottom line is you get the benefits of digital and the ease of use of analog.

N

omater how you look at it, the DA88 is the smartest way to ease into digital production and it's the

essential complement to any digital audio workstation. It gives you one hour and forty-eight minutes of
crisp digit& audio {
8tracks) on alow cost standard Hi8 video tape. Better yet. It works just like any
other TASCAM deck — no learning curve. That means hassle free, quick production, especially
on those smaller projects with crazy deadlines.

S

o if you're ademanding broadcast

production person, demand the best
value in digital multitrack —

THE TASCAM DA-88
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KEYBOARD CONNECTION

Epson ActionNote Series Worth aLook
by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. Unlike most of the
staff at astation, engineers and salespeople have something in common: Their
office location moves around as fast as
they do.
The engineer cycles between the studio
and the transmitter or aremote broadcast.
The salesperson makes calls all day long
on different clients.
In past years, one of their most useful
tools usually has been somewhat difficult
and/or costly to take into the field and
has been left on the desk, largely inaccessible. To those who don't normally leave
the office during the workday, it might
be hard to explain how valuable acomputer can be to analyze the transmitter
plant, to quickly display apresentation of
the station's audience or cpm, or to fill
out asales contract.
A good value
At one time laptop, or notebook, computers with enough memory and harddrive space or with screens easy to read
were heavy, expensive and not always
reliable. However, as the prices came
down, the number of portable computers
rose dramatically, further driving prices
down and making them a very good
value for the sales and engineering
departments.
Nevertheless, browsing computer shops
can be alittle frightening. To get alarge

hard drive, good screen and a fax
modem, prices can easily run between
$4,000 to $5,000 or more. On the other
hand, since each individual situation
lends itself to aparticular hardware solution, careful shopping will often uncover
acost-effective unit.
Here are afew quick examples.
Examples to consider
An engineer needing access to the FCC
rules and some technical programs might
find a simple black-and- white notebook
with reasonable disk space and speed
may do fine, and cost under $ 1000.
On the other hand, salespeople often are
out where acolor display of charts and
graphs highlighting the station's strong
points can be very effective. Perhaps
there might be pictures or even sound
bites of the air product. A larger complement of hard drive space, speed and
bright color screen can make these
impressive, though the cost of the computer can go up substantially as well.
Since there isn't enough room to review
all the different models, let's take alook
at one of the best values, the Epson line
of notebooks.
Epson has along reputation for reliable
computers, backed by a strong service
organization. ( More on that later.) The
notebook series, called ActionNoteTm,
manages to mate these strengths with a
tempting price point.
The series starts with the 4SLC2/50, a
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Talk radio pros expect the unexpected, but there's one thing
they can always depend on— the reliability of true blue.
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P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667-8125
Fax: (703) 667-6379
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low- power, clock-doubled 80486 comrunning. However, if you need to rely on
puter. With street prices starting at alittle
battery power, aspare would make sense.
more than $ 1,000, the unit comes with
Do you plan to use Windows? If so, be
hard drives from 80MB to 260MB and a sure to get amachine with at least 8MB
2400/9600 data/fax modem. Four
of RAM and plenty of hard space.
megabyte of RAM is standard. This can
Otherwise you can end up with a lot of
be an ideal unit for an engineer who
"churning" and problems loading files.
might, for example, plug into the phone
Another challenge is when salespeople
system and dial up the transmitter from
wish to leave hard copy of asales agreeanywhere. ( Several systems permit instant
interrogation of the
transmission system and
diagnosis of problems
from wherever the engineer happens to be.)
If you prefer acolor
screen, the ActionNote
500C is agood choice.
Using a passive matrix
color LCD screen, a
clock-doubled 50 MHz
CPU and a trackball,
this
unit
can
be
"stuffed" with a260MB
hard drive and abuilt-in
14.4 fax modem... and
still come in at about
ActionNote 500C from Epson
$2,000. Smaller hard
drives and a24/96 fax modem can be had
ment behind. You can carry a portable
at an even more modest price.
printer or some drivers to accommodate
Then there is the ActionNote 700 series
your client's printers. But here's a tip,
with choice of a mono, passive-color or
one that can take advantage of all your
active- color matrix screen. PCMCIA
graphics programs: With the built-in fax
slots and abuilt-in trackball. By the time
modem, just fax it to the client's fax
this column reaches you, the newest
machine!
models, 750 and 766 ( with CPUs running
Also, using aBBS shell back at the stuat 50 and 66 MHz), should have been
dio, it should be easy for asalesperson to
introduced. These machines move up into
dial in and upload a new order immedithe $ 2,000 to $ 3,000 territory but can
ately, so the traffic department can get
have special features such as removable
the schedule going, or identify problems
hard drives and flash memory cards and
even before you leave the client's office.
local bus video for faster displays.
D
Of course, buying the machine is only
For more information on the Epson
the beginning. Customer support will be
notebook products call 800-289-3776.
important. Epson has set some high stanBarry Mishkind can be reached at 602dards, including lifetime technical and
296-3797. or on FidoNet at 1:300/11.3
parts support using atoll- free 800 numor " barry@coyote.datalog.com" on the
ber. Warranty support is good, with onInternet..
site service provided. The 750 and 766
Series even include athree-year special
road care service where parts are shipped
overnight to you in an emergency.
A good feel
One of the most important features to
look for when buying a notebook computer is the keyboard " feel." While
everyone's preferences are different. I
can tell you the keyboards on the Epson
machines "feel" good, and unlike some,
are not so different from the desktop keyboards as to be confusing to the fingers
as you go back and forth. And while a
cheap price from a mail order firm may
be tempting, you really should "try" the
keyboard before buying.
Here's what you should look for in a
keyboard: ( 1) The key size—avoid computers with narrow, compressed keyboards; they are hard to type on. ( 2) The
keys should have a good firm feel. ( 3)
Avoid computers using afunction key to
make many keys do double to triple duty.
That gets confusing. ( 4) Make sure the
arrow keys are dedicated and in a true
cross or inverted "T" alignment. The
inverted "L" style is simply harder to use.
Other considerations: You can't expect
one battery to hold up for an entire day.
Newer batteries will give several hours of
solid service, even with the hard drive

Mail or fax
your current label
and new address
(with effective date) to:
Circulation, RW,
PO Box 1214
Falls Church, VA
22041
or
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Broadcast Electronics Solid State AM Transmitters.

$aving Power In Hawaii
"Last month, my AM transmr_er power bill was over
S1500. This month with our new BE .AM5... it's $ 8801 I

SAVE Electricity:
BE patented Class Epower
modules and switching
supply technology saves
substantial electricity.

can just about pay off the lease with the power savings
alone. In over 20 years of owning radio stations, I've
never had a piece of equipment delive - so d-amatically."
Phillip L. Brewer - KHLO (AM) lido, F
-I
Brewer Broadcasting Hawaii, ••

SAVE Air Time:
Redundant power amps and
redundant power supplies keep
you on the air. Brown outs?
High or low AC line voltage?
Weather disturbances? No
problem. Exclusive foldback and
protection circuits, as well as
broad input power supplies, will
handle it all.

SAVE on
tra Transmitters:

The Broadcas',
Electronic.
;AM1010KW powerhouse
Just one in aseries of
quality engineered
solid state transmitters
coming soon the
new BE AIV1500 500W transmitter.

ansmitters operate at up to
five separate power levels.
Whatever your license requires,
you only need one BE AM
transmitter for the entire
broadcast day. And BE
Solid State AM transmitters
provide unequaled
audio performance
and C-OUAMTm
stereo built in.

Call your BE
Representative
now, or
217) 224-9600
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OADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC

WORLD LEADER IN RAM BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
4100 N. 24th Street/P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62305-3606
(217)224-9600/Fax: (217)224-9607
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Harris HT-30s Power Chicago FM
by Gordon S. Carter
Chief Engineer
WFIVrTeFM)
CHICAGO When WFMT(FM) decided
to replace its 22-year-old RCA transmitters in spring 1993, we faced some hard
decisions.
FM broadcasters on the John Hancock
Center master antenna system, including
WFMT, were considering achange to a
new antenna system. The new antenna
would require ahigher transmitter power
to maintain our current radiation contours.
We felt that we could not delay buying
anew transmitter until that decision was
made. Therefore, we determined that our
new transmitters needed to be capable of
providing the increased power as long as
it also could be used at the current power
level until that time.
Prolong the life
We also decided to replace both the
full-power main and low-power auxiliary
transmitters with two new full power
ones. This would reduce the need for
rushed repairs and
prolong the life of
both transmitters.
After researching
the possible transmitter vendors, we
or
opted to purchase
two Harris HT- 30
FM transmitters. The
plan was to replace
our old auxiliary
transmitter first, get
or
the new transmitter
on- air and then
replace the old main
Harri.‹.. HT-30
transmitter. This
would minimize any downtime and eliminate prolonged low-power operation.
In planning the project, we discovered
that we needed to double the AC power
capacity coming into our transmitter
room to accommodate the higher power
transmitters. We felt that adding asecond
service was the most reasonable
approach as we could thereby avoid
interrupting our existing service.
Schedules and timetables were drawn up
and the project begun.
When the first transmitter arrived, we
installed it with only one minor incident— we pulled the cable from the
power supply to the main cabinet through
the conduit backwards. This was easily
corrected and the transmitter went on air.
After atwo-week burn- in period, we proceeded with installing the second transmitter.
Second transmitter
When the second transmitter arrived,
we expected to install it without any
problems. However, we soon found that
one of the stand-off insulators in the
main cabinet had been cracked in shipping. and it broke when we attempted to
connect to it.
We placed aquick phone call to Harris,
and the next day we had another insulator.
When we began testing the transmitter, we

had problems keeping it on. All the indicators showed an AC current fault, but we
could find no evidence of aproblem.
Some phone calls to Harris gave us a
number of things to try, but everything
checked out OK. By the second day of
these problems, Harris sent atechnician
to look at the transmitter. After running
through a number of items, he discovered that one of the magnetic overload

relays was stuck, apparently the result of
excessive jarring during shipment. He
corrected the problem, and the remainder
of the installation went without ahitch.
We operate each transmitter for about
three months and then switch off so that
both transmitters receive equal usage.
The only outage we had was due to an
AC power glitch in the building, which
effected several other stations as well.

After using the Harris HT-30 for ayear,
we have had no problems with these
transmitters. They continue to operate
with the same parameters as set at the
factory and verified upon installation. A
number of listeners have reported cleaner
audio as well. We look forward to many
more years of reliable service from these
transmitters.
DOD

For information from Harris Allied,
contact Daryl Buechting, FM product
manager, in Illinois at 217-222-8200,
ext. 3405; fax: 217-224-1439; or circle
Reader Service 152.
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Compact BE Transmitter Breaks the Rules
by Richard Furr
Chief Engineer
WPCD(F11/1)
CHAMPAIGN, III. For those used to
seeing transmitters the size of large
freezers, think again.
The Broadcast Electronics (BE) FM3C shatters that paradigm by packing 3
kW of power into a single equipment
rack with room to spare.
After introducing its new transmitter at
the 1994 spring NAB, BE chose
WPCD(FM) as the alpha field test site.
We installed the solid-state FM-3C in June.

At 42 inches tall and 22 inches deep, plus 6
inches for the lowpass filter, the FM-3C can
standalone or mount into astandard rack.
When Ifirst saw the new transmitter, I
was amazed by its small size and
weight—two engineers can easily move
it. Installation went smoothly. A BE FM100C exciter was connected to the composite input of the transmitter.
After all connections were made, a
dummy load and wattmeter were connected and the transmitter was turned on.
We were kept waiting for the sound of a
relay kicking in, but the FM-3C does not
have an AC contactor. The silence sur-

prised me at first, but according to BE,
later models will include acontactor.
Power was slowly increased to rated
output without incident, so we connected
the antenna. Power was raised to our
legal limit of 2.5 kW. Reflected power
was measured at 3 W. Thanks to its
broadband design, no tuning is required
with the FM-3C.
The only problem we encountered was a
poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which
turned out to be apower line grounding
problem unrelated to the transmitter.
The design and manufacture of the FM3C are impressive, especially its redun-

Here's another.
If you shop for equipment by the numbers, there's one
more you can't ignore: the new, competitive price of the
Dolby Digital Studio Transmitter Link. You already know
the DSTL can't be beat when it comes to performance.
But the latest developments in its RF design let us
lower prices without compromising its robust,
interference- free operation and high quality audio.
Call us today to find out more at 800- DOLBYRF (
365-2973).
Our numbers will make both you and your bottom line happy.
*Suggested list pace of ht
digital stereo generator is $ 14,900.
you'll be glad to know that you can order
It's also available to retrofit to existing 2-channel

two channel system. Suggested list pnce of the lour channel system including the optional
Contact your local distributor for actual paces. For those of you who read the fine print.
the two channel DSIL with our new AES/E8U digital input at no additional charge.
DSTL systems. We're doing our part to make the all-digital signal path areality!

Dolby Laboratones Inc. • 100 Potrero Avenue. San Francisco. CA 94103-4813 • Telephone 415-058-0200 • Facsimile 415-863-1313
Dolby Laboratones Inc • Wootton Bassen • Wiltshire SN4 BOJ • England • Telephone 0193-642100 • Facsimile 0193-841101 • Telex 44849
Dolby, MR and the double!) symbol art trademark% ol Doy Labontones Luenung Corporateon u1994 Dolby Laboratones Inc 194/10119
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dancy and soft failure modes.
The swinging front door houses function
controls, status indications and an LCD
multimeter with two functions: asystem
function that measures forward and reflected power, power supply voltage and
exhaust temperature; and amodule function that measures each RF power amplifier (PA) module's voltage, current, power
and temperature. A module select switch
steps to each PA module.
Simple controls
The controls are simple: transmitter
on/off, power raise/lower, fault reset, an
interlock status indicator and aswitch for
remote control enable/disable.
Three power supply fault LEDs correspond to the three hot-pluggable switching
power supplies that are installed behind the
door. The CMOS-based control printed
circuit board is
just below the
power supplies.
The integrated
circuits
are
socketed and
the test points
well labeled.
The cabinet
also holds six
plug-in
PA
modules. Each
PA module has
adrive and staBE FM- 3C
tus LED indicator and weighs about 10 pounds. The
power combiner is connected to the lowpass filter, which terminates in astandard
1.625-inch female flange.
At the bottom of the transmitter are two
ground studs and a reusable air filter.
Remote control connections are made to a
30-connection terminal block at the back
of the transmitter.
The remote control interface has positive
or negative logic and +4 V or +2 V fullscale meter indications. All front panel
function controls can be remote controlled, and remote metering also is extensive. Forward power/reflected power, PA
power supply bus voltage and exhaust
temperature all can be monitored. In addition, the forward power, voltage, current
and temperature of each PA module can
be monitored via the remote control step
function.
Built-in redundancy
After three weeks of operation, one of
the three switching power supplies in the
transmitter failed. Thanks to its built-in
redundancy, however, the only result was
lower output power.
When we tried to isolate the bad power
supply, the other two supplies failed. A
loose mechanical connection in the
power supply bus resulted in aextremely
high current flow, burning the bus board.
BE replaced the transmitter cabinet so
they could evaluate the damage to the
original bus board. We have experienced
no other problems since then.
We have had little lightning damage
since installation, and we cannot address
the transmitter's survivability. It does
automatically restart after a power failure, but the step function does not reset
to module one. To get PA module readings, the operator must select a module
via the step function. BE says this can be
changed so that the controller automatically resets to module one.
ODD
For information from BE, contact David
White in Illinois at 217-224-9600; fax: 217224-9607; or circle Reader Service 34.

cc—frhe thing is just impossible to
I screw up! The DM-80's nondestructive editing is the only way to
go, and revisions are extremely easy
and very quick!"

GG

elooked at DAWs for a
year—no other product
could even come close to the
DM-80's price/performance ratio."

c
cTlove this machine!

It's
1 reliable, and user friendly.
Ican edit in 1/3 the time, and Iwasn't
familiar with disk recorders-- the
DM-80 is easy to learn and use."

—Bill Robinson,

—David Esch, Director of

—Michael Cook,
Program Director

Production Director
WQCD N.Y, NY

Commercial Production

KSJJ/KPRB, Redmond, OR

WPNT, Chicago

Broadcast professionals
speak out about the DM-80
Digital Audio Workstation!
c
cT'
ve been editing on tape half
lmy life, and was hesitant to
give up " rocking the reels"—but I
found this machine is incredibly
easy to edit with. And its expandable
storage put it way ahead of the
competitors we compared."

GG

he DM80 does more than
DAWs costing twice as much.
It's very rugged—you can set it up and
forget about it. And it's easy to use."
—Tony Diggs,
Chief Engineer
WKHK Richmond, VA

G
W

eoriginally chose the
DM-80 because of its user
friendliness. Then we discovered
the real magic of this device: a
promo announcement that normally
would take 4hours can be done in «
30 minutes."

—George Zahn,
Operations Director
WVXU, Cincinnati

GG

llap! The DM80 is avery afford-

I Teuniversally love our
DM-80's! They have revolutionized the way we work here
and we have made it apoint to
spread this word to other public
radio stations."
—Richard Paul
Special Projects Engineer
WAMU-FM, Washington, DC

—Toni Collins,
International College of
Broadcasting & Recording, Dayton

c
cTes like adigital studio in your
able, portable, high quality digital
editing system."
—Howard Silberberg,
Sound Engineer
United Nations Radio
N.Y., NY

CC

CC

he DM-80 is easy to learn,

1 and once learned...it's fast,.
very fast! We also like its clean
digital sound."

he DM- 80 is agreat production tool—it really changed our

—Barly Witherspoon
Program Director

wsro-nl,

Evansville, IN

sound! Ilike its fast and easy editing
capabilities."
—Mike Britton,
Production Director
KODY/KXNP, North Platte, NE

We couldn't say it any better.
Call ( 213) 685-5141, Ext. 337, or FAX ( 213) 722-0911 for more information about the DM-80 Digital
Audio Workstation for the magic of hard disk recording and random access editing at your fingertips.

Roland
ProAudioVideo
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Reliable, Problem-Free Nautel FM
by Lee Rust
Owner/Operator
WJZR ( FM
ROCHESTER, N.Y. In selecting atransmitter for our start-up Class A FM station.
we kept one goal in mind: No problems.
With only afew people handling technical, programming, sales and administration duties, there is not much time available for transmitter maintenance and
trouble shooting.
We needed a3to 6 kW transmitter that
was reliable, efficient and easy to maintain. As our proposed transmitter location
was in an industrial building with lots of
heavy electrical equipment, a stable RF
output on variable single-phase AC input
also was very important.
Our space limitations necessitated a
small footprint for the transmitter and an
internal harmonic filter. Of course, full
remote control, complete alarm and
metering outputs and automatic recycling
in the event of an AC line failure were
mandatory.
Conservative technology
Solid-state technology, commonplace in
AM for years, was just emerging in FM
transmitters when we began putting the
station together in 1992. We sought aconservative but current technology that incorporated the solid-state advantages of no
tubes or tuning, modular redundancy and a
certain degree of on-air serviceability.
We considered designs by several manufacturers and while, for the most part.
they all satisfied our basic requirements.
the Nautel AMPFET FM transmitter
offered several attributes we found especially attractive.
First and foremost, Nautel builds only
solid-state transmitters. Their product
line began with nautical navigation beacons in the early 1970s and progressed to
solid-state AM transmitters.
Also, the Nautel FM design is uncomplicated and clean, with a minimum of RF

amplifier components: an RF combiner
with no load resistors; simple control logic
with no microprocessors: neat mechanical
layout and meticulous construction. Each
of the 250 W power amplifier cards somehow do their job with only 15 components
while competing designs seem to need
hundreds of parts.
Modular
Another advantage is that Nautel FM
transmitters are modular with interchangeable 1kW PA modules, each of
which incorporates four 250 W PA cards.

Nautel AMPFET FM4
Each amplifier module has its own cooling fan. There is no forced air flow over
the electronics, only over the large heat
sinks, so dust and dirt build-up on the
components is avoided.
The only major difference between the
4 kW and the 7 kW transmitters is three

additional PA modules in the 7 kW and
adifferent combiner and power supply.
In each transmitter, there is one intermediate power amplifier module, for
which any of the PA modules can be
substituted in an emergency. The 4 kW
transmitter can operate at reduced
power with one PA module shut down.
Removal and replacement of that module can be performed with the transmitter on-air.
Its low- voltage power supply is agood
feature for astation with only one technician who usually works alone. The only
regular maintenance the transmitter needs
is clean air filters every few months as
well as acheck of the 9 V battery, which
maintains control settings during apower
failure, and the various meter readings.
These readings have been absolutely stable for our two years of operation.
Overall AC- in to RFout efficiency for
our frequency, 105.9 MHz, is reportedly
about 63 percent. Lower frequencies
would have higher efficiencies, but it is
at least 10 percent better than most tube type FM transmitters we looked at and 20
percent better than one of the other FM
solid-state units we considered.
The regulation and protection systems
in the Nautel FM transmitter are conservative and effective. Our output power
rarely varies more than 1percent, even in
a building full of laminating presses.
electroplating tanks and elevators. The
output power cuts back automatically if a
high VSWR condition in the antenna
occurs or shuts off immediately in the
event of ashort.
Extensive protection
Lis,htning protection is extensive. A
heavy copper cable bypasses the entire
electronics chassis of the transmitter,
from the antenna connector at the top of
the cabinet to the ground terminal at the
bottom. Detailed installation instructions
help " lightning- proof' the transmitter
and AC supply panel. An optional surge

instruments
in one
• eas t
stora

perate

pabilities

* highest performance
large graphics display
" AS03 s
are-eackage for
remote- control and automatic tests
comprehensive two- channel system
* PC- and printer communication

protector is available for the AC supply.
We ordered one.
Last September, a very close lightning
strike blew out our audio switcher and
AP printer but only gave the Nautel afew
seconds pause before it automatically
recycled back on the air. It is always nice
to see the stereo light glowing on the car
radio when you race to the transmitter to
make repairs, even if the carrier is perfectly silent.
Finally, the Nautel AMPFET FM transmitters were ready when we needed one.
Several Nautel 7kW units were already in
the field and the 4kW transmitters were in
production when we placed our order. The
FM4 was shipped from the plant near
Halifax, Nova Scotia, on time, beautifully
crated, with complete installation and
operation documentation. Ours was one of
the first off the production line.
Each unit comes with an elaborate test
set-up for adjusting the phasing of the PA
modules, in the event that field repairs
would ever have to be made. We ordered
the optional spares kit, which includes
replacements for most of the semiconductors and other components, as well as
aspare fan and air filter.
Straightforward installation
Installation was straightforward and
without major difficulties. The only field
modification requested by the factory
after we went on air was the addition of
one diode to acontrol circuit board.
Of course, the Nautel AMPFET FM
design is not perfect. Some of this we
knew before purchase. and some we
learned later. A necessary compromise in
the design. in the interest of efficiency,
was to make the transmitter frequency specific. rather than broadband. Changing
operating frequency. especially from one
half of the FM band to the other, is no
small matter. There is a different PA
design for upper and lower FM band, as
well as a different RF combiner design.
However, this is arare occurrence.
In addition, many cables are used to
connect the IPA module. PA modules
and combiner, which means lots of BNC
connectors and other plugs and wires.
We also discovered that the acceptable
range for exciter input level is very narrow. If you are even alittle bit above it or
below it. the transmitter will not come
up. Additionally. the SCR- controlled
transmitter power supply is capable of
causing noise in nearby audio equipment,
but an AC line filter on our stereo generator solved that problem for us.
These are all minor quibbles, however.
The bottom line is that our Nautel
AMPFET FM4 has worked perfectly
since the first day we went on the air.
requires only an occasional dusting.
shrugs off lightning and AC power variations, and does not make alot of heat or
noise.
The whole process of selecting the
transmitter was aided by the responsive
and knowledgeable people at Nautel:
Bob Perry. John Brennan, Chuck
McLain, Mike Woods and Jorgen
Jensen. as well as Ed Young of RF
Specialties of Pennsylvania. Fronted by
aHnat-Hindes UM2000 stereo generator
and BE FX30 exciter, our FM4 runs at
2.4 kW into a half- wave Shively 6813
four- bay antenna. It sounds great, with
no problems.
DUO

Neutok AG
Neutrik Zürich AG
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Tel 075/2329666 Tel 01/73404130
Fo k075/2325393 Fax 01/7343891

NCV GmbH
Germany
Tel 0941/98041
70,0941/999772

Neutrik Marketing Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel 071/7928188
Fax 071/7928187

Neutrik Division of Japon Neutnk Instrumentation
Japon
Canada/USA
Tel 03/54112551
4/3445220
Fan 03/54112827 • , 4/3445221
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For information .1rom Naiad. contact
for gen Jensen in Nova Scotia. Canada.
at 902-823-2233; Jim 902-823-3183; or
circle Reader Service 7.
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Customized CCA Transmitters Key in Rebuild
by Chris Hicks
Technical Director
Amaturo Group Ltd.
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. In 1992.
WKGR(FM)
purchased
a CCA
FM35,000G 35 kW FM transmitter to
replace an old standby. That transmitter
served us so well that we purchased two
more CCA transmitters in 1994. The second purchase included custom equipment
and installation fie our new duopoly station WPBZ(FM).
WKGR used a 1978 CSI 25 kW transmitter as abackup. operating at 24.5 kW
TPO as afull- power auxiliary, and it was
tired. After scouring the used transmitter
market, we decided that the best bang for
the buck would be anew transmitter.
We selected a CCA FM35,000G and
installed it as amain transmitter alongside
arelatively new transmitter in an alternatemain configuration. During a year-and-ahalf on air, the CCA proved so reliable that
we bought aCCA unit for WPBZ.
Easy to buy
we talked seriously with three transmitter manufacturers, but for our particular
application. CCA came out ahead. Steve
McElroy, CCA vice president of sales,
made it easy for us to buy two transmitters
with turnkey factory assembly and testing
of all the transmitter room equipment.
At the CCA factory near Atlanta, everything for the transmitter room was assembled and tested exactly as it would be
installed at our site. Three of the CCA
people responsible for the factory assembly and testing came to southeastern
Florida and installed the equipment for us.
The size of the transmitters makes them
easy to install in small rooms. CCA FM
transmitters, up to and including their 35
kW model, are built into a standard 38inch by 34- inch by 71- inch cabinet,
including the high- voltage power supply.
Our garage-size transmitter room is only

15 feet wide and 22 feet deep with an
eight-foot ceiling. It contains all our transmission and electrical equipment. but
there is still room to walk around freely
and to back in the bed of a pickup truck
through the garage door. From in front of

CCA FM35,000G
the control rack, every indicator and meter
on every piece of equipment in the room
is visible without taking asingle step.
CCA Service Manager Gerry Meier
supervised the factory assembly and test
as well as the on- site installation of the
system. Thanks to Gerry's years of experience, our complicated interlocking system
worked the first time we tested it. The
CCA transmitters have two interlock contacts available to the user: one is driven by
the plate mode, the other by the presence
of IPA screen voltage, which in turn is driven by the presence of plate voltage.

TFT RECITER — THE BETTER STL SOLUTION

MORE PERFORMANCE

efficiency are comparable to other
Both at the factory and on-site, the new
transmitters were rigorously tested. After
designs. The grounded-grid triode PA is
installation, we operated both transmitters
very stable and cannot self-oscillate and
simultaneously through
the Dielectric switch at
After scouring the
36 kW TPO, one to the
used transmitter market,
dummy load and the
other to the antenna.
we decided that the best
To identify any weak
bang for the buck would
components in the system.
be a new transmitter.
we hard- switched the
power source from our
electric utility to the standby generator and
run away or create spurious emissions.
Our transmitters exhibit a 66 percent
back several times. After replacing acouple
of meters and ableeder resistor, we tested the
AC- input-toRFoutput efficiency. which
system with five additional quick and hard
helps keep operating costs down.
power transfers. Everything worked fine with
Everyone at our stations is pleased with
no failures.
the performance of all three CCA transmitters. What really surprised us, however. was how good the CCA FM6OG highCustomer service
performance exciter sounds. Our initial
After about 700 hours of operation.
plans were to replace the CCA exciters at
CCA had the chance to prove its cusWPBZ. But after hearing them we decidtomer service. One of the transmitters
began showing signs of an intermittent
ed to leave them on line.
plate- to-grid PA tube short. When this
Very accommodating
happened, a large airwound, two- section
The people at CCA are very accommochoke in the DC plate supply atop the PA
dating. Ioversaw our project at the CCA
box collapsed as an electromagnetic
shock absorber/fuse. The tube and choke
factory and Ifound alot of friendly, capable people who enjoy their work. They
are easy to replace. CCA is located very
close to the Atlanta airport and sent the
have agood time building transmitters as
parts by Delta Dash. Getting warranty
well as doing research and development.
CCA President Ron Baker first saw the
parts in a few hours from a company in
terms of our deal during my visit to the
another state is the way it should be.
factory. Icasually mentioned that another
At the same time we installed the transcompany had proposed to do the turnkey
mitters for WPBZ. Gerry Meier modified
assembly and system testing for about 10
WKGR's FM35,000G to provide better
percent less than CCA. Ron said, "Idon't
cooling to the PA box, at no cost to us.
ever want to charge more than they do for
Two months after we installed WPBZ's
anything. Change the invoice." This was
new transmitter room. Gerry returned to
after the contract was awarded. You have
install an improved IPA input circuit in
to respect aguy like that.
all three transmitters, again at no cost to
us. That is factory support at its best.
ODD
For information from CCA, contact
All three CCA transmitters provide
Steve McElroy in Georgia at 404-964excellent service. The incidental AM
3530; fax: 4.04-964-2222; or circle
noise ( synchronous AM), calculated PA
Reader Service 6.
efficiency and AC- input- toRFoutput

This is what you get1
y

ou asked BEXT to build the best high-performance FM exciter, put it
in ano- frills package, and bring it to you at the most competitive

possible price. To guarantee that you get everything you deserve,
\ye bring you the new LEX 25, backed by our two year
warranty and 24-hour engineering hotline.

ZERO COMPRESSION
TFT Reciter — STL Receiver & FM Exciter in one
unit gives you digital advantages with absolutely no
digital compression plus these other features —
II
IIII
MI
•

True Digital Quality Audio
Digital Audio Interface at Studio
No Cascading Compression Algorithms
No Baseband Demodulation at Transmitter

LF_X 25
25 Watt FM Exciter
S/N: >80dB
THD: <0.03%
$1,995
eee e

Call for more information 800-347-3383 or
408-727-7272, fax 408-727-5942

1045 10th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8-462
FAX: 619-239-84 -4

TFTNC
Sound Quality for over 20 years
3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR. SANTA CLARA CA 95051-0862
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New QEI Quantum
Shows Its Mettle

that you can place your hand in front of the exhaust stack
without any discomfort. A thermocouple placed in the transmitter's exhaust plenum registered an air temperature of
only 118 degrees Fahrenheit.

On air instantly
The Quantum is astrange- looking transmitter. There are no
tuning or loading controls on it. Simply hook it up to an
by Tom Andrews
antenna, plug it in and press the big green On button. Presto,
General Manager
it is on-air instantly.
Lake Cities Broadcasting Corp.
The natural bandwidth on this transmitter is so wide that
tuning is never necessary. Stereo is wonderful and you can
ANGOLA, Ind. If you ask ahundred radio station manforget about occasional tuning and loading adjustments. You
agers and engineers which piece of equipment cannot fail, it
also can skip the funerals for dying tubes.
is asure bet they would all vote for the transmitter.
Construction of the Quantum is also interesting. The exciter
Without atransmitter, no one will hear you, no matter how
is actually amassive driver, producing 300 W. Output from
wonderful your studio is.
this exciter/driver is routed to astack of as many as six ampliLake Cities Broadcasting Corp. operates three radio stafier modules, each of which produces 6()0 W.
tions. WLKI(FM) in Angola is our flagship staDepending on the number of modules stacked
tion, running ahot AC format. Our second station,
into the transmitter, it is possible to configure
WLZZ(FM), which went on- air in September
maximum power output at anywhere from 1.2 kW
1991 in Montpelier, Ohio, 25 miles to the east,
to 6kW. A 10 kW version is also in the offing.
programs avery successful country format from
For WTHD, we decided on six modules, giving us
Jones Satellite Network. Our newest station,
amaximum power of 3.6 kW, easily exceeding our
WTHD(FM) in LaGrange, Ind., 20 miles to the
2.8 kW nominal power.
west, also takes aJones Satellite country format.
The reason for this overkill is another clever
Quantum feature. If asingle amplifier module fails,
Relied on experience
the remaining modules automatically act to keep
In building WTHD, we relied on the experience
power within 90 percent of nominal.
we gained building our other stations. The choice
Repairs, when needed, are easy. The ailing modof transmitter manufacturer was an easy one for
ule can be removed for service without lost air time.
us, as both WLKI and WLZZ use QEI FMQ
One thing that gave us pause in selecting asolid5000 models. Because of the reliability of our two
state design was the possibility of lightning damage.
existing QEI transmitters, we did not consult any
Our fears were laid to rest only two weeks after we
other manufacturer.
went on-air.
In talking with Jeff Detweiler at QEI, we learned
A violent thunderstorm rolled through our area,
0E1 Quantum
that anew all solid-state transmitter was about to be
and as we watched in horror, ahuge bolt of lightning
released, and that we could choose between another
struck our tower. But listening to the radio, you
tube-type unit or the new QEI Quantum solid-state transmitter.
would have thought it was aclear and sunny day. Not only did
Normally, we are reluctant to purchase serial number 1of
the transmitter emerge unscathed, but there was not asound on
anything, even from an established manufacturer like QEI.
the air to indicate that the tower had been hit.
But our positive experiences with the QEI boxes that reliably
We think the QEI Quantum is anatural choice for remote
churn out power for our other two stations persuaded us to
control operations. Interfacing it with our Gentner remote
select the Quantum.
control was acinch and, as there are no tubes to replace,
On paper, the QEI Quantum has alot going for it. Thanks
unexpected midnight runs to the transmitter site are reduced.
to its tubeless design, the Quantum typically draws 400 W
We also feel that, from an engineering standpoint, the
less than acomparable tube- type transmitter. The internal
Quantum is an excellent choice. And, from acost standpoint, it
efficiency of the Quantum also is excellent, with a power
is priced at about the same level as previous tube-type models.
factor of 72.5 percent.
ODD
One indication of the overall electrical efficiency of the
For information from QE!, contact Jeff Detweiler in New
Quantum is its extremely low operating temperature. Even
Jersey at 800-334-9154; fax: 609-629-1751; or circle
on hot summer days, the Quantum produces so little heat
Reader Service 75.

DIELF-MTRIC
The Dielectric name is
recognized worldwide for
quality and workmanship in
RF communications.

FM
Antennas

Coaxial
Transmission Line

Our products include
FM antennas, transmission

Switches, Loads
Custom Systems

line, switches, loads, filters,
combiners and dehydrator
pressurization equipment,
everything from transmitter
output through the antenna.

Multistation
Combiners

Dielectric also designs and
manufactures RF equipment
for custom applications in
addition to our standard
television products. Call us
with your requirements...

Serving the Radio Broadcaster for Over 45 Years'
Dielectric Communications

P.O. Box 949 • Raymond, Maine USA 04071
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RDS Debut
by Woody Tanger
President
Marlin Broadcasting
BOSTON Classical stations frequently
lead the way in exploring new broadcast
technologies, and RDS is no exception.
At Marlin Broadcasting we decided to
be at the forefront and begin broadcasting RDS on our commercial classical
stations.
During the first quarter of this year, we
commenced RDS transmissions at
WFLN-FM in Philadelphia. WTMI(FM)
in Miami and WQRS(FM) in Detroit. For
each station we bought the RDS-1
encoder from Modulation Sciences Inc.
(MS!) and were quickly transmitting
RDS data.
Full-function RDS
The RDS- Icomes complete with a
plug-in board that converts any PC into a
full- function RDS generator. MSI also
supplies software to operate the RDS- I
and a remote control program, which
affords access to the RDS-1 computer
from anywhere.

The list of
possibilities for
RDS makes us
feel like kids
in a candy store.
Basically, all astation need do is plug in
the card. MSI designed the RDS-1 to
start running as soon as it is connected to
the transmitter.
The computer is used to customize the
RDS signal, sending and changing the
messages we want to appear on RDS
receivers along with the usual call letter
and program identification ( PI) codes.
Operating the RDS-1 is as easy as operating a PC. A dedicated computer is at
each station, and we run sequenced radio
text messages throughout the day. For
example, we might enter information
about upcoming concerts to be broadcast
from the Metropolitan Opera. It is also
easy to provide detailed information
about selections we play.
The RDS-1 lets us store and use up to
255 radio text messages. While the maximum length of an RDS message is 64
characters on other coders, MSI designed
the RDS-1 to send complete messages—
no matter what their length.
Revenue potential
The most exciting thing about RDS is
its potential for our advertisers. At our
Miami and Philadelphia stations, we conducted educational sessions with our
sales staff. MSI representatives talked
with us about the capabilities of RDS, its
profit- making potential and future product introductions.
Our advertisers generally run the gamut
from skeptical to interested to amazed
when they see the new technology. But
we have sold promotional messages over
RDS, establishing its revenue potential.
We began showing RDS on sales calls to
local car dealers, some of whom are
offering RDS receivers in their newer,
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Smooth Thanks to MSI
high-end cars. We mounted receivers in
their showrooms and programmed in their
names. The response was enthusiastic.
In addition to car dealers, high- end
stereo stores have shown agreat deal of
interest in RDS. They like to demonstrate
the latest features of new receivers—

an interface to our music library so that
we can display artist and title information
while the music is on air.
Untapped potential
The RDS-1 can connect to amodem to
transmit other data, such as traffic advi-

modulation sciences

'4

RDS-X2 RDS Data Receiver
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picks up additional data streams and can
use them to activate billboards, synchronize traffic lights and anything else that
might bring in additional revenue. The
list of possibilities for RDS makes us feel
like kids in acandy store.
We have had no technical problems
since we began transmitting RDS. Both
our Miami and Detroit stations have
other subcarriers in use, and there has
been no interference.
Jim Perry, Marlin's director of engineering, kept the injection level of the
RDS-1 at around 3percent. But we have
run lower than that and still had arobust
RDS signal. The PRD-3000, another new
RDS product from MSI, monitors and
measures the injection level as well as
decoding and displaying RDS data.
It is true that, for the time being, there

el)

are not enough receivers in the market to
make full use of RDS. It is as if there is a
tiny speck of light on the horizon
approaching, and when it gets here, it
will be a50car train coming at 110 mph.
Even though we are pioneers, we have
already begun to reap the benefits of RDS.
Its simplicity of set up and operation, our
success in generating advertiser interest
and the performance of the RDS-1 has
made us glad to be on the cutting edge.
DOD

For information from Modulation
Sciences, contact Art Constantine in New
Jersey at 800-826-2603; fax 908-3020206; or circle Reader Service 70.
Woody Tanger is president and founder of
Marlin Broadcasting and an author whose
latest book is entitled The Dead Cure. He
can be reached at 617-267-0515.

Quantum FM

The MSI DS-X data receiver helps VVFLN-FM explore RBDS.
including RDS capabilities— to their
customers. And it has really been fun
watching potential clients react when,
during a sales call, the station sends a
special greeting to them that scrolls
across the RDS receiver's display.
RDS messages usually air about once
an hour They can run manually, but we
plan to automate them, which is easy
with the RDS-1. We also are working on

sones from avariety of services. These
messages too can be sent out automatically.
The RDS-1 also can send simultaneously multiple data streams in addition to its
program-related functions, which means
it can be used for amultitude of services
at the same time.
For data uses, MSI offers an RDS data
receiver—the RDS-X. Unlike receivers
on the consumer market, the RDS-X

Solid

àoilu
Reliability

•
•
•

A Special Commitment
oil
QE1

!,
11:IF• itte't

oven reliability
Maintenance- free FET
technology
• Self-contained modules with
own power supply regulator
• Compact size reduces shipping costs, allows affordable air shipment
• Power levels between 300 Watts and 6kW
• Modular design offers buy- only-what- you- need
and convenience

bility

For the same price you pay for atube transmitter, you can now have

et

asuperior solid state FM transmitter with high- power, advanced

• , • —

technology exciter and cableless combiner. The modular design of

Since 1965, COMET has been committed to one objective —
keeping our customers satisfied with the highest quality
vacuum capacitors available.
Our experienced technical staff is dedicated to the advancement
of capacitor technology, and will meet your custom requests
with a design proposal in a matter of days. And, while we do
specialize in made-to-order designs, we also stock anumber of
popular capacitor types for your off-the-shelf needs.
Call COMET when you have aspecial design request, want
expert technical service, or need areplacement capacitor now.

QEI's QUANTUM- Series FM transmitters offers the advantage of

buying only the amount of power you need., and means that you
can upgrade to higher power levels whenever you're ready.
QUANTUM from QEI-the people who have been designing and building solid state transmitters longer than anyone else in the industry.
You need to know more! Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free
(800) 334-9154.
QEI Corporation

Tel (
800) 334-9154

One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805

Fax ( 609) 629-1751

Williamstown, NJ 08094

COMET NORTH AMERICA, INC.

24- Hour Service Hotline
(609) 728-2020

11 Belden Ave. • Norwalk, CT 06850 ( 203) 852-1231 • FAX ( 203) 838-3827
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The Only Digital
Created For Multi

"My advice: if you're gonna buy one, buy
two. Or you'll never keep the peace ."

"As quickly as you can conceptualize it, the
DSE can do it. Or undo it. "

"Radio lives by critical deadlines. With the
DSE 7000, time is on my side."

John Buffaloe...Chief Engineer

Bill S'chultz...Prod uct ion Director

Barbara Sherry... Production Director

KSON, San Diego

103.5 WYNY-FM, New York

KQQL, FM, Minneapolis

&de (130) Oe Reeder Service Cad

Production Directors. Engineers. Even newsroom

And put together spots in minutes that would

people swear by the DSE. Maybe because it's the

normally take hours. So it's no wonder these stations

only digital editing system that lets your creativity

with one DSE soon wind up with two. Or even

keep pace with radio production. There are no

three. Learning is faster. Editing is easier. Everyone

complex computer commands to learn. No tedious

is more productive. After all, not only do your

waveform editing. You work on a console with the

station's multiple personalities get up to speed

same buttons and controls you already know. So

faster, they stay up there. To see it in action your-

you can edit, copy and slide tracks instantly. Listen

self call 1-800-622-0022 for ademo. The DSE 7000.

and cue at high speeds. Mix in crisp, 8-track digital.

The New Speed Of Sound.

Editing System
pie Personalities.

"You install it, it runs, the production
department, is happy. Next problem."

"It's the only digital system in radio that lets
you edit by ear. What. aconcept, ."

"It. gives our air talent so much creative
freedom, they won't use anything else."

Don Mettle r...Ch let« Einjim ,ei•

Ross Wilson.. .Production Director

Byron Snytnson...Chief Engineer

WNDE/WFRQ, Ind ionapol is

K101, Son Francisco

KKRZ, Pou //(1
rid

orbon
H

A Harman International Company

For ademo in the U.S. call Harris Allied Broadcast Center: 1. 800.622.0022
Or contact Orban: Phone I. 510.35103500 Fax le 510. 351. 0500
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Bext Fits the Bill Following Power Increase
by Bill Glenn
Station Manager
KGDN(FM)
RICHLAND, Wash. Following a
power increase, KGDN(FM) needed anew
transmitter. We turned immediately to
Bext Corp.
For the past two years we have operated
as a3kW Class A station using aBext T1800 amplifier with a Bext exciter and
solid-state driver. For the past year, our
sister station, KSPO(FM) in Spokane,
Wash., has run using ahybrid combination
of two Bext T-1500 amplifiers.
We needed atransmitter output power of
3,450 W. A 5 kW unit would have been
overkill, but we would push the capabilities of a3kW transmitter. Bext suggested
its LSeries of FM transmitters.
The L Series consists of five Italian-manufactured transmitters ranging from 4kW to
30 kW. The L4 and L7 use asingle YU148
triode output tube and the Lb. L20 and
L30
use
a
4C X20000C. All
are built in astandard 19- inch cabinet with simple
straightforward
amplifier designs.
KGDN ordered an
LA. When it arrived,
Iwas impressed at
once by its construction. All components are mounted in awelded stainless- steel framework. The back
door and both side
panels are easily
removed as is the
front upper panel,
giving access to the
Bext 14
cavity and the tuning
controls.
The cooling chimney and the 1.625- inch

waveguides all are chromed, making the
L4 almost too attractive to cover. The
quarter- wave stub and harmonic filter
mount inside the box, facilitating placement of the transmitter.
In lieu of electrically interlocked access
doors, the L series uses a key- locked
model.
A rotary line AC on-off control, leveroperated shorting system and key lock are
mechanically interlocked so that the key
cannot be removed unless the AC is off
and the shorting bar down.
The back door is key locked as is the cooling chimney. The cooling chimney is in

two telescoping pieces that slide upward,
allowing access to the tube within the cavity assembly.
Each transmitter comes with only one
key. Theoretically you cannot operate it
with the covers off and the key removed
from the safety module.
The power supply assembly is complete,
comes mounted on wheels and is shipped
separately. With the back and side covers
removed from the L4, the lower brace bar
is removed and the power supply wheels
into place.
All electrical connections to the transmitter are made with either plug-in connectors

or clearly marked screw terminal barrier
strips. Reinstall the brace bar and hook up
the RF output and the back of the unit is
ready to go.
Three-phase AC is connected at an isolation transformer just above the safety module in the lower front of the transmitter. I
routed the AC through ametal conduit into
the top of the unit.
The L4 at KGDN uses a Bext Pi- 200
solid-state driver and a Bext TEX -20
exciter. Both of these units fit in the rack
space provided in the lower front half of
the L4.
continued on page 31
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RE Makes RBDS Easy to Implement
by Ron Bartlebaugh
Director of Engineering
The Kent State University Radio Network
KENT, Ohio As pan of the Denon Electronics RBDS introductory promotion, WKSU-FM recently received an RE533
RBDS encoder from RE America.
A 50,000 W NPR affiliate owned and operated by Kent State
University, WKSU-FM serves the Cleveland, Akron and Canton
metropolitan areas of Ohio with in-depth news and classical
music 24 hours per day.
Its coverage area is extended via repeater stations WKRW(FM)
in Wooster and WKRJ(FM) in New Philadelphia. And plans to
add two additional repeater stations are in the works. WKSU-FM
is the most listened to public radio station in Ohio and ranks
among the top 10 public radio stations nationally.
Flexibility
The RE533 encoder can either sum the RBDS subcarrier with
the base and signal internally or operate as astandalone SCA
source. This provides us with a lot of flexibility in deciding
where to insert the RBDS signal into our composite signal chain.
We put the encoder at the transmitter site along with aseparate
57 kHz SCA source. Installation proved very easy, requiring only
aphase adjustment between the pilot and the 57 kHz RBDS subcarrier and the setting the RBDS output level to provide 2to 3
percent of injection.

After installation, we performed an extensive series of tests on
RBDS reception in our fringe areas and found the RBDS signal
to be very robust even at the relatively low 3 percent injection
level. We also tested our main channel audio quality and found
no degradation as aresult of adding the RBDS subcarrier.
RBDS data is created on aPC housed at our studio. The computer connects to the encoder at our transmitter site via our dedicated fiber STL link. The RBDS data is formatted in records and
groups, the structure of which is very complex. But the creation
of them was avery easy process thanks to the RE533 PC control
program supplied with the coder.
The control program gives broadcasters ahigh-level Windows
interface for use in creating data records. The Windows interface
allows you to edit the data records in terms of their RBDS functions without getting buried in the details of the data protocol.
The most unique and beneficial feature of the control program,
however, is its live mode. In live mode, you can change and
monitor records as they are broadcast.
Promote the station
We currently use the RE533 to transmit radio text messages to
promote the station. Using live mode lets us change our radio
text on the fly.
This feature demonstrated its value recently during aone-day
RBDS seminar conducted WKSU-FM and Denon Electronics for
Denon retailers in Cleveland. Dencm spent the day educating the
continued on page 31

Do You Want A Better
Sounding Station?
CAL CAN HELP YOU. No matter the size of
your station or the size of your
budget, we have an
engineered
solution
for you.

&ill %Jae/
Give your station that distinctive
sound you need to build bigger audiences.

Amigo FM.
Feature by
feature the
Amigo offers
the best value in
today's market.
The Amigo has
the ability to give
any station a "big
station" sound at
half the cost of
typical FM
processors.

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
(602) 438-0888
FAX ( 602) 438-8227
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We can't tell you
the price...

7

...but we can tell you that we are offering an unbelievable deal on the industry
standard Symetrix 528 voice processor that features five separate functions ( mic
preamp, de-esser. compressor/limiter, downward expander and parametric
equalizer) in asingle rack space. We could probably think of at least 399 reasons
why you should purchase this highly flexible unit to custom tune your vocals.
spice up your on- air presence and remove unwanted audio artifacts. Call BSW

9.1S19911.)./l

today and mention special #399 to find out the incredible price on the Symetrix
528. Sale price is limited to stock on hand.

To Order Your 528 Call or Fax

Phone: 800 426 8434

Fax : 800 231 7055

While Supplies Last
5
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STUDIO

THE CELLULAR DIFFERENCE
• Easy to Use

for
Affordable
Lightning
Prevention.

• Reliable

• CUSTOM ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEMS

• Cost Efficient

• ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEMS

• Portable

• AM/MF ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

• Flexible

• DIPLEXERS & MULTIPLEXERS

Technology & convenience combine to bring

Let Us Design aSystem for You

you on-the-spot remote broadcast capabili-

Stati-Cat provides acontinuous, low-resistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures. Dissipation points
are 1/8", type 304 stainless steel rods ground to needle sharpness.
They won't bend, not even from ice and severe weather.

ties with excellent sound quality. Cellular
transceiver, frequency extender, and mixer
all in one! Powered by Ni cad rechargeable
batteries or AC power supply — utilizes cellular technology or land lines.

Cor por alen

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call ( 505) 325-5336

"I have bug recometwnded Rules Service
-
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foot mast section easily fits into the trunk of most cars and this

FCC Rules on Disc

NEW
CONSOLE

Featured in

portable 25 foot free standing, self-supporting inc vehicle support
or guy wires needed) antenna mast can be easily assembled by

undor>4..d bv Radio World

Acclaimed Pick Hit at

one man in five minutes.

INAB by

Convenient tote bags make it abreeze for carrying the entire

Broadcast Engineering
COST COMPARISON

bdi

rJ Redlining inclicate

ing, elevator, up stairs or

new & ohm ) lete inaterial

onto roof tops. A must for

Effective dates indicated ill " Pop- Up" nuk .,

remote sportng events or on

Jumps - link clitfurunt se(..tir ins

Convenient search

backtracking (•. ipabilitie,
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The El Raze Antenna Mast
is omnidirectional. In just
minutes, one person can
na and you're ready to start

.71 Parts sold individually
Availablu in winch nv, & IX P., vuisiun,

broadcasting.

Rules Service Co

OLD STONE
CORPORATION

Legal Publishers Since 1950

249 North Pierce St,

( Fax)

761-3 Standish Place. Rockville. \ II) 20:-(s', 8011-..;,..ço I
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AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. introduces the dramatically redesigned for 1994/95
Data Stream Series of our exclusive "Digital Ready" Studio Furniture. Created specifically for the efficient housing and opera:ion of today's digital hard drive storage/studio
automation systems and workstations. Our designers have combined the ultimate in functional work space and eye pleasing appearance.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. Supplying
broadcast equipment and studio systems with
integrity to the broadcasting community for over 33
years.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. Your single
source supplier of AM/FM studio packages,
AM/FM transmitter installations, as well as all
major lines of on air and production studio equipment.
For additional information on how we can serve you, please call today
MAIN SALES OFFICE

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE

2342 S. Division Avenue

200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2

P.O. Box t
638

Grand Rapids. Michigan 49507

Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

Palmdale, California 93550

Phone: 800-999-9281 Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 616-452-1652
Fax: 919-934-8120

location live newscasts.

erect astable 25 foot anten-

301--i2 }-() 102 ( Tel), 30

(
914) 737-5032

rul e s

-

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566

25 foot mast into any build-

Folio VIEWS 51)1

Approach digital quality with
Our retrcht electrones
your yesteryear audio
currently support most.
console by using BDI plug-in
Gates/Harris Consoles
retrofit electronics. If the cost
RCA Consoles
of anew console is depriving
McMartin Consoles
you of acompetitive air sound
McCurdy Consoles
then BDI electronics are the
answe'. Better headroom,
lower noise, lower distortion, dynamic range
approaching 90dB and improved reliability are just
some of the advantages of our easy to install upgrades.
Call us today direct for acompetitive air sound
tomorrow!

EZ RAZE

Portable
Antenna Mast

Transport the E2 Raze Antenna Mast in any size vehicle. Its five

510 00C,

5.000

PHASETEKINC.

READER SERVICE NO. 201

Company... to client stations. It has proved to
be reliable and reasonably priced

• CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION

FAX: 215-536-7180

READER SERVICE NO. 45

CONSOLE UPGRADE
WITHOUT THE BIG
EXPENSE

• ASSOCIATED RF COMPONENTS

PHONE: 215-536-6648

1-800-852-1333

READER SERVICE NO. 29

• DUMMYLOADS (WITH MATCHING NETWORK)

550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

For more information call

FAX ( 505) 326-2337

• TRANSMITTER COMBINERS

Phone 800-858-9008
Fax: 800-273-3321
READER SERVICE NO. 11

For over 33 years

AUDIO
BROADCAST
GROUP

Eden, NC 27288

Phone: 1-800-538-4977
READER SERVICE NO. 27

Attention
Advertisers
Reach 22,000+ broadcast equipment
buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM
radio stations, networks and groups,
recording studios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

Products tit Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World.
To advertise your product or service,
contact Simone Mullins at

RADIO WORLD
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The timetable we worked under was
very tight. It would have been nice to test
the transmitter for a little while longer.
When the transmitter went to air, the
elapsed time meter registered 12 hours of
pre- wired and then connected once the
operation.
transmitter was in place.
The Model 816R- 2C transmitter has a
While the transmitter was on the test
solid state driver section. We are in a
bay at Continental Electronics, it was set
fairly high lightning area, and our antenna is on a 1.000- foot
HAT tower. During
every thunderstorm, we
We needed a transmitter
receive numerous lightthat was both easy to
ning hits and have lost
different pieces of
operate and to tune.
equipment. But we
have never had a probto our operating voltages and power outlem with the solid state driver stage.
DUD
put. When we powered up the unit, it
came up to the factory test data. We did
For information from Continental,
not adjust any tape on transformers or
contact Steve Claterbaugh in Texas at
have to make any major changes. After a 800-733-5011 or 21-1-381-7161: Jax:
simple tuning, the transmitter was ready
21-1-38149-19: or circle Reader
to go on the air.
Service 78.

Continental Unit Proves Reliable
by Ted Townsend
Director of Engineering
CHML(AM)-CJXYIFM)
HAMILTON, Ontario Last year, we
decided to replace our FM transmitter.
We initially compiled a list of technical,
operational and budgetary objectives that
had to be met. We then considered some
less critical items. In the long run, however. these items made for a simple and
efficient installation.
All the transmitters we considered met
modern operating standards, but we
dropped some manufacturers off the list
because they could not supply the power
output we required. We then considered
operational factors.
Easy to tune
We needed a transmitter that was both
easy to operate and to tune. Our transmitter site is unmanned, and we do not have
the luxury of time to refresh our memories each time we visit.
We looked for atransmitter with alogically arranged metering and control
panel. And because of the way our station is set up, we needed the remote control to allow us to wire out all the functions we used. We also considered the
safety standards of the transmitter and, of
course, its cost.
We weighed anumber of smaller questions that made our installation go
smoothly without losing air time.
Some of the obvious questions were:
Will it tit through all of the doors? Does
the transmitter come in one piece or is
there a significant amount of assembly
required? Are the input and output connections readily accessible? How will the
unit be tested, voltage, power, etc..
before it is shipped? What is the technical support and warranty period? Can the
supplier meet the delivery date?
In the end, we selected aContinental
Electronics Model 8I6R-2C. The cost
was quite competitive and the unit met

all of our criteria. It has been on- air lor
a year. and the transmitter performs
well.
Whenever things go well, however, you
find yourself preparing for abig problem.
But with the 816R- 2C, it never came.
Advance planning
Our ads ance planning and research.
plus a reliable supplier and product.
resulted in ahassle- free installation and a
year of trouble- free operation.
We initially budgeted for a new transmitter and installation but were forced to
perform major antenna work too. We had
to replace the antenna line and install the
new transmitter concurrently. Limiting
our time off air also was critical because
the work was scheduled just before arating period.
We placed alot of faith in our suppliers.
and all of them came through.
Continental Electronics promised us a
short delivery date and met it.
From previous endeavors and word of
mouth, we knew that the technical support would be there when we needed it.
Continental assisted us in every area that
they could.
Because the transmitter arrived assembled in a single package. this saved us
considerable time in assembly and testing. We only had to connect the AC
lines, the output line, the composite input
and to insert the final tube. After minimal
testing, the remote control and air handling were connected.
Professional movers arrived on- site to
unload and place the transmitter in its
location. They arrived with the proper
equipment to do the job safely.

Who needs the
Dividend
Composite Filter?

Simplified wiring
We recently had completed some building modifications and electrical additions
to prepare for the installation. The remote
control wiring was simplified thanks to
good transmitter design and drawings. A
good portion of the remote control was

Has subcarriers for RBDS, data
services, or other applications,

GEPCO INTERNATIONAL

every •

especially when those subcarriers
generate revenue
Uses amicrowave STL
Includes composite clipping in

FM station
that

their processing
Wants to regain lost modulation
•
Seeks to reduce multipath
•
• related distortion

The Dividend Composite Filter reduces rluise often
generated by audio processing and STI.s in tlk.
upper composite spectrum from 53kN7 to 994,11.•
Now you can protect your subcarrier signals, ' eclair
lost modulation, reduce multipath related ( fistortioi
and maintain signal integrity for only S11

Audio,Video & Broadcast Cables

,1

the dividend

elf

composite filter
CUTTINGEDGE

2225 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO IL 60612-1613
(312)733-9555 FAX ( 312)733-6416 ( 800)966-0069
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Why Compromise?

Measure Up With Coaxial Dynamics
Model 81070 WATTCHMAN
Transmitter Protection System.

Get affordable

features for any
format!
Do you faint at the cost of afull featured
console but find that budget consoles
can't support the complexity of your station's tight format?

And our digitally controlled analog signal path has a full, clean sound that is
second to none while ensuring trouble
free service for years to come.

The Mariner console's software based
channel mixers can easily supply asimple
machine control to the most complex
automatic sequencing and gain control
scheme, all at a modest price.

Starting at $ 3900, the Mariner series
consoles give you today's technology at
yesterday's prices.

,fogitek
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l
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MINI-MIX 12A

15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 267-2233 or 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: (216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability. A Part of Every Product
READER SERVICE NO. 23

Wizard For WindowsTm
by Prophet Systems, Inc.
me Flexible Deal Automation System
Designed hy Bmadcasters

THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A
COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

•Windows & Novell Network
•Hard Drive Automation
•Digital Rail-Time Editor
•Integrated Copy System

ç
•
r';' • • *
$3499

•

*

•Block Stretch/Squecze
•Runs Multiple Stations

12 Channels
25 Stereo Inputs

•Simultaneous Record & Play
•Voice Tracking Module

Service & Affordable Qualify for Over 23 Years

•Expand up to 20 Terminals

AUTO GRAM

•Digital Reel to Reel with
Program Length Recording

JEIL PC,3EL.1%_

1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

( 214) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 214) 423-6334
READER SERVICE NO. 120
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Zercom's Gain Box has 2independent

•

engineers to solve amyriad of problems at
the studio and the transmitter.
The engineer's choice
Available at all Major Dealers

ZERCOM

call or write for more information

Shivelv Labs
A Division of Howell

Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273
READER SERVICE NO. 213
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When the power fails, your signal won't. Crown's FM200 transmitter, with optional automatic backup power, will keep your station on the air. Available in 30, '100 and 200 watt models.
Each FM200 includes:
•FM Exciter
•Audio Processor
•Stereo Generator
•RF Amplifier
All of which operates from your AC or DC power source.

Box 84, Merrifield, MN 56465 • 218-765-3151
READER SERVICE NO. 77

Laboratories, Inc.

Never Go Off the Air Again.

•

That's why this is the box specified by

A good FM antenna is crucial to
quality broadcasting. An antenna that
is merely adequate will compromise
the performance of even the best
studio equipment and transmitter.
Shively regularly includes standard features that other companies
either provide only as options or
simply do not offer.
At Shively, we design and build
antennas of uncompromising technical
quality and performance. And, we
build them to last.

READER SERVICE NO. 128

You have
everything to Gain

rack- mountable RFI protected metal case.

Shively

19

1-800-658-4403

•=

channels of AC or DC "clean" gain, in a

tgle-uP

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.

READER SERVICE NO. 13

Introducing

u'

WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.
Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide
Sales Network.

Call:
800-231-5870 or 713-782-4592
for your nearest Logitek dealer

EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER

_
nd 6.1ra

4.1ll‘ 611 :sectons

READER SERVICE NO. 162

0 crown
broadcast

ADivision of Crown International, Inc
1718 West Mishawaka Road
Elkhart, Indiana 46515-1000
Fax 219-294-8302
Broadcast Sales 219-294-8050
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INDUSTRY ROUNDUP

RBDS on Verge of Breakthrough
by T. Carter Ross
WASHINGTON In Seattle. giant
RBDS recei \ ers \\ ill peer down over rush
hour from billboards. In Miami. radio
"coupons - will help stations sell RBDS to
advertisers. Along the Jersey Turnpike.
RBDS will make sure emergency weather
bulletins are heard.
The utility of Radio Broadcast Data
Service ( RBDS )—the second generation
of what Europeans have known for nearly
adecade as RDS—runs the gamut from
station image and profile enhancement to
Emergency Broadcast System redux.
And broadcasters and listeners alike can
expect to see widespread use of the technology within the next few years.
Critical mass
"In the U.S., RBDS is beginning to
meet critical mass. About 200 stations
are on- air and about 200 more are
prepped to go. - said Jerry Lebow. president of Sage Alerting. " By next year.
about 10 percent of the FM stations
should be on-air, and that is the signal the
receiver manufacturers are looking for."
With the exception of Denon. stateside
receiver manufacturers have been skittish
about offering RDS/RBDS receivers. Their
hesitation is frequently linked to the low
number of stations transmitting the 57 kHz
suhcarrier signal. But until more receivers
become available, broadcasters will remain
hesitant to adopt the technology.
"It's alittle chicken or the egg. - Lebow
said. "The receiver manufacturers won't
jump until 500 stations are up. Until then
it will have to happen by itself. But companies are hardly standing by.
just waiting for receiver manufacturers to

RE Makes
RBDS Easy
continued from page

26

dealers on the value of RBDS. and
WKSU-FM spent the day constantly
changing data records to demonstrate the
value of the different RBDS functions.
We will install RBDS encoders at our
repeater stations st)(m. so that our listeners
can take full ad \ . intage of the Alternative
Frequency ( Al;I switching feature on their
RBDS radios. AF switching is avery beneficial enhancement for us and our listeners. It allows listeners with RBDS
receivers in their cars to automaticalh
track our program as they travel through
our various repeater and main channel
coverage areas. As listeners enter the
fringe of one of our transmitter coverage
areas, their radios automaticalls scan alist
of our other transmitter frequencies and
lock on to the strongest signal.
We also plan to use our RBDS capadii
to air emergency traffic information. along
with song. title and artist information, and
are actively looking into various methods
of revenue generation through RBDS.
DDE

For infOrmation from RE AllleriCO. contact Bill Daniels in Ohio at 216-87/7617; fax: 216-871-4303: or circle
Reader Service 58.
Ron Bardebaugh can be reached in
Ohio at 216-672-3114.

gear up production. Projects like Sage's
EBS modernization programs in New
Jersey and California are helping to raise
the profile of RBDS technology with regulators, broadcasters and the public.
Specialized Communications. for example, is working with Denon and several stations in Washington and Oregon to increase
the visibility of RBDS. Using billboards
that picture a Denon RBDS receiver, the
stations broadcast radio text messages that
scroll across the receiver's "display."
Wonderful advertisement
"The billboards are awonderful advertisement for smart radio. - said Allen Hartle.
president of Specialized Communications.
"By combining an outdoor campaign with
RBDS the station wins, the receiver manufacturer wins and advertisers win. Not only can stations self promote themselves with musicboards. Denon is promoted by having its receiver on the hoard
and advertisers—for example, local stereo
stores that sell RBDS tuners—can buy
advertisements that run either in conjunction with radio text or on radio text alone.
"Since radio is driven by money and marketing. stations need to make adollar by
installing RBDS. - Harde said. Broadcasters
may find that the billboards are a good
means to make money with RBDS before
more tuners enter the market.
According to David Alwadish. president of CouponRadio. the lack of means
to make money with RBDS is the prime
reason the technology's growth has been
slow in the U.S.
"I think the radios have no dollar value,
that's one of the reasons why RBDS has
not
taken off." Alwadish said.
"Manufacturers are trying to woo broadcasters into data transmission with no
mention of how to make money. With CouponRadio. listeners can capture
RBDS in
about advertisers.
music, station events and whatever else the
broadcaster wants to transmit. The saved
information can he placed on aremovable

media card and printed out later at home or
at aretailer.
-That is of tremendous value to abroadcaster who's being wooed into data transmission.... Broadcasters are very sophisticated: they can smell out agood idea in a
heartbeat." Alwadish said.
Other media outlets are using similar
systems to provide viewers instant
coupons for products advertised on cable
TV. Acu-Trac Services and the Cox
cable system are beginning tests of such
asystem in San Diego early next year.
CouponRadio is establishing "technology
launch sites" in Miami and Fort
Lauderdale. Fla. Seven radio stations are
looking to offer manufacturers on-air exposure in exchange for offering CouponRadio-enabled receivers in the market.
Encoders are available from avariety of
manufacturers. including Modulation
Sciences. Circuit Research Labs ( CRL).

RE America. BE. Harris Allied.
Tect an. Rhode 8: Schwarz and
Inovonics. all of whom are working to
convince broadcasters of the utility of
their gear. And broadcasters are following
through. albeit slowly. In the end. RBDS
could prove to be the edge that helps
broadcasters compete against an ever
increasing array of information services.
"1 am hoping that we see an awaking on
the part of broadcasters. That with all of
the interest in the I
information Isuperhighway, that they'd realize that they could put
alittle piz.azz into FM." Hartle said.
ODD

For information from CouponRadio,
contact Dodd Alwadish in New York at
212-595-1313: .fax: 2/2-956-7959: or
circle Reader Service 16.
For information from Sage Alerting,
contact fern Lebow in Connecticut at
203-357-1464:
20.;_.;57-1531: or
circle Reader Service 190.
For inhumation from Specialized
Communications, contact Allen Hartle in
Washington state at 206-641-9043: or
circle Reader Service 131.

Bext Unit Fits the Bill
continued from page 26
Room was even left over to install the audio processor as well, which made a
complete one-piece transmitting package.
Once assembly was complete and all connections made. Iput the covers back on,
inserted the key in the safety module, raised the shorting bar and turned the AC on
for the first time. The L4 came up on filaments and the quiet blower started.
A start up delay of about five seconds is indicated by aflashing green LED on the
control panel. After time delay is complete awhite "Ready" light shines.
Iallowed about a 10 minute warm-up period. A small momentary contact button
applies plate voltage.
Iadvanced the exciter power and started the tune up process. The input
tune/match control to the final amplifier is not readily obvious as it is hidden
behind ascrew just above the input coax connection.
Once located, it was easy to get aperfect impedance match with no VSWR to the
driver amplifier. The unit was running at its maximum output within five minutes.
The IA is technically a4 kW transmitter, but at KGDN. with 20 W from the
exciter and 200 W from the driver it emits 6.4 kW.
Everyone at Bext has been very knowledgeable and helpful. They take great pride
in their product and are constantly working to make it even better.
ODD

For information from Beal, contact the company in California at 619-239-8462;
fax; 619-239-8474; or fin*,Reader Service 5.

If You Think We Only
Supply Cable Harnesses ...

If You Think We Only
Supply Bulk A/V Cables ...

1111141143>
4

Think Again.

Think Again.
You should see the quality and pricing
on Clark Wire & Cable
bulk cable and connectors.
Clark Wire & Cable has indugry soudard audio and

video cables available in a% many as len sido
colors. Ourcustomized ,VV cablesare designed uiih
your needs (and pocketbook!) in mind.
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s, cut to length and terminated to your specifications.

•Patch ords
•ADAT Harnesses

1-800-CABLE- IT!
Deerfield, IL 60015

Clark Wire & Cable provides custom high quality

•DA SS Harnesses
•DI 12 Audio Snakes/Harnesses
•RGB Cables
•Remote Camera Cables
•Digital AN Assemblies
•Complete Facilities
•And More!

ID

g-trr,

rz: : .%

1-800- CABLE- IT!
151 S. Pfingsten Road #8
Deerfield, IL 60015
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LARCAN-TTC
Wide Variety of Solid-State FM Transmitters,
Exciters Comprise Larcan-TTC Line
LOUISVILLE, Colo.
Larcan-TTC
manufactures a variety of solid-state FM
transmitters and translators from IW to
16 kW, as well as line surge protectors.
Following the introduction of the FMS
Series in 1989. Larcan-TTC focused on
solid-state FM transmitters at power levels above 1kW.
The FMS-4000 is acompact 1to 4 kW
transmitter featuring four plug-in 1kW
modules, internal lowpass filters and

combiner, ferroresonant regulated power
supply, extensive metering, and " Fail
On" CMOS controller.
At the heart of all FMS units is the
Model X FM exciter. The Model X is the
"secret weapon" of high-fidelity FM
broadcasters
around
the
world.
Broadband amplifiers in the FMS transmitters are virtually transparent to the
acoustical clarity of the Model X.
Solid-state FM transmitters offer ahost

WELCOME
TO THE DIGITAL
WORLD OF DIGILINK
•Replace cart machines live On Air while adding
walkaway CD, Satellite, or Tape automation
•On Air Base Price starts under $8,000
•8Track Editor base price starts under $5,500
•Smallest systems start at 10 hours stereo
audio storage (20 hours mono)
•Network more than 15 Digilink workstations

f.

gre.

of advantages over vacuum tube counterparts. The higher acquisition cost is
quickly offset by maintenance savings—
no tube replacement. no tuning, no high
voltage components. The redundancy
inherent in parallel amplifier architecture keeps the transmitters on the air.
They are safe; there are no lethal DC
voltages.
FMS Series transmitters are frequency
agile: to change frequency change or to
create an N+1 standby configuration, just

change the DIP switches.
The XLFM Series of FM translators,
which have been on the market since
1980, include standard features such as
low phase-noise crystal oscillators. PLL
upconverter, automatic power control
and VSWR foldback. Options such as
local modulation capability, code identifier and high selectivity are available.
For herniation. minuet John Binslèld
in colorado at 303-665-8000; Jim 303673-9900; or circle Reader Service 3.

ENERGY.ONIX
Eco Series of Transmitters from Energy-Onix
Offers Economical, Reliable Alternative
HUDSON, N.Y. In recent years. FM broadcast transmitter design has
emphasized sophisticated control systems. high-performance exciters and pictorial diagnostics.
These enhancements increase transmitter complexity. but often do little to
improve performance. In many cases, the increased complexity decreases reliability and raises costs to the point that broadcasters seek out used transmitters
for their stations.
Sensing the need for attractively priced transmitters that still incorporate important features.
Energy-Onix repackaged its MK Series transmitters to create aseries of economical, one- tube 4 to
10 kW transmitters. Eco transmitters cost approximately 25 percent less than the MK Series.
The reduced cost was accomplished by eliminating
the "bells and whistles - and keeping only those features required by modern transmitters. The Eco line
contains independent broadband solid-state IPAs.
which require no tuning and can be used as astandby. It also contains a 3CX3000A7 or 3CX6000A7
PA tube, automatic power output controls. VSWR
trip and foldback, and asimple control system.
Since its introduction at NAB ' 94, Eco transmitters have been selected by broadcasters attracted to
their reasonable prices, simplicity and reliability.
For example. KZKS(FM) in Colorado needed a
reliable transmitter for a mountain- top site that is
inaccessible during the harsh winter months. The
Eco8— with its 12 kW PA tube, remote operation and maintenance capability
and lack of sophisticated integrated circuits—was the obvious choice.
For injOrmation, contact Ernie Belanger in New York at 518-828-1690; fax:
518-828-8476; or circle Reader Service 164.

RBDS

EASILY
INSTANTLY
INEXPENSIVELY

. . . with these two, brand-new products,
INOVONICS has you covered, coming and going!
With over 500 workstations sold worldwide in
the last 18 months and more than 400 of
those workstations sold in the U.S.A. it is little
wonder that Digilink is the # 1choice for a
digital audio hard disk workstation for
professional radio broadcasting. Whether for
On Air, Production, News, or Automation...
Digilink does it ALL.
For more information about the # 1selling
digital audio workstation for Radio, call or
write...
303-224-2248

ARRAKIS
0

1993 Makis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525

e,
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710 ENCODER: Just $ 995 and no computer
required! The non-volatile memory holds 16 separate frames of program and format identifiers,
alternate frequencies, radiotext messages and traffic
or emergency flags. A built-in data interface lets you
upgrade later to full dynamic operation for revenuegenerating paging, GPS, coupons, contests, etc.
510 DECODER: Connects to your existing FM
Mod-Monitor.
The front-panel LCD display shows
RBDS injection level and allows you to scroll through
and read all the data groups. An RS-232 port gives
unlimited access to raw RBDS data for telemetry and
other in-house functions.

I
novon ics, Inc.
1305 FAIR AVE SANTA CRUZ CA 95060 U SA
TEL (408) 458-0552 —
FAX (408) 458-0554
Circle ( 189) On Reader Service Card

LET'S TALK ABOUT
REDUCING THE PROBABILITY
OF HUMAN ERROYI.

Perhaps the only thing simpler than operating a Pioneer 300 CD Autochanger is breathing. That's because the Autochanger stores 300 CDs, which
can then be played remotely with the push of a button. And when people can't touch discs, they can't miscue, scratch, smudge. steal.
doodle on or misfile them, either. Call 800-421-6450 for literature and a list of our systems integrators. However, you may feel
that your employees are flawless and impervious to error. In which case, we recommend, not our Autochanger. but ashrink.
©1994. Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.
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Dynamic
Deals
on Dynamax
1111bib-

Dynamax DCR1000925
ers for $8
Bu y3play
dModule
Ge taFREE Recor
Worth $2500

Plus
FREE
Federal
Express

•onsole s
vied
Dynamax MX Serles'
IN STOCK NOW at Harri5 A
Ca ll for Special Pricing

Whether you need digital cartridge machines
or modular audio consoles, Fidelipac and
Harris Allied have the best of the best available
now at great prices, in stock and ready to
ship Federa; Express at no charge to you.
Now, that's adeal.
It gets even better. You can reduce your
operating costs by using the DCR1000 Series.
Thanks to its durable, maintenance free design
and use of standard 3-1/2" floppy disks to store
high quality digital audio. And, over five
minutes of 15kHz stereo audio on each
13 MB floppy disk.

r
ie"

The DCR's simple cart- like operation
requires little or no training. The player has only
three front panel buttons
START, STOP and
CUE. START and CUE are literally instantaneous.
There is nothing to clean or align and no
adjustments to make. The disk drive provides
over 30,000 hours of service, can be replaced
in 15 minutes, and costs less than aset of tape

of the active circuitry necessary for its
operation. Its motherboard has no active

heads.
The MX Series Console offers the quality
you demand, all the features you need, and a

6to 18 channels.

price you can afford.
Make no compromises. The MX Series is
truly modular. Each input module includes all

electronic components, so you'll never have
to disassemble the entire console to replace a
single component. Other consoles claim to be
modular. The MX Series truly is.
You get the highest quality components
and construction in the MX Series. Available in
Even the call is free.

1 -800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

HikietiMS

ALLIED

Man

ir

• 1994 Harris (:orp.
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ing a simple, yet expandable,
entry-level encoder. In its sim-

ining. User- supplied information
is burned into an EPROM at the
factory, and what goes out over
the air is updated by the factory
or via computer. When you are
ready to expand, the encoder

plest form, the unit requires no
host computer or user program-

easily interfaces with acomputer
for on-line operation.

INOVONICS
lnovonics Equipment Offers Entry- Level
RBDS with Many Options to Upgrade
SANTA
CRUZ,
Calif.
Common-sense broadcasters are
likely to think of RBDS first as
an additional revenue source.
Global positioning correction,
paging services, merchant
advertising and "coupon - specials—like an SCA—can translate to steady income with little
or no effort on your part. But
RBDS, like the RDS European
counterpart, is an asset with hidden values.
Unless you have had first-hand
experience with RDS, it is hard
to imagine how handy this sluggish little data channel is. As listeners drive into your fringe,
their radios retune to your nearby translator, without missing a
beat. Or, if regular programming is interrupted for an emergency traffic announcement,
radios on other stations will
switch temporarily to your frequency.
And, of course, if an RBDS

'smart - radio is user-programmed
to seek a favorite format, it will
not stop on your
station if it cannot find a PTY
(Program Type)
code. These are
only a few of
the many features that comprise the RBDS
system.
Ino‘onics takes aconservative
position with RBDS by introduc-

•

A companion unit, an REDS
decoder/reader, completes the
picture by qualifying, decoding
and displaying RBDS data.
Connected to any FM modulation monitor, the decoder shows
RBDS subcarrier injection level
and scrolls through all the data
groups for front-panel LCD display of decoded information.
An RS- 232 bus allows computer analysis of raw data and
helps support the RBDS inhouse.
For information. contact Jim
Wood in California at 408-4580552; fax: 408-458-0554; or
circle Reader Service 2.

es Above Your Competition!
As authorized distributors for multiple lines of
satellite communications products, we'll make sure
you have the right system for your needs. Then we'll
handle the implementation details: from licensing &

COMININ

lease financing; satellite selection & space segment; to
turnkey installation & training. But we don't stop

Crown Combines
Processing,
Transmitter, Exciter

there— NSN maintains a24-hour Technical
Support Center because your network doesn't sand

ELKHART, Ind. With
the introduction of the
new FM30 transmitter,
Crown Broadcast provides stations an affordable, low-power, integrated broadcast system.
Beyond being a useradjustable 3to 30 W transmitter, the 20- pound unit
includes an on-board stereo
generator and audio processor. All it needs is an audio

still after five.
Experience and service is why NSN Network Services
is the nation's leading distributor of SCPC digital VSAT
audio and data networks.
Look to us for:

Audio & Data VSAT Network Equipment
• VW Network Design

C) br r
oadcast
source, an antenna and an
AC or DC power source.
The FM30 allows userselectable pre-emphasis settings: flat. 25, 50 or 75 laS.
Without the internal audio
processor and stereo generator, the audio response of
the unit is 30 kHz to 15
kHz, ±0.25 dB. With the
stereo generator and audio
processor, response is 30
Hz to 10 kHz, ±0.3 dB, and
10 kHz to 15 kHz, ± 1dB.
The FM30 offers frequency stability better
than ± 250 Hz from 0 to
50 degrees Celsius. In
addition, automatic control circuitry provides proportional foldback protection for over-VSWR,
over-current, over-voltage
and over-temperature conditions. The system automatically will restart after
apower interruption.
For information, contact
Mark Potterba 14111 in
Indiana at 219-294-8050;
fax: 219-294-8329; or
circle Reader Service I.
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• Domestic & International Spacetime
Integrated Operations Networks
24-Hour Technical Support
• Installation & Training
• Disaster Recover)
• Lease Financing

p

ut yourself above the rest with asatellite system from NSN Network Services. NSN's digital

VSAT audio and data distribution systems have enabled broadcasters around the world to

reach new heights in program and spot distribution, while keeping costs grounded.
If you want to program distant stations, centralize commercial production and billing, start your
own programming network, or expand your existing operation, call us. NSN has established

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
sm

and supports mer 60 digital satellite audio systems, with over 1,000 receive sites worldwide.

303.949.7774

800•345•m

Avon, Colorado USA

Fax 303.949.9620

\>, \ e• an authorized distributor of ComStream, 6ilai, %udisk, Crum', and other fine satellite and broadcast communications pmduct›
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external computer.
Clock data is supplied by an internal
real-time clock. Software options support
advanced RBDS features. including time
and date, program item number. radio
paging. radio text and transparent data
channel options.
The single- rack unit package includes a
front- panel terminal port for monitoring
transmitted data and fault status.
The basic I076E is upgraded to a
I
076D by adding the mocroprocessor circuit card and a new front panel. This
makes it possible for a broadcaster to
progress easily from a basic entry-level
service to a fully implemented information provider without a high initial
expenditure and without making the original equipment redundant or obsolete.
For information. contact David White in

Slimline Gear from BE
Eases RBDS Introduction
QUINCY, Ill. With the 1076 Slimline
RBDS encoder, Broadcast Electronics
helps stations implement
Radio
Broadcast Data Service ( RBDS).
The entry level I
076E provides basic
tuning and switching information using
an internal EPROM. Remote inputs trigger the Traffic Program ( TP). Traffic
Announcement ( TA) and music/speech
flags with simple contact closures.
The I
076D features a microprocessor
controller. This provides data transmission with the option of selecting data
from the default EPROM, battery- hacked
internal RAM or RS- 232 inputs from an

Illinois at 217-224-9600: lax: 217-2249607; or circle Reader Service 119.

Expandable RBDS Gear
CONCORD, Calif. The RBDS E- I
and E-2 encoders from Tectan are easy to
install. easy to use. luI l functional and
hold up to eight non-volatile data sets.
With three levels of software available.
the level of software purchased determines the various data groups that can he
programmed into the data sets.
Prices start at just less than Si .000. With
Tectan's software expendability feature.
you can get started now and upgrade later.
For inffirmation, contact Judi Pendleton
in CaldOrnia at 510-798-2222: lax: 510798-2224; or circle Reader Service 4.

A cast of performers.
For more than 20 years, Inovonics has met the everyday
needs of broadcasters the world over with sensible,
top-quality broadcast products at down-to-earth prices.
222

Asymmetrical AM Low-pass Processor

Guarantees U.S. NRSC compliance, or is available
several versions for international shortwave service.
250

in

Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5- band Compression and EQ, split- spectrum
Limiting—all with colorless PWM gain control. Manually
pre-program 4 processing presets, or place entirely
under computer/modem control via RS- 232 bus.
255

" Spectral Loading" FM Processor

Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music
formats. Gated AGC, 3- band Compression and Limiting;
unique " Spectral Loading" feature for a very aggressive
sound.
260
•••••••••••

715

••••••••••••

Multifunction FM/TV Processor

Stereo AGC — Compressor — Limiter ideal for TV- aural
and budget FMs. Split- spectrum dynamic control.

•

" DAVID" FM Processor / Stereo-Gen.

AGC — Compressor — Limiter, plus clean Digital Synthesis. ....
of the multiplex baseband signal.
Internal RBDS/SCA
combining; amazing performance at low cost!
705 & 706

Digital Synthesis Stereo Generators

Choice of a no- frills, basic Stereo- Gen., or a full- featured
unit with metering and remote control.
Both have
patented overshoot compensation and a clean sound.
530

. .

MIN

Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor

Tunable Mod- Monitor gives accurate measurement of
total mod., pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The
peak flasher, metering and alarms may be remoted.
550

The " Sentinel" Monitor Receiver

All- mode

radio

tunes

AMAX-spec

C-QUAM ®

Stereo,

FM/FMX® Stereo and all analog and digital RBDS/SCA
subcarriers.
Comprehensive audio diagnostics permit
off-air evaluation, comparison and analysis.
Coming soon: An easy-to- use RBDS Encoder, and a Monitor/Decoder for use with any FM Mod- Monitor.

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • TEL: (408)458-0552 • FAX: (408)458-0554
Circle (
165) On Render Service Card

RESOURCE GUIDE:
'Transmitter Tubes
Comet North America Inc.
11 Belden Ave.
Norwalk, CT 06850
Contact: Lance A. Scott
tel: 203-852-1231
fax: 203-838-3827
Comet offers vacuum capacitors for
broadcast transmitters, couplers and
phasers. High voltage, high vacuum
ceramic envelope capacitors available
from 3 pF to 6,600 pF, current ratings to
1,000 amperes, peak test voltage to 100
kV. Wide variety of fixed and variable types
available from stock. Interchangeable with
competitive types. For information, circle
Reader Service 123.
Econco Inc.
1318 Commerce Ave.
Woodland, CA 95776
Contact: Debbie Baker
tel: 800-532-6626
fax: 916-662-7553
Econco offers quality rebuilt electron
tubes for transmitters. For information,
circle Reader Service 20.
EEV Inc.
4Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, NY 10523
Contact: Greg Morton
tel: 800-342-5338 or 914-592-6050
fax: 914-682-8922
EEV manufactures the following tube
types for use in AM and FM transmitters:
4CX5000A. 4CX10000D, 4CX10000J,
4CX35000C, 4CW25000A, 4CV100000C,
YC130 (use EEV 4CX15000A). EEV's
mesh filament design offers high stability
with no power or tuning drift, high performance with low noise and distortion and
long life with a 10,000 hour warranty. For
information, circle Reader Service 140.
Penta Laboratories
21113 Superior St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Contact: Steve Sanett
Barney Zelman
tel: 800-412-4219 or 818-882-3872
fax: 818-882-3968
Penta Labs offers a full spectrum of
power grid tubes for the broadcast industry. Recent developments in improved
manufacturing techniques provide up to 25
percent extended life expectancy. Penta
offers new production tubes at near rebuilt
prices with longer warranties. Tube types
offered includes: 3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7,
3CX10000A7, 3CX15000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX350A, 4CX15000A and 4-400CG. For
information, circle Reader Service 60,
Svetlana Electron Devices
8200 S. Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, AL 35802
Contact: Stepahnie Davis
tel: 800-239-6900
fax: 205-880-8077
Svetlana presents aquality line of drop-in
replacement power tubes for FM broadcasters. The growing reputation for quality
of these tubes is backed by the strongest
warranty in the industry. The rapidly
expanding Svetlana product line now
includes: YC130/9019, 4CX15000A,
4CX10000D, 4CX5000A, 4CX3500A,
5CX15008 and 4CX2508 tetrode FM
transmitter tubes, as well as 3CX15000A7,
3CX10000A7 and 3CX3000A7 triode FM
transmitter tubes. Produced in St.
Petersburg, Russia, to the highest of standards. FM broadcasters benefit from lowcost quality manufacturing. For information, circle Reader Service 214.
Thomson Components and Tubes
40G Commerce Way
P.O. Box 540
Totowa, NJ 07511
Contact: Joseph S. Emsley
tel: 201-812-9000
fax: 201-812-9050
For information, circle Reader Service
99.
Varian Power Grid Tube Products
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, CA 94070
Contact: Ken Peterson
tel: 415-592-1221
fax: 415-592-9988
Varian offers a comprehensive line of
power grid tubes for all broadcasting
requirements. Tubes available with
anode dissipation from a few hundred
watts to megawatts. New products are
available for low-power UHF TV transmitters and for high-power shortwave. For
information, circle Reader Service 203.

Products Et Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

AUTO-ANSWER TELEPHONE COUPLER

PORTABLE OFF SITE
EBS MONITOR '350"

Ideal for unattended situations such
as listen lines, IFB feeds, dial-up
networks, remote transmitter sites &
satellite links.

Broadcast Engineering

Tuneable AM/FM Receiver and
FCC Certified Decoder Model C.D.

Tools/Tool kits
\ Test Equipment

\Cases/Shipping
Containers
\Cables/Connectors
... and more!

e

•Clean connection to phone line

frinZ,ZP:

•Easy to install
•Send or receive program

Make just one call for

•F.C.C. registered

quality products from

4.‘
/
1

Ideal for use during hours of unattended operation at the studio and transmitter site. With
modern remote control equipment the alert
message can be put on the air with atelephone.

Comrex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401

FREE
Catalog!

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.

Request your free

catalog today!
800-426-1194

JENSEN TOOLS INC.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

7815 S. 46th St., l'hoenk, AZ 85044
602-968-6231
FAX: 800-366-9662

FAX 614-592-3898 • Phone 614-593-3150

READER SERVICE NO. 24

just- in- time delivery? \ Our
satisfaction is guaranteed.

nne.

Decoder in aminibox ( price 2501 is available
for use with receiver of your choice, or the
decoder can he driven by phone line audio.

/Ai% III Fa le

major manufacturers.
Working on site? Need

READER SERVICE NO. 14

READER SERVICE NO. 197

Get the best MUSIC, the best
QUALITY, the best PRICE!
ECONCO

Econco

II Optional IEEE-488 or RS-232 interfaces

f

--

10200 West York St., Wichita, Kansas 67215
Phone (316) 522-4981 Ext. 207. FAX (
316) 524-2623
DIRECT FACTORY RENTAL PLAN AVAILABLE

TS

•

EAGLE TOWER COMMUNICATION SERVICE
Dunn & Bradstreet #808336994

NATIONWIDE

(419) 424-0020

this year!

% he CM?
Peountr4

ALL at terrific prices!

To get it ALL on

CD just call

name!

•

e.• .›
tel: (
818) 963-6300
fax: (
818) 963-2070

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free 800-532-6626 From Canada 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 168

ETS

.

1J

Call for Our Price List

READER SERVICE NO. 63
.t

format

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

IFR SYSTEMS, INC.

.'"r,

AIL ready to make 3our

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

For more information or ademonstration of the A-7550 contact:

.

OTAj

ALL in stock...

II + 30 to — 120 dBm measurement range II DC operation from
12 to 30 volts (
Built-in battery optional) II Optional built-in
tracking generator la Optional built-in AM/FM/SSB receiver

liLrem%eid

IT ALL

tore

Synthesized tuning and phase locked frequency stabilization enable
accurate swept frequency measurements over calibrated span widths
from as wide as 100 MHz/div to as narrow as 1kHz/div. Astandard 300
Hz resolution bandwidth filter and peak hold mode provide NRSC
measuement capability. Other A-7550 features include:

n reventilid

GOT

REBUILT POWER TUBES
A-7550... 10 kHz to 1GHz
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Oldies

WE'VE

READER SERVICE NO. 147

SOLID STATE 2, 4 & 5kW FM BROADCAST
CD
POWER AMPLIFIERS

1111_111 11111111

• Lightening Deter rant Systems

Sales & Install
•Slot Cover

Replacement

Dour Repair

•Strobe Sales & Service
•Custom Antenna

Sales &

Service FM-STL-2 way

•Camcorder/VHS Inspection
J. written reports
• Core-lube rustpnaofing h.
gs.ywire replacement
• Custom Ice Shield & Mount,ng
Hardware Sales & Installation
• Red Light Sales & Service

•

SS or Guyed Tower Sales,
Installation & Service

•Contract ETS for your annual
tower & lighting maintenance
Nationwide Rates
A. $
490 aday parts, travel
included
B. SI
55 mo. aparts, tension
&plumb included
C. $ 45 mo. per lighting unit
includes parts, travel, labor,
tension & plumb
We offer a15-40% reduction
in list prices from 60
manufacturers

•Tower Painting
• Earth Station
Sates & Services
•

Ter)çlonnc,

(X1

!kW INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES

MODEL

POWER

2YEAR WARRANTY

B-2000
B-3000
B-4000
B-5000

1000 1500 2000 3000 -

HARMONIC FILTER

CD

YRACK

00

Silicon Valley
POW E R

• Feedline Sales & Serve

7P

•PRE-FAB

Buildings

2200
3300
4400
5500

AMPLIFIERS
The RF People

• Tower Plumb

"OUR BUSINESS IS CLIMBING TO NEW HEIGHTS"

READER SERVICE NO. 211

800-986-9700

FAX 408-986-1438

529 FORMAN DRIVE. CAMPBELL, CA 95008
READER SERVICE NO. 177

AUDIO

AES Preview

For More on The
AES Show See
pages 47 & 57

Show Offers Role to Radio in '94
by John Gatski
SAN FRANCISCO
The Audio
Engineering Society (
AES) returns to
San Francisco in 1994, and the latest
audio production equipment will be
showcased—much of it tailor-made for
radio.
Scheduled for Nov. 10-11 the show will

be held at the Moscone Center here. More
than 14,000 audio professionals have registered to attend, and nearly 350 companies will exhibit their latest products.
The agenda includes 78 technical papers
relating to audio, video, broadcast and
multimedia, as well as 13 workshops and
anumber of tours of studios and companies. The tour schedule includes

JOIN THE HUNDREDS WHO
HAVE USED DIGILINK TO ACHIEVE

ECONOMIC
RECOVERY
10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995* complete
IZI1 Satellite, CD, Tape, and Hard Disk Automation
[D Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
LZI Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
IQ Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
Zi Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio today.
You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and have an
automation system for walk away at the same time! Link over 15
workstations & scheduling computers on our digital network and
transfer audio and schedules between
your studios.
For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,
(303) 224-2248

oduW31
Ucb'e,
—
GUI

‘Ist\sz.

the premier broadcast manufacturer of
consoles, furniture, Digilink and Trak*Star digital audio products.

ARRAKIS
Suggested retail price. Complete system

Digidesign, Dolby. Meyer Sound, Louise
M Davies Symphony Hall, Silicon
Graphics, CCRMA, San Jose area and
KQED. The keynote speaker will be legendary Beatles producer George Martin.
The following papers are likely to be of
interest to radio production engineers and
independent studio engineers who are
involved in radio production. The papers
include topics on test and measurement,
air studio acoustics, digital microphones,
96 kHz sampling DAT. analog signal
processing. high performance jitter
reduction. psychoacoustics and hearing,
grounding interconnection and electromagnetic compatibility of digital/analog
equipment. transducers. DSP and audio
encoding.
The workshops also will cover avariety
of audio subjects. The workshop titles
and times are as follows:
Thursday. Nov. 10, 9a.m.
• "Alternative Digital Media"
Joe Martinez, DIC Digital
• " Video for Audio: Technology and
Timing for Audio Professionals," Don
McCroskey
• " Recording Console Signal Flow,"
Laurel Cash-Jones. CJ Technologies and
Van Webster, Webster Communications
Friday. Nov. 11, 9a.m.
• "Fundamentals of Grounding. Shielding
and Interconnection." Ken Fause. Smith
Fause & Associates; Neil Muncy. Neil
Muncy Associates
• " Cable Fiber Optic Transmission,"

11

Michael Karagosian; " Audio and
Multimedia," Ken Rose, Artists for
Multimedia; Larry Boden, Denon; Wiley
Statemen, Sound Deluxe; Mary Sauer,
Sonic Solutions; Peter Coucher,
Digidesign; Dr. Mark Waltrop, Chris
Cornell, Audio Cybernetics; and Ric
Wilson. Digisonics
• "3-D Stereo Sound, - Emil Torik, Steve
Desper, SRS Labs; Bo Gehring, Focal
Point 3D Audio; Alan Howarth, Electric
Melody Studios; Allastair Sibbald, Thorn
EMI Central Research Laboratory; Eric
Small, Modulation Sciences; and Robert
Todrank, Roland
Saturday. Nov. 12. 9a.m.
• " Audio Processing for Radio and
Television," Robert Orban, Orban;
William Ammons, CRL; Frank Foti,
Cutting Edge Technologies; Greg
Ogonowski, Modulation Index; Skip
Pizzi, Broadcast Engineering; and Don
Werrbach, Aphex Systems
• "Audio Education," Prof. Roy Pritts,
University of Colorado
• "Developments in Data Compression.
"Han Tendedoo. ADV Applications
• "Music Recording Approaches Based
on Musical Style, - Van Webster,
Webster Communications
• "Touring With Computer Controlled
Systems," David Sceirman, Lone Wolf
Corp.; David Andrews. Andrews Audio;
Artie Conger°, Audio Art; Mark Frink.
MIX; Mark McLean, Live Sound
Magazine; Rob Mailmen, Sound
Image; Dave Stevens, Proshow USA;
and Jim van Bergen. TC1 & Lighting
Dimensions

SESSIONS SCHEDULE
Following are selected sessions
that will be held during the AES show. See the official
program guide for a complete schedule.
MUSIC
Thursday, Nov. 10, 9-11 a.m.
• "Differential Head- Worm Microphones for Music," Bruce Bartlett. Crown International,
Elkhart, Ind.
• "A Framework for the Design, Development and Delivery of Real-Time SoftwareBased Sound
Synthesis and Processing Algorithms," Kurt J. Hebei and Carla Scaletti. Symbolic Sound Corp..
Champaign, Ill.
• "Real Time Audio Signal Processing on RISC Workstations via Short Time Fourier Transforms."
Alan Peevers
MULTIMEDIA
Thursday, Nov. 10. 9-10:30 a.m.
•-An Overview of Audio Technology for the Multimedia Personal Computer," Jim Heckroth,
Crystal Semiconductor Corp., Austin, Texas
•"
Custom Audio-Video Control Systems." Harold Clark, Media Systems. Keene, N.H.
MULTI CHANNEL PLAYBACK ENVIRONMENTS
Thursday, Nov. 10, 9a.m.-11 a.m.
• "The History of Multichannel Sound," Ted Uzzle, FAES
• "The Architectural Impact of Surround Sound on the Playback Environment." Russ Berger
• "Perceptual Issues in Multichannel Environments," Robert Stuart
• "Quantifying the Multichannel Environment," Kurt Graffey
• "Multichannel Perception/Localization," Diana Deutsche
TEST AND MEASUREMENT
Thursday, Nov. 10, 2-5 p.m.
• " Removing Distortion Artifacts from Maximum Length Sequence Impulse Response
Measurements." Paul S. Kovitz, Consultant, Arlington, Va.
• "Real-Time Loudspeaker/Environment Performance Management Considerations in the
Application of Automatic Spectrum Analyzer," Bob Reams, Audiocontrol
• "Room Impulse Response Calculation by Using Elliptic Contours for Determining Equal Delay
Reflection Locations," Dr. George L Sackman, R. Schwartz and Peter J. Dugan, Binghamton
University, Binghamton, N.Y.

C1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle (
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• "Characteristics of Musical Signals," Eric Benjamin, Dolby Laboratories Inc., San Francisco
ACOUSTICS
Thursday, Nov. 10, 2-4 p.m.
• "The Relocation and Reconstruction of Air Studios." M. HoHier British Telecom Research Laboratories,
Ipswich, U.K.: David Harries, Air Studios, Hampstead. U.K.
• "Design and Construction of an ' AM' and ' FM' Broadcast Center," Sergio Beristain, Mexico City. Mexico
RECORDING
Friday, Nov. 11, 9-12 p.m.
• "Two- Dimensional Directional Control Digital Microphone," Hiroyuki Namur, Takeo Kananwri,
Satoru lbaraki and Hiroyuki Furukawa, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.. Kadoma City, Osaka,
Japan.
• "Checking Tempo Stability of MIDI Sequencers." Marius Perron, Russian Dragon. San Antonio, Texas
• " A Stand Alone SCSI AES/EBU Converter," Edward Fried and Mark Kahrs, Rutgers University,
Piscataway, N.J.
• "96 kHz Sampling DAT," Takeo Yamamoto. Masami Tsuchida, Kiichiro KoguchL Fumihiko Miyamoto.
Kiyoshi lwai and Kuniharu NishL Pioneer Electronic Corp., Tokyo
ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING
Friday, Nov. 11, 9-12 p.m.
• "Theory and Practice of Wide Bandwidth Toroidal Output Transformers." ir. Menno J. van der Veen,
Vordensebeek, Netherlands
• "A Digitally Controlled Audio Attenuator." Damon Lee, National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, Calif
• "The Characteristics of Conventional and Switching Power Supplies in Audio Applications," Jay
Gordon. Factor One Co.. Keyport, N.J.
• "An Investigation of Proper Shield Connection Practices for aVariety of Input/Output Topologies,"
Stephen R. Macatee, Rane Corp.
PSYCHOACOUST1CS AND HEARING
Friday, Nov. 11, 9-12 p.m.
• "A Time-Frequency Auditory Model Using Wavelet Packets." Finn T ilgerkvist, Technical University of
Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark
• "An Uncoupled Model of Basilar Membrane Vibration." R. Linggard, University of East Anglia,
Norwich, U.K.
• "An Object Oriented Programming Approach to Tonal Audiometry," Costa Pastiadis. Aristotle Univ. of
Thessaloniki, Greece
• "A Method for Training Listeners and Selecting Program Material for Listening Tests," Sean E. Olive.
Hannan International Industries Inc., Northridge, Calif
• "Hearing is Believing vs. Believing is Hearing: Blind %,s. Sighted Listening Tests, and other Interesting
Things," Floyd F. Toole and Sean Olive, Harman International Industries Inc.. Northridge, Calif
GROUNDING, INTERCONNECTIONS, AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY IN ANALOG AND DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Friday, Nov. 11, 2-5 p.m.
• "Noise Susceptibility in Analog and Digital Signal Processing Systems," Neil A. Muncy: Neil Muncy
Associates, Toronto, canada
• "Considerations in Grounding and Shielding ( in) Audio Devices," Stephen R. Macabee, Rane
Corporation, Mukilteo, Wash.
• " Balanced Lines in Audio Systems— Fact. Fiction and Transformers," Bill Whitlock. Jensen
Transformers, Van Nuys, Calif.
• " Automated Test and Measurement of Common Impedance Coupling in Audio Systems Shield
Terminations," Cal Perkins. JBL Professional. Northridge, Calif.

TRANSDUCERS, PART 1
Saturday, Nov. 12, 9-12 p.m.
• " Four- Way. Multienclosure. Digitally Processed Loudspeaker System." Brock Adamson, Adamson
Systems Engineering, Ajax, Oman°, Canada
• "Maximum SPL from Direct Radiators." 'Douglas Button. JBL Professional, Northridge, calif
• " Horn Driver- Different Approach to Moving Assembly Topology," Dr. Alexander Voishvillo. St.
Petersburg, Russia
DSP—DIGITAL DOMAIN, PART I
Saturday, Nov. 12, 9-12:00 p.m.
• " Log Sampling in Time and Frequency: Preliminary Theory and Application," D.B. Keefe, DBK
Associates, Elkhart, hid.
• " Efficient Convolution Without Input/Output Delay." William G. Gardner, Perceptual Computing
Section, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Mass.
• "The Equivalence of Various Methods of Computing Biquad Coefficients for Audio Parametric
Equalizers," Robert Bristow-Johnson, Enfield, N.H.
• "A New Approach to Digital Audio Equalization," David McGrath. Lake DSP Pty Ltd., Maroubra, Australia
TRANSDUCERS, PART 2
Saturday, Nov. 12, 2-5 p.m.
•"
The Voice Coil and Eddy Currents," Fancher M. Murray, Harman/JBL, Northridge, Calif
• "Past and Present of Monitoring Loudspeakers in Japan," Takeo Yamamoto, Pioneer Electronic Corp..
Tokyo
• "A New Method of Calculating the Directivity Patterns of Loudspeaker Arrays in the Cross Over
Region," David J. Murphy. Regency Institute of Vocational Education. Regency Park, SA. Australia
• "Dynamic Safe Operating Area Protection Circuitry Safeguards Monolithic Audio Power ICs," John
DeCelles, National Semiconductor Corp.. Santa Clara, Calif
DSP—DIGITAL DOMAIN, PART 2
Saturday, Nov. 12, 2-3:30 p.m.
• "A Proposal for Increasing the Robustness of the AES 3Interface," James B. MacArthur. Lexicon Inc.,
Waltham, Mass.
• "Optimal Multiratc Filters for Minimum and Linear Phase Equalization," Robert L.M. Hey/en and M.O.
Hawksford, University of Essex, Centre for Audio Research and Engineering. Colchester. Essex, U.K.
DSP A-TO-D, D-TO-A
Sunday, Nov. 13, 9-11:30 a.m.
• "Principals and Concepts of the Digital Controller Syrincs DCL- I," Gottfried Be/tier and Swen
Syrincs Large Signal Technology. Aachen, Germany
• "An 18- Bit, 8- Pin. Stereo Digital to Analog Converter," J.J. Paulos. S. T. Dupuie, A. W. Krone idnd G.D.
Kamath, Crystal Semiconductor Corp., Austin, Texas
• "A Simulated Comparison of Dithered and Chaotic Sigma-Delta Modulators," Chris Dunn mid Mark
Sandler, Signals, Circuits and Systems Group, Kings College, London, U.K.
AUDIO ENCODING
Sunday, Nos. 13, 9-12:30 p.m.
• "Parametric Bit Allocation in aPerceptual Audio Coder: Gnint A. Davidson, Louis D. Fielder and Brian
D. Link, Dolby Laboratories Inc., San Francisco
• " An Efficient Scheme for Lossy Real-Time Audio Data Coding," Robert C. Maher, University of
Nebraska- Lincoln, Lincoln, Neb.
• "AC- 3Operation, Bitstream Syntax and Features." Mark Davis and Craig Todd, Dolby Laboratories
Inc., San Francisco
• "Analytical Design of Filter Banks for Audio Coding Applications," C. Bruscianelli, F. D'A1vano, R.
Ranchs and F. Mafia), BAMCO CCS 144.00. Miami, Fla.
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The Audio World' Interface from BENCHMARK
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ple Audio World — Interlace is atwo-way recorder interface that is switchable to aline amp or amono mix amp.
The balanced inputs and electronic transformer outputs both have from
panel recessed gain controls. "The rack mountable chassis includes LEDs to
indicate signal presence. the onset of peak overload, switch position. and power
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Phone 800-262-4675, FAX 315-437-8119
READER SERVICE NO. 160

•HWRA cores: 3-5 times the life of
mumetal/hymu
•Balanced windings: for optimum 5/N and
hum rejection properties.
•Filled epoxy: more stability and wear
resistance.
•Proprietary lamination design: exceptionally
smooth response curve, typically ± 1d15,
35-16,000 hz.
•SPC-based manufacturing: consistent products,
excellent yields, minimum variations.
•Design flexibility: specifications adjustable to
customer requirements.

1-800-433-8522

0OW

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Ihe

CART
B REEL-TO-REEL

MEC cart heads ore always as good as the
originols...ond ohen better.

presence.
Use it to mate R-DAT and analog recorders, to generate Mono from Stereo, or as abalanced line amplifier to compensate for level mismatches.
With its superlative performance and very, very low price, you'll find nu-

41

Mag-Head Engineering Co.
686 Mendelssohn Avenue
Golden Valley, MN 55427
READER SERVICE NO. 41

N

ow's the time to get your hands on SoundLink —the first Random Access
Digital Audio Multi-Track system with all the critial functions you need at a
price you can live with.
An all- in- one system, SoundLink provides hard disk recording, mixing,
non-destructive editing, signal processing and MIDI recording in one comprehensive
and afforable package.
If you want awhole new feeling about digital audio production, please call
Korg Professional Audio at 800-645-3188 Ext: 280.
In NY, call 516-333-9100.

SoundLink

KORE
Professional Audio

©1993 Korg U.S.A.
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Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording
PIODUCT EVALUATION

peaky. At equal distances, the Getéll has
slightly more low end response, but MOVing in on the AT by as little as one to two
inches compensates for the difference.
In the omni position, the AT4050 loses
HF response at about 40 degrees either
side of the centerpoint until about 80
degrees off axis. At that point the HF

Discover Zen with Audio-Technica
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE Idon't think I've talked
t( any Audio person who has ever found
tfe pertect microphone. This is not acondemnation of microphony.
Instead, it's acommentary on the audio
person's endless journey. Its aZen thing.
The journey is more important than the
destination.
In the sometimes parallel universes that
are dominated by expectation and insecurity, we gravitate to those microphones that
have served us well, or those that are used
by others whom we respect or envy. In the
proces., we develop abody of experience
about t.ur favorite mics.

Ilk anecdoteN sse elate to others about
our triumphs ( and defeats) become mythology. So. basically. amic gets high marks if
it has been around a long time and lots of
people have good stories to tell about it.
In order to take its place among the "chosen," amic must develop its own mythology over time, job by job. That's the long
road. The short road is to hit the market
with an attractive price, use the reputation
of aprofessional you think the market will
believe and buy as much advertising as
you can. That's what Audio-Technica did
a few years ago with the single- pattern
AT4033 ($699).

The AT4050/CMS
However, you can't build an empire on
just one mic, and Audio-Technica now has
several " professional" microphones —
ranging from ENG to the topof- the- line
AT4050/CM5 condenser.
It is no coincidence that the AT4050
($995.00 including AT844I shockmount
and carrying case) has the features of the
most recognized market leaders: large
diaphragm ( 1
inch diameter), transformer-

less output, dual gold-plated elements, threepatterns, 10 dB pad and bass roll off switch.
It also is probably no coincidence that the
basic EQ curve that determines the overall
sound of the mic falls somewhere between
the sizzle and thump of an AKG 414 and
the more midrange- dominant Neumann
U87.
In comparison with the Gefell UM70, the
AT4050 was just alittle brighter. It was a
lot brighter until Iremoved the windscreens. My Gefell's foam windscreen is
now three years old. ( It's good to remember that, as foam windscreens age, their
cells can close up, thus blocking the passage of high frequencies. If you've had
yours for a while, compare the sound of
the mic with and without
the foam to make sure
the windscreen is not
making the mic sound
unduly dull.)
Wide hot spot
The AT4050's cardioid
pattern has afairly wide
hot spot, about 45 degrees
either side of the center
line for a total of 90
degrees. There is what
some would call a
"brightness" or an "edge"
due to the 2dB hump at
between 2kHz and 3kHz
and the almost 4dB peak
that centers at 10 kHz and
declines to 5 kHz on the
low side and 15 kHz on
the high side.
The latter peak is similar to. but not as rounded
as. the peak in the
Neumann Ll87Ai that
sounds smoother and
less edgy. Since the AT4055 drops 2 dB
between 15 kHz and 20 kHz, it also lacks
the "sizzle" of an AKG 414.
Because Iwork amic fairly close ( two to
five inches), 1had to roll off some of the
bass to reduce the "boominess" that usually occurs with large diaphragm condenser
microphones in that situation. Idecided to
go with the "edge," so Ileft the small
amount of mid- and highfrequency boost
and the moderate amount of compression
and limiting 1normally use. The "edge"
did give my voice more cutting power
against music tracks. For voice only
tracks, however, Iopted for backing off the
mid- and high-frequency EQ.
After refreshing my ears with a good
night's sleep, Iset the Gefell and the
Audio-Technica side by side for some
close listening. While noting the differences, Itook the opportunity to switch mic
cords and preamps to eliminate any contribution they might make. The results of my
male-voice, cardioid pattern test:
The AT was a few dB hotter than the
Gefell. Increasing the Gefell's input trim to
match levels brought up asmall amount of

HF preamp and/or mic noise. The Gefell
was slightly more noisy than the AT, but it
had amore open and smoother top end.
The AT's tone is slightly darker and more

continued on page 48
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Nothing could
compete with the
wildly popular
EV 635A — until now.

Introducing
the 635N/D

the

same "nail-hammering"
durability— infused
with the power of N/DYIVI®
T HE ELECTRO -VOICE 635 N/D AND 635 N /D-EI (CAMERA BLACK) MICS
MAY

LOOK AND SOUND LIKE THE

LEGENDARY 635 A , BUT THERE

ARE SOME VERY POWERFUL DIFFERENCES.
ULTRAHIGH- OUTPUT NEODYMIUM

IRON

(N /DYM ).
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W E'VE ADDED A NEW.
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EVEN
UNDER

MAGNET ASSEMBLY
MORE

PROTECTIVE

EVEN
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NEWS/FIELD CONDITIONS.

W HEN THERE'S ONE CHANCE TO GET IT RIGHT
CALL 800/234-6831.

ElectroVoice. Inc. aMARK IV company 600 Cecil St. Buchanan, MI 49107 616/695-6831 In Cananda: 613/382-;..141
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DIGITAL DOMAIN

Audio Compression's Effects Can Vary
by Mel Lambert
LOS ANGELES Responding to comments Ireceived from industry colleagues
following my July column on digital audio
data compression, during the past several
weeks Ihave been auditioning a new
Denon MiniDisc unit and its use in conjunction with one type of processing algorithm. The results, to date, have proved
extremely useful and point to effects that
might be of equal interest.
In the past, Ihave expressed awarning
about the potential sonic effects of multiple and sequential coding. Applied once.

1
.M-g

twice or possibly three times to audio
material, these algorithms produce few discernible affects. Performed process several
times between formats, Ipredicted that
even the most tin-eared individual would
soon realize that something odd might be
occurring.
The problem, of course, is securing
access to material that can be used to test
such hypotheses—which, to a limited
extent, Ithink Ihave achieved.
A couple of years ago, Audio Processing
Technology, makers of the apt-X100 subband ADPCM system, released aCD that
contained several, carefully-prepared test

Ownindir

Real
'lleumann

Just Got a
Lot Easier

You've put alot of money into your studio... expensive
consoles, recorders, processing, etc. But your recordings
just don't measure up to your expectations. Chances are,
the problem is with the most important (and most often
overlooked) part of your signal chain.., the microphones.
Virtually every major recording produced during the
last 50 years has utilized Neumann microphones on vocals
and critical tracks. And with good reason. Neumann microphones sound better. The warmth. The texture. The velvety
smooth richness that cannot be duplicated. It's called the
"Neumann Sound."
The TLM 193 is alarge diaphragm cardioid condenser
microphone with state-of-the-art specifications. Frequency
response of 201Iz to 20kHz, dynamic range of 130dB, self
noise of 10dB-A, and maximum SPL of 140dB.
Mics like the U 47, U 67, U 87, and the TLM 170 are
legends in the industry. Now, with the TLM 193, you can
have Neumann performance in the classic tradition for less
than $ 1300 us!
Make your next recording aclassic. Use Neumann...
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Introducing the TIM 193
Large-Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

6Vista Drive PO Box 987 • Old Lyme, CT 06371
Tel: 203.434.5220 • FAX: 203.434.3148
West Coast Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX: 818.845.7140

NumanniCanada
221 LaBrosse Ave., Pointe-Claire, Quebec H9R lM
Tel: 514.426.3013 • FAX: 514.426.2979

recordings. The really useful feature was
that each recording was repeated four
times on the CD; atable within the accompanying liner notes indicates which of the
versions had been subjected to acomplete
aptX 100 encodedecode cycle and which
were unprocessed.
Using MD
So, now that Ihad access to aselection of
material that Iknew was processed and
unprocessed, Icontacted Denon and borrowed a DN-990R MiniDisc recorder/
player. Since the DN-990R features both
analog and AES/EBU digital U0s, Icould

now perform transfers within the digital
domain of apt-X100 processed information. ( Iused the digital transfers simply to
reduce the number of D- to- A stages
involved in multiple generations.) And to
examine the effects of multiple ATRAC
compression utilized with the MiniDisc
format, Iused aDAT machine with errorrate readout as atemporary data-storage
device—again to reduce the number of AtoD and D-to- A stages to the absolute
minimum.
So the process was relatively simple. I
could now compare results of unprocessed
material with the same data that had been
subjected to:
•A single stage of apt-X100 4:1 digital
audio data compression.
•A single stage of MiniDisc ATRAC digital audio data compression.
•A single stage of apt-X100 followed by a
single stage of ATRAC.
•Multiple stages of ATRAC processing,
with intermediate data storage to uncompressed DAT.
First, let me state that the Denon DN990R is one of the best-sounding MiniDisc
systems that Ihave auditioned.
Undetectable
As with previous test Ihave made on aptX100-encoded material, asingle stage of
processing is virtually undetectable. On
one of the APT test tracks, Bach's Sonata
No. 1, played delightfully by Itzhak
Perlman, Ican sometimes hear the occasional touch of harshness on some highfrequency passages. But this is highly
dependent upon the monitoring system and
the freshness of my hearing.
Dubbing the material via Denon
AES/EBU ports from aTechnics CD-player equipped with consumergrade SP/DIF
outputs required aLexicon LFI-10 Digital
Format Converter to both raise the output
level and convert the unbalanced signal to
abalanced format.
Given the amount of data compression
that ATRAC produces, the results were
impressive. Ibegan to hear the datacompression effects on only the more demanding material recorded onto the APT Test
CD. During A/B tests Ialso could spot
very little difference on the pop- music
tracks (including "I'm Not Scared," by the
Pet Shop Boys, and Robert Palmer's "She
Makes my Day.")
Offloading the material from MiniDisc to
DAT via the AES/EBU ports allowed me
to listen for artifacts produced by multiple
ATRAC stages. (Incidentally, like several
units Ihave come across during recent
years, the DN-990's digital output is not
strictly to AES-3 standards. According to
the LFI-10 measurement section, byte #0,
bit #0of Channel Status data is set to "0,"
which indicates aconsumer format I/O.)
Iprepared DAT tapes that contained a
maximum of six ATRAC generations, a
parameter that served two purposes. It
became pretty apparent after two or three
stages that the signal degradations were
audible. Idid not push the process too hard,
since each stage of DAT recording/replay
might be introducing additional error correction and/or concealment, which could
further cloud the subjective comparisons. (I
did make sure that the SV-3900 had clean
heads and that error rates remained well
below 25 during each playback session.
continued on page 49
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THE C
ART M
ACHINE
GOES D
IGITAL!
INTRODUCING
THE O
RION MD C
ART.
As the company that first employed digital
technology to record music. is not surprising
that Denon has become the broadcast standard
for on- air CD playback with its CD Cart Players.
Now. Denon is about to repeat its ground- breaking
tradlion with the introduction of Denon MD Cart
Recorders and Players.

ábab,

Based upon digitally recorded. removeable

r

MD technology. Denon has created the DN-990R
MD Cart Recorder and DN-980F ND Cart Player...
t
and in the process has effectively replaced the 25
yea- old NAB Cart.
Erase and re-record for commercial/spot
production and playback using widely available
blank MDs. Record and re-record with CD- like
sound quality, durability and reliability.
Audition Denon ND Cart machines today.
And remember. whenever digital broadcast equipment is made better. it will be made by Denon.

DENON

The First Name in Digital Audio
ot Electronics Division of Denon Corporno ,I(iSA). 222 Nei: Rnn. Pa.sippany. NJ 070E4 (201

575-7810
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DCL-220: Best of Both Worlds
by John Diamantis
WASHINGTON Hello from
the land of Orange Glow! Iam
continually amazed at the
amount of interest there is in
tube gear these days. Even a
die-hard valve fan like myself is
taken aback at all of the recent
pro equipment entries, especially from mainstream companies.
For example, Aphex has introduced a stereo vacuum tube,

albeit hybrid, microphone preamp for around half akilobuck
($500).
Does this mean we may yet see
a triode- laden Optimod? Will
Cutting Edge round its corners
with abrace of 12AX7s? Well,
maybe not, but Iknow we'll be
seeing more fascinating tube
goodies soon, some of which we
are currently evaluating in our
secret "Tube Talk" testing laboratories.

200. This product is unique from
the others tested so far in that the
audio path is a vacuum tube
solid state hybrid. Sacrilege, you
wail? Well, maybe at first look,
but the DCL-200 and its mono

around with it a bit, it seemed
like an interesting device.
The Summit Audio DCL-200
utilizes 12AX7A dual triodes
for gain, and Jensen 990 discrete transistor op amps for the

I've had the opportunity to test
several tube audio processors so
far this past
year, and each
one has had its
own distinct
personality.
Irecently had
the chance to
live with and
The audio path in the Summit DCL-200 uses vacuum tubes.
evaluate the
balanced input and output
predecessor are popular items in
Summit Audio Dual Cornstages, allowing a transformerrecording studios. After playing
pressor- Limiter, Model DCLless audio signal path. The
tubes are arranged in a classic
three-stage gain block, the first
two stages providing voltage
gain with common cathode
topology, the third stage is a
follower, providing a low
impedance output.
Global feedback is utilized
around the gain block from the
follower output, to first gain
stage cathode resistor. According
to the sketchy block diagram (no
schematic was provided),
one
i
tostex Foundation :' O0)
990 op amp
1„)
is used for
the balanced
input stage,
and two are
used to create a
balanced differential output. The gain
control device
is a "propri-

O
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Vermont Public Radio
Sam Sanders, ahappy Foundation 2000

[MOTION MOOLS

user since January, estimates that he has cut

Designed specifically for broadcast production, this random

his production time in half

access recorder/editor features the speed, the ease of use, and

Our unique Edit Controller looks and feels just like the

uncompromising audio quality of Foundation 2000—for less

recorders you work with every day —no keyboards, front-

than $ 15,000! It's the same dedicated user interface with

end computers or mice to slow you down. The built-in

touch screen display, real time operation, event based editing,

touch screen shows you awave form picture of your sound

wave form display, and expandability to afull Foundation

for instant visual reference. There's even an ASRC option

2000 at any time—the only workstation of its kind to offer

so that you can convert one sample rate to another.

this important feature. Test drive the high performance
Foundation 2000LS in your studio. Call 1-800-7-FOSTEX
or 212-529-2069 today to schedule ademo.

Audio Mixers, New York
Fred Venidey (piarara9 andJimmy Regan hale
the distinction ofowning and operating the
most used Foundation 2000 on the planet.

MIMS

Foundation 2000 is fast and easy to use. Audio scrubbing is
so clean, you'll swear you're rocking reels. Edits are seamless.
Fades are smooth and glitch-free. Plus, you can specify the
"Light Pipe" for direct interface with the popular ADAT"
and RD-8"' digital recorders.

FOSteX

emulate photo resistor/light
source devices, similar to those
used in older designs. Given.
Front panel controls include
gain, compression threshold,
slope and continuously variable
attack and release times. There
are two VU meters that can be
switch selected to read "level"
or gain reduction. Peak indicator
LEDs warn of clipping.
The two channels can run
either independently or linked
for stereo, and there are bypass
controls for both channels. The
front panel is thick polished
aluminum with nice beveled
edges around the VU meters,
large toggle switches and
seven- sided retrotype adjustment knobs.
The compressor/limiter slope
is of the " soft- knee" variety,
which means the DCL-200 goes
from non- compressed audio,
through the threshold point, to
compressed audio, in a gradual
rather than abrupt manner. This
characteristic helps reduce processing artifacts.
Additionally, while the slope is
adjustable, it varies from 1:1 or
no compression, to a maximum
of 7:1 or one dB of output level
change for every 7 dB of input.
This maximum setting is greater
than the slope used in situations
requiring compression, but some
users may balk at not being able
to limit at 20:1, 50:1 or even
10:1 ratios.
continued on page 49
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AE S PRO DU CT GU IDE
Following is a sampling of products that will be exhibited at the AES show in San Francisco.
For additional details, see the official directory at the exhibition.
Akai DD1500
Multitrack Disk
System
At AES, Akai is premiering its DD1500, a
modular direct- to-disk
recording and editing
system. The unit will
support
multitrack
recording to hard disk
and magneto optical
(MO) disk.
The expandable system includes control
unit, CPU, disk drive
housing and AIDDIA.
Each drive can utilize up to I.3Gb MO drives. Connections include MIDI, SMPTE
and VTC.
For more information, contact Akai at 817-336-5114; or circle Reader Service 94.

dbx 115 Utility Light Module
The 115 light module from dbx is arack mount utility light/AC patchbay that
can brighten up dim studios or remote work areas.
The unit has two rack lights in all-metal retractable tubes, eight rear panel AC
outlets, dimmer, on/off switch, 10 ft. AC cable and 15 amp circuit breaker.
For more information, contact dbx at 510-351-0555; or circle Reader Service
186

Ramsa WS-A35
Nearfield Monitor

Neumann has
introduced the
KM 184 microphone, a small
diaphragm cardioid condenser
designed
for
recording
and
sound reinforcement.
The KM 184
combines the capsule of the KM 84
with the electronics of the TLM
170.
Specifications
include 138 dB
maximum SPL
and 20 Hz to 20
kHz frequency
response. Price is less
than $
600.
For more information, contact
Neumann USA at 203-434-5220;
or circle Reader Service 116.

continued on page 48
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Vestax Digital Multitrack Recorders
Vestax offers the HDR-6 and HDR-4 hard drive-based digital recorders. The two
models include digital mixer auto location, edit capability and computer compatibility.
The HDR-6 offers 10.5 minutes of digital stereo audio per track in the 6-track mode,
31.5 minutes in the 2-track mode.
For more information, contact Vestax Musical Instruments at 707-427-1920; or circle Reader Service 127.

Panasonic's Ramsa WS- 35 monitor is a
two-way compact monitor offering magnetic shielding and optional wall mounting.
For more information, contact
Panasonic Pro Audio at 714-373-7277;
or circle Reader Service 199.
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All the
Time

Marantz has put recordable

5

CD technology and blank

CDs within reach of your

„L....A
iefri

" budget. End the confusion and

clutter of endless carts. cassettes and the occasional
record by transfer to CD. Gain the advantage of rapid
random access and unparalled digital audio performance
for everything you put on the air.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Today most music goes on air from CD; why not

Lowoligoo

consider transferring your IDs, commercials, and

BUYOUT MUSIC — $99
Si>cty 60-second music i2Cd5 for .. $99
198 :30 & :60 music becis for $198
2200 HarmaBarbera (C)
Sound Effects for
$495
110 Lasers & Sweepers for
$99

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

Ghostwriter (612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 80

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.

sweepers to CD as well. You can also create custom CDs
from music libraries, and your sales staff will love to
present new spots

Take an extra $ 10 off if you mention this ad!

Send $ 79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422

to clients on CD.

gne.
The affordable recordable

For credit card orders call

(612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 80

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Marantz Professional Products •

1000 corporate Blvd., Aurora,

phone: 708.820.4800, fax: 708.820.8103
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Fluke PM 3380 A Combiscope
The Fluke PM 3380 A combines adigital store oscilloscope with an analog scope in
an affordable package, according to the company. Features include 100 MHz bandwidth, autoranging, on-probe switch, trigger view and oversampling peak detector.
For more information, contact Fluke at 206-347-6100; or circle Reader Service 183

SoftSplice
Digital Audio Editor
Manufactured by Digital Expressions. the SoftSplice Digital Audio Editor is a
professional 4- track
portable editing system that can run on
any Macintosh computer, including
Power books.
With its cut/paste
editing platform, the
SoftSplice offers automated mixing. crossfades, parametric EQ
and backup to DAT.
Connection is via SCSI
cable. Hardware includes Motorola DSP56001, AES/EBU and
S/PDIF I/0 and SMPTE ime code interface. Options include 18- bit A/D-D/A
converter.
For more information, contact Digital
Expressions at 206-389-9895; or circle
Reader Service 159.

AT4050 Builds
Reputation as

Condenser Mic
continued from page 43

returns but with adifferent coloration than
the hot spots.
The figure-eight pattern reveals that the
back capsule does not have the openness
of the front capsule and that the back
capsule also exhibits areduced low frequency response. More expensive multipattern mies Ihave auditioned have had
more uniform response in both these
patterns.
Product Capsule: Audio-Technica
AT4050/CM5 Microphone
Sony
Recordable CDs

Thumbs

Sony now manufactures two write-once recordable
CDs. the CDQ-74 and CDQ-63. Designed for use in
professional CD recorders, the CDQ-74 holds 74
minutes of 16-bit stereo audio and the CDQ-64 holds
64 minutes.
For more information, contact Sony at 201-9306981; or circle Reader Service 59.
FM

MONITOR

&

RDS

Up
/ brings out voice in
music mix

Spirit Folio Lite Line/Mic Mixer
The Spirit Folio Lite is a 16- input mixer with four mono, four
stereo input channels, two effect sends with stereo return and twotrack tape input. Other features include 48 V phantom power, twoband EQ and LED meters.
OPTION
For more information, contact Jesse Walsh
Communications at 616-695-5948; or circle Reader
Service 79.

MORE PERFORMANCE
_.■•••••••••=ill

FOR LESS EXPENSE
Choose from two competitively priced models:
844A $5,150 • 884 $3,765. For just $330 add the
RDS level option for complete FM Stereo and RDS
injection measurements plus these built-in features —
• I% Modulation Calibrator
• Frequency-synthesized RF pre-selector
Ill Peak Modulation Duration Differentiator
Or retrofit your TFT monitor with RDS for only
$500. Call us, or fax your order, today.
800-347-3383 or 408-727-7272, fax 408-727-5942

Sound Quality for over 20 years
3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DP SANTA CLARA CA 95051-0862
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Chameleon Amplifiers
British- made Chameleon power
amplifiers are now available in the
U.S. The high-current professional
amps come in stereo and mono
versions. The stereo units range in
power from 225 watts RMS ( 8
ohm) to 900 watts ( 4ohm).
For more information, contact
Klay Anderson Audio at 801-2721814; or circle Reader Service
50.

/

Thumbs
Down
/ irregular frequency response
in figure 8 circular patterns

great feature package

vi moderate cost

For more information, circle Reader Service 25,
or contact Audio-Technica at 216-686-2600.

So, is this the studio condenser mic
you've been searching for? It depends. In
doing voice work over music, the mic
sounded very good with spots Icut. Also,
its offers anice features package with the
multiple patterns and 10 dB pad.
However, if you're only doing voice
work, you probably don't need the other
two patterns, although they might come in
handy. The 10 dB pad is asmall but valuable plus.
Summary
In summary, if you've tried the the
Neumanns and the AKGs and they are not
exactly right, and if the thought that the
sound of the AT4050 lies somewhere in
between those two brands, try the mic in
your own rig.
Of course, if you like the sound of it,
you'll have to take acertain amount of
heat from "the old school." They'll say,
"Tsk. tsk. Too bad you couldn't afford the
real thing."
To which you can respond, " Please
munch my ADAT sir ( or madam),
and...have anice day."
CI CI

Ty Ford is currently compiling a list of
socially acceptable studio invectives and
malisons that can be hurled at knavish
miscreants without causing permanent
damage. Submissions will be dissected.
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DCL-220 Combines Tubes, Solid State
continued from page 46

My only complaint is that if you try to
use the Summit Audio DCL-200 as atrue
limiter, you have to drive it several dB
into gain reduction in order to get past
the "soft knee" rotation point and find the
point where the unit truly " limits."
My advice is to use the DCL-200 either
as adynamic range compressor or aleveler—again reduction device that "levels
out" varying audio levels. It's in these
modes that the unit really shows its
strengths.
In the production studio the DCL-200
does a nice job as the final mix proces-

sor. Set up for amoderate slope ( Ican't
be precise, as the knob legend doesn't
show ratio: just an arbitrary scale) with
average attack and release times, and
with 7-10 dB of compression, the unit
evened out a fully produced commercial
without drawing attention to itself.

Tough to tell
Other than watching the metering, it
was tough to tell if there was processing
occurring. On voice, the DCL-200 does
well with narration, but if you speed up
the attack and release too much, the
sound becomes a little uneven with
some voices becoming harsh. A bit of
knob twiddlin' will help find the sweet
spot.
Inext inserted The Summit Audio
DCL-200 in the airchain of WBIG-FM,
our oldies station, and set it up as the preprocessor to our main air chain. Adjusted
for medium attack and release and a
moderate slope, the DCL-200 kept levels
under control and didn't fight dynamically with our other gear. Its sound was
continued from page 44
smooth and steady. without any pumping
During any subsequent tests, Iplan to use a or overshoot.
hard-disk recorder rather that DAT.)
The DCL-200 then was inserted in the
As Iexpected, the results were particularairchain of WGMS. our classical music
ly program dependent. On some of the
station, and while it took longer to find
more subtle classical material—specificalthe right combination of controls, the
ly the Scarlatti Harpsichord Sonata and
resulting audio was handled very
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto—it was
smoothly.
pretty easy to detect acertain "roughness"
The overall audio quality of the DCLin the midrange, ageneral clouding of
200 was very good, and although it is a
high- frequency transients and ageneral
hybrid of vacuum tube and solid state
veiling of the overall stereo soundstage.
devices, it seemed to lean more in the tube
On some of the more strident material,
direction, sounding clear and clean in the
which lacks a wide dynamic range or
midband and not harsh in the high frewhich contained a large amount of
quencies. The low frequencies were leaner
midrange material, the results of up to five
sounding than some vintage tube gear and
or six stages of ATRAC were detectable
was tight into the lower registers.
but not obtrusive. ( My definition of "obtruDistortion measurements were carried
sive" is, by necessity, reasonably flexible.)
out with a Potomac Instruments test set.
All in all, Iwas extremely impressed
models AG-51 and AA-51. At nominal
with the results. Of course, these were
+4 dBm input/output, with no gain reductests made on material that had been transtion, any frequency from 20 Hz-20 kHz,
ferred digitally. Real- world applications
THD was less than 0.04 percent. With 0
might involve additional stages of A-to-D
dBm in and +20 dBm out, THD was less
and D-to-A conversion, which would furthan 0.5 percent. The DCL-200 clipped at
ther degrade the signal content. And Ihave
+24 dBm output. These measurements
yet had the opportunity to repeat the test
are within spec. Frequency response was
sets with other systems.
20 Hz- 60 kHz +/- 1dB. Spec is to 70
kHz, although no range is given. The unit
Beware multiple compression
tested was -4dB at that frequency. Not a
Without exception. the majority of the
big deal.
currently available algorithms from APT,
SMPTE IMD was 0.06 percent at +4
Dolby, Scientific Atlanta, MUSICAM
dBm, and 0.4 percent at +20 dBm and
licensees, etc., do an excellent job of
surprisingly did not increase with 10 dB
removing redundant data from digital bitof gain reduction, attack and release on
streams and allow digitized audio to be
fast with maximum slope.
stored on smaller hard drives or sent via
Most audio processors would generate
cost-effective data links. But multiple and
several percent IMD under these cirsequential compression stages now have
cumstances. In fact, Ididn't believe my
become commonplace, often with dismeasurements at first and went back
cernible artifacts.
more than once to verify my findings.
By their very nature, all data compression
Low frequency THD did increase with
systems are going to degrade, however
fast release times, and although these
slightly, the quality of our audio material.
numbers seem inordinately high
Some algorithms produce noticeable—and
(around 8.0 percent maximum), they
harsh—artifacts on previously compressed
can be misleading.
material. While Iconcede that such tests
Dynamic distortion of the signal at that
as Ihave described here are only prelimifast of a release rate would swamp out
nary. Iwould welcome input from chief
the high THD or cause you to slow
engineers around the country who have
down the release time, thereby reducing
hands-on experience and are willing to
low frequency distortion to around 1.0
share their findings.
percent.
O DD
Noise measured - 78 dBm, settings at
Mel Lambert is principal of Media&unity gain, reference +4dBm. Spec is -80
Marketing, aLos Angeles-based consulting
dBm. Close enough.
service for the professional audio industry. He
The I2AX7s were sourced from both
can be reached at 818-753-9510.
Russia and China under the National

The Role of

Compression

In Recording

brand. Summit Audio makes acase in its
manual for using tubes selected by them
to insure lowest noise, distortion and gain
matching, and also selected to run on 5V
DC heaters.
Summit Audio claims longer life and
lower noise running the filaments this
low ( nominal is 12.6 V in series, 6.3 V
paralleled), but research I've seen from
General Electric and other former tube
manufacturers state that you run the risk
of cathode contamination if you run the
filaments too low, and actual life
expectancy could be less than running
them on the high side.
Isuppose Summit Audio has its own
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research to back up its claims of proper
operation and long life at low heater voltage.
Summary
The Summit Audio DCL-200 is avery
good compressor/limiter, especially if
you are looking for aclean device that
doesn't intrude dynamically while operating. It combines the virtues of vacuum
tube amplification, with the benefits of
solid state input circuitry and output
drive capability.
oo
Cost for the DCL-200 is $2.950. For
more information, contact Summit Audio
at 408-395-2448: or circle Reader
Service 86.
John Diamantis is director of technical
operations at WTEM(AM). WB1G-FM
and WGMS-FM in Washington, D. C.

I
COULD

HAVE BOUGHT

AMUNK!
Are you thinking about replacing your old cart machines with
'Digital Carts' such as floppies, flopticals, Bernoullis, or Opticals???
Well, think about it alittle more! Add up the list price for adigital
cartridge recorder, just asingle player, AND the floppy disks--- and
you will find that you could have bought aDigilink workstation for
$7,995 that gave you Live AND- '
Automation' capabilities!!!
ADigilink workstation stores audio on an internal hard disk and
comes out of the box with acapacity of 547 one minute, stereo
carts for only $ 7,995. Even better, the Digilink hard disk has an
average 15 year life. Imagine how many floppies you will break,
wear out, lose, and replace over 15 years. That doesn't count all of
the floppy disk mechanisms that will jam,
Cieitel,q%
break, and simply fail...
Also with aDigilink, you get much more! You
can stack up hundreds of ' carts' in the play list —
and just walk away. You get satellite automation
in the Digilink workstation and can optionally add CD players. A
digital audio cut and splice editor even comes standard with
Digilink. Because Digilink will play and record at the same time, you
can play aspot to air while it starts ascheduled network
autorecord. You can even network delay with Digilink.
With all of these features, it is easy to see why there are more than
500 Digilink workstations around the world from Paris to Moscow to
Taiwan to Jamaica and in your own backyard. Don't suddenly come
to the realization that you could have bought aDigilink!
Call Arrakis now...
(303) 224-2248

ARRAKIS

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle ( 158) On Reader Service Card
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

mounted well away from any nearby surfaces. 1placed the pair at ear height, toed
in, 2feet from the wall behind them, about
3.5 feet apart and 3.5 feet from me. Wall
mounting made the sound less clear and too
boomy for my taste.
On the back of one speaker is aheatsink
Ilistened to the Audix PH- 15 with avariand an aluminum panel housing the power
ety of CDs and mix tapes. Here are my
amp. The panel holds all the connectors
impressions of four representative CDs.
and asingle volume control for both speakThese are my own opinions, not necessarily
those of RW.
•Kamakiriad, Donald
Fagen, Reprise Records
945230-2 ( pop)
A warm, smooth sound,
never harsh, yet, with
good presence. Bass is
tight and transient attacks
have good impact.
Smooth
percussion,
sweet extended highs on
cymbals. Easy to listen
to. Although the bass
rolls off in such asmall
speaker, there's an illusion of deep bass.
Audix PH- 15 two-way mini monitors
•Reckless, Bryan Adams,
A&M CD 5013(rock)
ers. Since the volume knob is on the back,
A rich sound with good drum impact and
it's apain to adjust, but many users will set
it and forget it. ( Audix Sales VP Cliff
Product Capsule: Audix PH- 15
Castle said anewer version will have the
Loudspeaker
volume on the front).

Audix PH- 15 Clear in Tight Spots
The amp circuit uses surface- mount
devices and discrete components to keep
the size down and increase reliability. ( You
can't bypass the power amp in order to use
your own.)

by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. Let me say right up
front that 1am impressed by the sound and
convenience of the Audix PH- 15 powered,
two-way mini monitors. They're meant for
digital audio workstations, studio monitoring and multimedia setups, and—by my
standards—they can work well in all three
applications
Priced at just $429/pair list, the PH- 15 is
easily affordable. Although the speaker is
very compact, it includes abuilt-in, stereo
power amplifier of 25 watts per channel.

Looking good
The high- density wood housing looks
great with its rough-coat black finish and
fabric grille. Behind the removable grille is
aported 5-inch woofer with afabric cone
and foam-rubber surround. The woofer uses
ahigh-temperature aluminum voice coil.
Directly above the woofer is a3/4-inch cone
dome tweeter made of super polymer.

8TRACK
DIGITAL EDITING
BREAKS PRICE BARRIER

$5495*

la
ta
ta
Ul
tZli

Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
la Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Ub Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for only $2,000

Trak*Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digital audio editor
designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy to use,
produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in
digital straight to the Digilink in your On
Air studio. Dramatically reduce
*on% clek.
production time and save money !!!
For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,

—

(303) 224-2248

Specs reviewed
As for specs, the power amp provides a
healthy 25 watts per channel (peak) at 0.2%
THD with afrequency response of 7Hz to
100 kHz. The speaker's response is rated at
55 Hz to 22 kHz with no tolerance given.
Line-input impedance is 10 kilohms, and
DC powering is 8to 18 volts.
Setup is easy and intuitive.
Ilike the design of the vertical wall-wart
power supply. It has a short AC cord
attached to the transformer, so the transformer doesn't cover up two outlets when
you plug it in.
The PH- 15 sounded best to me when

Thumbs Thumbs
Down
Up
very good sound for as wc
compact and rugged
gualrty butter power amp
easy to connect

pleasant redbass me reduces
accuracy
volume control on back
(volume MI be moved to
front in never modelsf

For more information, circle Reader Service 136;
or call Audix Corp. at 503-682-6933.

peasing bite on the electric guitars. Plenty
of dynamic range. Plays loud at full volume. Sharp imaging. Easy to pick out what
each instrument is playing.
•Firebird, Stravinsky, Telarc CD- 80039
(classical)
continued on page 55
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the premier broadcast manufacturer of consoles, furniture, Digilink
and Trak*Star digital audio products.

ARRAKIS
Suggested retail price. Complete system
Record

TraliStara by Annie, Systems, Inc.
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with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

4:1

E

PI

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Finally, aReason
to Love Ma Bell

For years you've had

Using just one ISDN

Zephyr includes

to rely on satellites,

circuit, Zephyr

an ISDN terminal

and their sky-high

transmits broadcast

adapter, so no

prices. Now, Zephyr''

quality stereo for

expensive external

brings great sound-

little more than the

boxes are needed.

ing remotes back

price of an ordinary

For areas where

down to earth.

voice call. And oper-

only Switched 56 is

ation is as easy as

available, Zephyr is

sending a fax.

totally compatible

15kHz Stereo
Program &
Return Audio

external CSU/DSU.

to code and decode
Zephyr

the audio for transmission. International

e

operation on one ISDN
line or two Switched 56

ir

Layer Ill coding.

Zephyr

•Compatibility with older
7kHz codecs that use
G.722.

Bidirectional
2400 Baud
RS232 Data

•2400 baud RS-232
bi-directional data for
communications and
control.

a standard voice-

•Four end-to-end "contact

grade call to a Plain

closures" for summary

Old Telephone

alarm and control of
recorders and other

Service ( POTS)
DIP

devices.

phone.

• Split

MAIO

listening tests, and
Bidirectional
2400 Baud
RS232 Data

Program &
Return Audio

lines using ISO/MPEG

when using an
Zephyr uses Layer Ill

•Full duplex 15kHz stereo

15kHz Stereo

individual mono signals h

111

the daily experiences

channel mode allows

be transmitted to separate

Of/ .// li0/1/

sites.

•The ISDN terminal
adapter is built-in.

Integrated Services
Digital Network

•V.35/X.21 port for con-

LAYER III

(ISDN) dial-up

nection to Switched 56,

You can even set up

fractional Ti, and other

a remote with ISDN

phone lines are

of hundreds of users,

at one site and

now available in

clearly demonstrate

Switched 56 at the

most of the US and

Layer Ill's superior

other! Our ISDN

over a dozen other

performance when

Telephone feature

countries.

using ISDN.

allows you to place

The Best

dato paths.

11111111!

•Simple operation with full
metering, analog audio

SYSTEMS

limiting, and straightforward controls.

2101 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216.241.7225
FAX: 216.241.4103

•Each unit serves as both a
transmitter or receiver.

I to Hear • in There
NETVVORK AUDIO TRANSCEIVER
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Trials of Capturing Live Music
Editor's Note: This is the first in athreepart series on recording live music for
syndicated radio broadcast.
by Mike Joseph
LENEXA, Kan. There's more to capturing live music for air than acouple of
mics and aboard feed.
If you've been keeping track of recent
music programming trends, you've
noticed that more and more so-called
"live music" programs are hitting the
syndicated airwaves.
Demographics tell the story: cocooning
boomers, erstwhile concert goers scared

off by the thought of their foreign cars
being ripped off while they're inside the
smokey club they ( used to) love; limited
"quality time" with the family translated
to mean fewer opportunities to get out
(think: babysitters); and tighter budget
limits on those "big nights out."
But the desire to be there, musically,
still exists. Live music radio programs
fill that need, whether produced to air as
"happening right now" or captured live in
the can.
Popularity increasing

No matter the music styles—jazz, country, alternative or polka—independent

stations and small production
companies
everywhere are finding
that the events being
promoted locally, often
in their own backyard
(which is to say, by promoters advertising on
the station, or events
being co- promoted by
the station and acorpoRecording live music requires extensive planning.
rate sponsor) represent a
involved in getting a musical event on
unique programming opportunity, if not
the air, whether performance stage to
an actual profit center.
transmitter or captured on tape for later
For the next several issues, this series of
post production, edit assembly and subsearticles will take a look at what's
quent broadcast. We'll cover the organizational aspects, technical considerations
and hopefully tag afew "dos and don'ts"
along the way.

"We Need It in the Office
He Needs It in the Booth..

Determine the size

99

With PC-Companion PIusTM, the same
computer can be in either place!
• Easier Information Distribution
Now, you can have remote access to
your wires and other important data.
• Better Physical Security
Locate your computer in a secure area
and still have round the clock access
to your information.
• User Friendly
No complicated software to install.
Just plug it in and go.

Distribute your important
information without a costly
and complicated network.
Instead, experience the advantage of having
a second keyboard, monitor and mouse up to
250 feet away from your computer. Privacy
options let you control the flow of information.
Whether you're in the office or the booth, your
computer is still close at hand.

Is it live?

Options include: Audio channel, remote
serial printer line, PS/2 or serial mouse,
Macintosh or Sun workstation support.

3t

CYBEX"
4912 Research Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A.

(205) 430-4000 • Fax ( 205) 430-4030
PC and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems.
Dealer Program Available

Made in USA
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First and foremost, it's important to
determine the project's size and scope. If
it's too big to handle or beyond in-house
capabilities get apro involved, even if as
aconsultant. Iam often hired, for tiny
dollars that justify themselves quickly, to
educate otherwise competent engineers
on the details and aspects of live music
production for broadcast. It's not uncommon.
If choosing an outsider, just make sure
that his or her experience parallels your
needs. Studio music recording or live
sound reinforcement experience is not
the same thing as live music broadcasting
capabilities.
Ask if he is able to step in and do the
whole job, if required. Is he happy merely assembling the special equipment you
might need at a fair rental rate? Can he
communicate and hand- hold patiently?
Has he ever ordered up and balanced
phone lines? Does he understand the
amount of processing your signal sees on
the way to the stick? Can he artistically
mix to the musical style in question
under the (typically) adverse monitoring
conditions involved?
These are good questions to answer up
front.

On the project itself, what's the goal? Is
it background for alive ENG actuarial on
a special news segment? Stick a mic in
front of the PA speaker and grab two
minutes for wild fly- in at editing. If it's a
complete music show, featuring a large
act's three-set evening, event- related history, pre- produced lead-ins and - outs,
and ahosted artist interview, then that's a
little more involved.
The big choice you have to make here
is whether you really want to grab the
music live and stick it in the ether—
flaws, delays and all— or tape it, leaving
yourself the opportunity to fix it in the
mix, via post production and later
assembly.
A higher quality final production
implies that there is more time spent getting it ultimately right, which typically
means alive recording to tape.
Listeners today are used to well-balanced, CD-quality sound with no dead air
or technical "gotchas." That requires a
"capture, not acover" in the vernacular,
which is to say you'll be capturing the
event for later post production, as opposed
to covering it while it's going down.
continued on page 57

THAT 'S W HY YO U N EED A DA
NATURALLY

you'd expect the design
experts at AUDIOARTS to provide it. After
all, we've built hundreds and hundreds of
audio consoles; we've got the track record.
The AUDIOARTS 8400 is now the only
DA with performance specs good enough
to keep up with our other designs.

COMPONENTRY:

High quality of
course! Individual 15- turn output gain
trims for precise calibration, fully regulated DC supply ( current protected), low
magnetic field power transformer, high
quality FR4 glass epoxy circuit boards
(with solder mask coating to reduce the
chance of foreign particle shorts) plus
clearly marked component legends for
easy service.

FEATURES:

It's got what's needed!
It's DUAL FUNCTION: the 8400 can be
used as an eight output stereo DA or easily
configured as four 1x4 DAs ( using simple
rear panel jumpers)— sixteen outputs total,
each with its own front panel gain trim. It
also has separate connectors for every
input and output. This allows for easy wire
changes in the field, rapid troubleshooting,
and further avoids the conductor pinching
that plagues screw terminals.
The 8400 has the corn ponentry, performance specifications and interconnect
system that make it the obvious choice for
your facility. At AUDIOARTS we've got the
engineering know-how; benefit from our
experience!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
7305

Performance

Drive.

Syracuse.

New

York

13212
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( tel

315-452-5000 /

fax

315-452-0160)

ELECTRONICS

BROADCAST

Turnpike Buick
Crown Auto World
Cimeron Bar and Grill
Mitch Jingle
What I
Am
Mmm Mmm Mmm Mmm
Found Out About You

Real screen. Real radio. Not an artist's rendition!

The Broadcast Electronics Di • ¡
tal Studio System.
> Run live or automated.
Play up to sixteen things at once.
> Music- On- Hard- Drive; Instant access.
Any compression ratio, cut- by- cut,
including no compression!
> Drag- and-drop scheduling on-screen •

> Unlimited flexibility.
You can't outgrow AudioVAULT®.
> Cut-and- paste editing.
> Complete, graphical on-line help.
> BE tech support 24 hours aday.

•Optional touch-screen • Back-up and hard disk mirroring • Optional integrated SADiETM 8- track editing
•Optional WireDESKTM news copy software • Spanish, Chinese, other language versions available
FORA FREE Audio VAULT PC DEMONSTRATION DISKETTE, FAX US AT (217)224-9607 OR CALL (217) 224-9600 NOW!

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
4100 N. 24th • P.O. Box 3606 • Quincy, IL 62305-3606 • (217) 224-9600 • FAX (217) 224-9607
©11994 Broadcast Electronics Inc.

SADiE is atrademark of SADiE, Inc.
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE

Audix PH- 15
Audio Pioneers Leave Artistic Legacy
Clear, Easy
To Connect
•

•

•

by Frank Beacham

continued from page 50

In the beginning of "The Firebird," the
very deep bass- drum roll is inaudible.
Strings have alush, velvety, airy tone. The
speakers seem to disappear; you hear a
clear soundstage behind the speaker plane.
Good realism.
'
,
Blame It On My Youth, Holly Cole
Trio, Manhattan CDP7 97349 2 (jazz).
Warm or boxy vocals, as if the midbass
were bloated or puffed up. Deep bass notes
are weak, but do not masquerade as fake
bass an octave higher. This shows that the
harmonic distortion is low.
Audix wisely notes that it helps to play
your mixes on avariety of different monitors.
Because of the speaker's midbass rise, it
makes female vocals sound fuller and
warmer than they really are. As aresult,
mixes made on the PH- 15 tend to sound a
bit thin in the midbass when played on
more accurate speakers. So Iwould not use
this speaker for critical EQ decisions.

NEW YORK This is astory about quality. About doing things
right. About not cutting corners. It is astory of how human ingenuity in arecording studio 35 years ago led to the sonic preservation
of amusical gold mine that is certain to thrill listeners for generations to come.
The story begins in 1958 when impresario Harry Belock and producer/engineer Bert Whyte teamed to create aseries of symphonic
recordings in stereo.
This was no ordinary team. Belock's commitment to the music
went far beyond the bottom line, and Whyte's uncompromising
engineering skills were much needed at atime of transition in LP
record production.
In the late ' 50s, stereo recordings were anew breed, and the

industry was only beginning to react to the technical demands of
this new medium. Monaural albums were traditionally mastered on
quarter-inch tape at 15 inches and most labels at the time were
recording stereo on the same quarter-inch media.

Using film
Belock and Whyte wanted better recordings for their new enterprise. To achieve it they chose to record on 35 mm magnetic film
rather than tape. There were major advantages to this.
The substantial width of the film accommodated three channels,
each of which was as wide as the standard quarter-inch recording
tape. Running at 24 film frames per second, this format yielded
stereo recordings in which the usual background noise was virtually inaudible. And, because the 35 mm mag used sprocket holes,

D

Nautel AM transmitters keep you
on the air with an unmatched
combination of value, performance and reliability
Low cost of ownership — with typical
efficiency ratings up to 80 percent, a
totally solid state Nautel transmitter pays
for itself in tube replacement and utility
Superior audio transparency — Nautel
AM transmitters utilize inherently linear
digital Pulse Duration Modulation for the
cleanest sound you can broadcast. Audio
is ruler-flat throughout the range and
distortion is typically less than 0.5%
Field-proven reliability — Nautel
transmitters give you multiple protection
systems for both power line and lighting
transients, VSWR protection, soft failure
design, reserve cooling and safe on-air
servicing

Removable AM Power Module

Totally solid state AMPFET ND 10 10kW AM

Make a strong transmitter choice. Call us today for all the facts
on our totally solid state AM and FM transmitters.
Nautel

fl

Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer
and technical writerfor Crown International
and the author of " Practical Recording
Techniques," published by Howard Sains.
Jenny Bartlett is a technical writer. Bruce
can be reached at 219-294-8388.

continued on page 58

For the world's strongest
AM transmitters,
look to Nautel

Measurements
Using aTechron TEF-20 sound analyzer, I
measured the anechoic frequency response
of the PH- 15. The mic was 1meter away at
woofer height. The response is impressively
smooth and wide range for the price: 60 Hz
to 20 kHz +/- 5dB. There's abroad 3dB
rise centered at 250 Hz that gives the PH- 15
its warm, sometimes puffy sound Inoted in
the listening tests. Below 100 Hz, the lows
start to roll off, but there is still good output
at 50 Hz. The highs go right out to 20 kHz.
Upper mids show some dips between 2and
6kHz. Off-axis response is nearly as flat as
on-axis.
When the PH- IS is mounted on awall,
the response is much rougher. The grille
creates anotch at 6kHz. According to the
measured Energy Time Curve, transient
response is very good.
Summary
The Audix PH- 15 sounds clearest when
used at ear height, away from the walls and
without the grille. Then it sounds very
pleasant, warm, smooth and crisp but not
harsh. Transient impact and dynamics are
good, too. Bass goes surprisingly deep
considering the speaker's size. The speakers have awide sweet spot.
Because of the slight midbass hump, you
might not want to use the PH- I5 for critical
EQ decisions during mixdowns.
But it's awonderful high-end system for
digital workstations and multimedia. You
can drive the amp directly from most
sound cards.
If you have atight editing suite with no
room for apower amp, you'll like how
these powered speakers fi tin.
The PH- 15 is easy to listen to during long
editing sessions. Its extra warmth helps to
compensate for the ear's loss of bass at low
listening levels. What's more, the PH- 15 is
rugged, compact and easy to connect.

•

,___ route'

Nautel Maine Inc.

(Nautel Electronic Laboratories Limited)

201 Target Industrial Circle

R.R. # 1, Tantallon, Halifax County,

Bangor, Maine 04401 USA

Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

Phone: (902) 823-2233

Fax: (902) 823-3183
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
ANNOUNCINC FOR FALL '94
THE ONLY ADJUSTARLE POP FILTER FOR RADIO

The world's most

txtatibur Ctettronitg
CD 1Interface Amp

capable, expandable
digital satellite receiver
More and more
networks are moving
to Satcom C-5
digital. Why take a
chance on a
leu expandable
receiver?

ftriel
Used Equipment
for All Satellite Formats
LNA/LNII/Splitters
ZephyrusforJSA

We Repair

Zephyrus700 SCPC

& Rebuild all

Variable Acoustic Compression""

"Aesthetically Exceflent, Sonically Satisfying."
Human Neiman. Z100 New York

"Well, your new design has certainly eclipsed the old As soon as Isow
one, Ijust had to put them everywhere! Nat only is it better looking and
less abusive visually, but it installs much easier. And they still cut the
'pops' without muffling the highs Best of all for us, your new clip-in design
lets the leeloys pop their ' Poplesss' screens in and out in oflash!"
David P. Waves III, t'hief Engineer, 7.100 New York

Visa/MC/Discover

Popular Receivers

LeasingW.A.C.

Quick Service!
24 Hour Tech Support

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319

-Greatly reduces popping and dWant*
-DJ's sound nearer and need less equalisation
-Vrashable and replaceable screens
-Eadly «limas for each DJ
-protects your mkrophone
we. deppuei

$49

TOLL FREE (800) 252-1503
NIONEY BACK GUARANTEE

119

VOICE SCREENS

'
IV

PO 13ox 1014
New Paltz, NY 12561

Cal for FREE BROCHURE

The
industry's
favorite unidirectional
interface amplifier is designed to match
IHE output standards ( 10kçà unbalanced,
-10dBV) to broadcast input standards
(+4dBm,
balanced).
DC
coupling,
<0.006% THD & IMD, and >90dB S/N
make the CD- 1 appropriate for use with
the highest quality CD players, as well as
with monitor tuners, cassette and tape
playback.
DAT playback, and ENG
equipment. Table- top mounting or, using
the included angle brackets, may be
attached to arack panel, your cabinetry, or
anywhere convenient. A dual version, the
CD-2, is also available.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHAN1111.Y, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo number fin- adata sheet and adealer Lçt
READER SERVICE NO. 115

READER SERVICE NO. 205

READER SERVICE NO. 96

DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM

ERI - Trusted since 1943
for Proven Performance in

• The Best Integrated Play List Scheduler
(Music & Breaks) & On-Air Playback
Combination Available Today

ANTENNA - FILTER
(lambda) MOUNTING
TOWER - INSTALLATION

• Music on Hard Disk and/or CD Jukeboxes
• Dolby AC2 Overlapping Hard Disk Audio

YSTEMSrj

the original ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN SOFTWARE
already adopted by the CCIR, now available from ITALY !
•Multiple patterns comparison • Up to 100 antennas
each system • Field strength forecast ( rec.370 CCIR)
up to 100 locations • Tri lingual operating ( English,
Franch, Spanish) • Personalized outputs e 450
antenna patterns already included • New antenna
patterns ( amplitude & phase) can be generated
• MS-DOS PC • 3" 1/2 HD diskette • VGA screen
only

„

ERI
Electronics Research, Inc.
(812) 925-6000

695

SERVICE, REPAIR
& CALIBRATION
STL's * RPU's

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY

Belar • Marti *

TSL's

eExciters eAM/FM
Broadcast Monitors

Moseley * McMartin
•TFT * And others...

Remote Control Systems >

An authorized (
TFT service center

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
We can help get you back on the air with our
STL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that
will be set to your frequency prior to shipping. We also
provide overthephone technical assistance.

shipping charges ( credit cards accepted)

+39 -2 - 90390475
TELECOMUNICAZONI ALOENA s.r.I
20090 Cusago ( NI) Via A.Volta 13
+ 39 - 2 • 90390461

• Feature Rich Digital Automation at an
Affordable Price & Updated Quarterly
• Complete On-Line Redundancy
• Provide Your Own Computers/Players and
Save $ 5$, or Buy/Lease From Us
• Pays For Itself By Increased Productivity
VVEST/INT'L

EAST

310/670-7500

803/370-2400

FAX 310670 0133

FAX 803/370-2314

READER SERVICE NO. 176

READER SERVICE NO. 122

READER SERVICE NO. 89

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?

US$

SEND YOUR PURCHASE ORDER TODAY BY FAX :

INCORPORATED

AXS Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AXS

is an entirely new approach to digital audio
controllers. It starts with superb audio using the premium quality apt-XTM system. AXS is easy to learn,
easy to use, and powerful beyond words.

AXS is

a modular design that begins as a simple cart
replacement and grows to any combination of CD,
hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with
ease.

AXS has all the sophisticated feature options including device independent multi-channel background
audio record and replay. Macro programming
makes tough to run event sequences easy. Software
drives a powerful programmabte real time IOMAP.

Come As Yee Are
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AXS

Jocks lore AXS: A fast 99 page, 28 button Jock FIX
panel that can be time linked and remote wired is
standard.

The Management

Use a software driven four-channel stereo audio
switcher with on-screen control or the powerful
eight-channel dual-buss routing switcher. or include
both if you wish. AXS is controlled through a trackball,
touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, teIco or remote
modem.

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

P.O. Box 1-36457 Fort Worth, TX 76136

AXS Systems...

1700+ Stations • Our 141h Year

(503) 471-2262

From só000.00 using your MO compllitTS and hard disks.

.1.12cr.yenhe..ztameri

READER SERVICE NO. 18

800-334-7823 • 817-625-9761
FAX 817-624-9741

READER SERVICE NO. 52
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Manufacturers Line up for AES Exhibition
A.S. McKay Ltd.
AB International
Electronics Inc.
Accurate Sound Corp.
ACME
ACO Pacific Inc.
Acoustic Solutions Inc./Alpha
Acoustical Supply Intl
Adams- Smith
Adamson Systems Engineering
Air Studios
Akai Digital
AKG
Alesis Corp.
Algolthythmic Technology
Allen & Heath
Amek US Operations Inc.
American Recorder
Technology
AMI Publishing
Ampex Recording Media Corp.
AMS Neve plc
Analog Devices Inc
Anthony DeMaria Labs
Apex Machine Co.
Apex N.V

336

Aphex Systems

4/5
1911

API Audio Products
Apogee Electronics
Apogee Sound Inc.

I17
1830
1033
1505
1416
1642
239
1326

Apollo Masters Corp.
ART- Applied Research &
Technology
APRS
Arboretum Systems Inc.
ARX Systems
AT&T
Athan Corp.

506
1026
544
302

ATI-Audio Technologies Inc.
ATM Fly- Ware
ATR Service Co./Flux
Magnetics

526
2117

Audex
Audio Accessories Inc.
Audio Independence Ltd.

1444
812
1202
1915

Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

1906
434
1703

ATI/CMCI Audio Toys Inc.!
Circuits
Audio Upgrades

Logic
Precision
Processing Technology
Services Corp.

9/0
1302
1626
1501
537

Audio-Technica U.S. Inc.
Audio/Digital
AudioControl Industrial
Audix Corp.
Aurasound
Australian Monitor

743
1436
1440
214
I/4/
1406
535
1810

Automatic Inspection
Devices Inc.
Avalon Design USA
Avid Technology Inc.
Bag End Loudspeakers
Balboa Capitol Corp.
BASF Corp.
BEC Technologies Inc.
Belden Wire & Cable Co.
Beyerdynamic
Brainstorm Electronics Inc.
Brill Electronics
BrystonVermont Ltd.

119
1909
1610
1514
302
1210
638
328
1509
1729

C Audio Ltd.
CAD
Cadac Electronics Ltd.
Carver Corp.
CCS Audio Product
Cedar Audio Ltd.
Cerwin-Vega

734
510
445
2101
742
1837

Chevin Research
Circuit Research Labs Inc.
City of Portland. Maine
Clark Wire & Cable Co. Inc.
Cliff Electronic Components Inc.
CM AUTOmation
Community Professional
Comrex
Connectronics Corp.
Cooper Sound Systems

546
1834
2010
2104
125
726
1630
105
634
1430
135
1625
216
335
106
1608
1420
738
1826

Countryman Associates Inc.
Crest Audio Inc.
Crown International
Crystal River Engineering Inc.
Cubicon Corp.
Cutting Edge Audio Group
Cyberlogic Inc.
D&R Electronics USA Inc.
db Magazine
dbx
ddrum Inc.
Doltron Components
Demeter Amplification
Denon America Inc.
The Desk Doctor
Desper Products Inc.
DGS Pro Audio
DIC Digital

Live Recordings Get Special Care
continued from page 52

If the musical event is technically complex, such as a major act in a large outdoor concert venue ( remember to get your
artist broadcast releases signed), your
technical duties may actually be easier.
Professionally polished touring acts have
few production delays on stage and typically start on time. Their technical people
generally have aclue, and the FOH mix
for large venues ( front-of- house stereo
audio mix that the audience hears) is often
well balanced and little affected by onstage, in- room sound that can color a
smaller venue PA mix ( more on this in
Part 2).
Easily handled
Broadcasting this event might be easily
handled with a limiter- protected stereo
feed from that FOH console patched
straight to a DAT machine or phase and
level- matched phone line pair, pending
the need to edit/assemble later or not.
For multitrack recording, modern large
FOH consoles usually have individual
input module direct outputs. Some, like
the Crest Century series, have separate
level controls on these feeds, enabling
easy interconnect to a multitrack tape
deck or ADAT/DA-88 stack. One mie
per tape track, no waiting.
All that remains is to take the tapes
home and mix, edit and assemble. This
usually can be done in arecording studio
with the artist's input. Sell the raw tracks
to the act after the event, and you'll even
recoup some expenses.
Small acts and events can represent an
equally straightforward proposition. A
singer/pianist or two acoustic guitarists in
acoffee house can be recorded with two
or four mies into a Mackie 1202 or
caught to DAT right off the outputs of
their sound reinforcement system.
The mixing and monitoring challenges
are probably few, as long as the mies are
decent, with their pop filters intact and
the sound reinforcement speakers aren't
fidelity skewed ( which would lead to
major PA system EQ compensation, a
side effect you don't want on tape). A little reverb and compression can typically
be added on site or to the finished mix

back at the studio to make it sound more
naturally unnatural. Just remember that
as in most things, less is more.
The real challenge exists in the gray zone,
where medium-sized local or regional acts
perform in medium-sized environments,
such as clubs, auditoriums, theaters, restaurant lounges or hotel ballrooms.
Here, the acts are often less polished,
things never occur when they're supposed to, the environment is less technically predictable ( with questionable
acoustics, background noise, flaky power
stability and RF or lighting dimmer interference, to name several), and the available on-site equipment quality and personnel technical capabilities doubtful.
In aphrase: You're on your own.
In this situation, you pretty much have
to rely on your own equipment resources

Dietmar Koller Recording Equipment
Digidesign Inc.

and mixing capabilities to do the job.
Live recording, which is what we are
basically talking about here, is an art
form, one not casually approached as a
first timer.
Over the next two articles, we'll address
the technical specifics of capturing and/or
covering live music for broadcast. In the
meantime, warm up those fader fingers.
DOD

Mike Joseph is the owner of Rabbit Run
Productions, Lenexa. Kan., specializing
in live music capture. He is the former
director of sales and marketing at Valley
Audio Products and marketing manager
for Electro-Voice proftssional products,
past editor of R.E•P ( Recording
Engineer/Producer) and Live Sound
magazines, and a long-time West Coast
record producer/recording engineer.

Digital Audio Labs Inc.
Digital Expressions Inc.
Digital Generation Systems
DigiTech
DOD Electronics Inc.
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Doremi Labs Inc.
Dorrough Electronics
Drawmer Distribution Ltd.
Dan Dugan Sound Design
Duplitronics Inc.
DynaTek Automation Systems Inc.
DynaudioAcoustics
E & E Retrospect/
Vintage Audio
E- mu Systems Inc.
Eastern Acoustic Works Inc.
Electro Acoustique Appliquee
Equi-Tech Corp.
ETA Lighting

1920
1838
340
639
1807
739
2106
1532
1037
1824
533
1034
940
1910
431
1443
1916
2002
1840
302
1901
1641
1833
643
435
1430
1641
1310
I144
1234
436
1832
1809
308
308
908
220
326
536
1824
1726
1542
313
238
/0/
926
2013
1705
1606

continued on page 58
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RDS/RBDS consumer
radios are being purchased by
your listening audience, which
means the time is right to pursue the
revenue opportunities RDS/RBDS has
to offer.
RE AMERICA continues its
tradition as the leader in RDS/RBDS
technology, now with a family of
products. Whether you choose the
RE 533 for single-user datacasting or
the RE 532 for multi-user datacasting, RE has the right encoder to
meet your budget and operational
needs.
RE takes the risk out of choosing
an RDS/RBDS encoder by employing flashprom technology in both
the RE 533 and the RE 532. Future
upgrades and enhancements are
simply downloaded via disc software available from RE. You make
the choice, the RE family has got
you covered.

jl i¡
f IM/B1))1L,

re

RE AMERICA, INC.
Available through: A Broadcasters General Store A Horns Allied A RF Specialties
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31029 Center Ridge Rd.
Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (216) 871-7617 • Fax: (216) 871-4303
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Who's Who at AES '94 Exhibition
continued from page 57
Euphonix
Eurocable
Eventide Inc.
Fairlight ESP Pty Ltd.
Fender Electronics
Ferrotluidics Corp.
FMRTS
Focusrite Audio Engineering
Fostex Corp. of America
Frazier Division,
Sound-Craft
Furman Sound Inc.
G PRIME Ltd.
Gefen Systems
Genelec

126
2205
934
120
1708
646
2105
708
1041,114
2003
116
1140
1711
124

Gepco Intl Inc.
Gold Line
Gotham Switzerland
Grey Matter Response Inc.
Groove Tubes
Group One Ltd.
Hafler Professional
Harmonia Mundl Acustica GmbH
Harrison by GLW Inc.
HHB Communications Ltd.
Innovative Electronic Designs Inc.
Intertec Publishing
IRP Professional Sound Products
JBL Professional

735
/05
1641
1342
2009
208
1545
325
1344
738
1602
110
234
510

Jensen Transformers
JLCooper Electronics
The John Hardy Co.
Josephson Engineering
JRF Magnetic Sciences
KABA
KAT Inc.
Klipsch Professional
Korg USA
KRK Monitorning Systems
KRK/Group One Ltd.
Kurzweil/Young Chang America
Lake DSP Pty Ltd.
Leo's Professional Audio Inc.

Pioneers Leave Legacy
continued from page 55
like cinematic film, there was an unprecedented smoothness of

datawoi4e

MAPS

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1990 CENSUS
WHO ARE YOUR
LISTENERS?
1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
• Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
• Ethnic/Demographic Data
Available for Each Zip Code
Within Coverage Area
• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic
Breakout
• Resolution Increased to Block
Level
• Percent of County Coverage
Shown
ETHNIC PIE-CHART
DISPLAY
• Projects Ethnic Population in
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form

datawonkf
800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341
Circle (
180) On Reader Service Card

motion.
The 35 mm base material, on which the magnetic oxide was coated, was five times thicker than that of conventional tape, permitting
the recording of extremely high sound intensities without the danger of layer-to-layer print through.
Belock and Whyte had Westrex Corp., maker of 35 mm film
recorders, build special equipment to their specifications. Much of
the normal circuitry was removed to reduce noise in the signal

839
2119
837
1712
1408
1526
1718
209
1634
122
208
1044
1616
1805

2114,113
Level Control Systems
416
Lexicon Inc.
127
Lightwave Systems Inc.
1908
Live Sound lnt'l Magazine
1508
Lone Wolf Corp.
1835
Mackie Designs
2202
Macpherson Audio Inc.
346
Mag-Zon Inc.
2207
Malcolm Toft Associates Ltd.
332
Manley Laboratories
2022
Marantz Professional
820
Mark IV Pro Audio Group
1146
Mark of the Unicorn Inc.
226
Marshall Electronics Inc.
207
Martech. adivision of Martinsound
1728
Merconary Audio
1903
Merging Technologies
continued on page 60

With the help of David Smith, director of recording operations at
Sony Classical, it was decided the 35 mm masters would be transferred through acustom-designed, 20bit high resolution analog-todigital converter to magnetooptical discs using the new Sony
PCM-9000 master recorder. The disc masters—each holding 80
minutes of programming in the 20bit format— then were transferred to ahard disk system for editing.
Sony SBM
The final step was transfer of the material through the Sony SBM
K-1203 Super Bit Mapping (SBM) processor, which is claimed to
transfer 20-bit resolution to the standard I
6bit CD, to produce the
master used to manufacture the actual compact discs. No noise

path. Recording heads and amplifiers were
specially designed to improve wide-band
frequency response.
The same customization extended to the
microphones. To record each of the three
channels, Belock and Whyte used a
Neumann U-47 microphone modified by
Frank Church. According to Neumann's
Jeff Alexander, the "Church 47" combined
the Neumann U-47 capsule and head grill
with acustomized case and electronics.
Customized Neumann's
"Church built his own electronics. He used
adifferent tube than Neumann. It had apot
inside so you could optimize the filament
voltage to get the quietest operation,"
Alexander said. "I've heard things like the
mie was smoother, more textural...but it
gets into very subjective realms."
The minimalist recordings made by Belock
Everest used film recorders to capture stereo recordings of classical music.
and Whyte on this unique three-mic, threereduction, limiting or compression was used in any phase of the
channel system from 1958 to 1961 became known as the Everest
process.
Ultra Analog collection. The recordings were said to be superior to
In order to preserve the music collection for archival purposes,
other analog LP releases of the time.
Solomon and Smith decided to record the new masters in the 20bit
However, mastering on magnetic film was expensive, leading
linear recording mode in anticipation of future delivery systems
future owners of the Everest catalog to work strictly from quarterthat might offer additional sonic resolution.
inch tape copies of the original masters. So many quarterinch genAlthough 20-bit signals have 16 times more resolution than 16-bit
erations were made over the years that arecord industry executive
signals, Sony claims that SBM takes advantage of some psychoasaid that some later budget releases of the Everest recordings
coustic principles to make it possible to use 20-bit masters in the
"sounded like they were made under water."
production of 16-bit CDs—which sacrifice little of the original masFast forward to 1993. On "atotal whim," Seymour Solomon,
ter's sound quality. To hear the effect of SBM, the listener must
president of Omega Records Group and founder of the Vanguard
have ahigh-end audio reproduction system, according to Sony.
Classics label, decided to investigate the availability of the Everest
One of the ironies of this project is that it has taken more than 30
library. He located the original 35 mm mag film masters in a
years for Belock and Whyte's work to be fully appreciated. Even
California warehouse.
they could not hear the full fruits of their efforts outside the studio
Some of the metal film cans had become wet and had rusted.
because the reproduction systems of the late 1950s could not reproOthers had oxidized over time and were virtually welded shut.
duce the full impact of the original recordings.
"The cans stink like hell when they are opened," Solomon said.
However, by taking an uncompromising path toward artistic and
"You could barely handle them. Some of the people got ill from
sonic quality and considering more than just the bottom line on a
the noxious fumes that came out of these boxes that hadn't been
ledger sheet, they produced what some critics now are calling
opened in over 30 years."
among the best stereo symphonic records ever made.
"If there's one thing Everest's experience has taught us, it is that
Recordings intact
quality levels once considered esoteric or overkill will some day
Yet, Solomon and his associates were not prepared for the sonic
have consumer appeal and relevance," Solomon said. "It's not just
treasures in those film cans. "All of us were shocked at what came
mastering for the present market but leaving avital artistic legacy
out of those boxes," he said. "The tapes had not been touched.
for future generations."
Most played as if they were virgin tapes made the day before."
The entire catalog of the Everest Collection consists of about 90
To properly re-release the Everest collection, Vanguard's engititles. The first 20 titles were to be on sale in retail stores by the end
neers interviewed Bert Whyte—and, after his death last spring, his
of October. For further information, contact Vanguard Classics at
widow Ruth Whyte—and any remaining musicians or technicians
212-769-3060.
involved in the project they could locate.
DOD
Then Vanguard Classic's Frank Burton, supervisor of the transfer
Frank Beacham is a writer, director, producer and consultant.
process, secured aWestrex 35 mm film recorder and arecording
His address is 163 Amsterdam Ave. #361, New York, NY 10023. Ewith the correct Everest equalization curve. The recorder was modmail: beacham@radiomailmet.
ified for proper playback of the original 35 mm masters.

Systems with Style
When KABC/KLOS decided to rebuild from the ground up, they called Pacific Recorders &
Engineering to provide its expertise in studio systems planning and execution. After all, when
you're dedicated to winning, you don't gamble with success. PR&E has aproven track record
of building the world's leading broadcast facilities for over twenty years. This record translates
into the uncommon depth and breadth of experience which we bring to each new project. From
news to rock, talk, or full-service, we're comfortable and conversant with all formats.
When you see the attention to detail, the design elegance, and the fanatical commitment to quality,
you quickly realize why PR&E consoles and studio systems are found in nearly every leading
broadcast facility in the nation.
But what may really surprise you is how much money you can save by working with us. That's
right, save money. You see, we design and build so many world-class studio systems, we avoid
the "surprises" by having the details down to ascience. Why don't you give us the opportunity
to work with you on your next studio project? We think you'll be pleasantly surprised at how
easy it is to realize the operational efficiency and benefits of agenuine PR&E system.
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA: GS-03F-2057A

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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AES '94 Exhibitor List
continued from page 58
626,113
Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc.
2020
Michelex Industrial Group
2007
Micro Technology Unlimited
2006
Microworks Corp.
1811
Millennia Media
744
Mix Magazine
1914
Momentum Data Systems
121
Monitor Science
320
Motorola SPS
2206
Music Books Plus
1541
Music Maker Publications
2105
Mytelc/FMRTS
201
Nady Systems Inc.
1824
Nagra USA Inc.
2122
National Academy of Recording Arts
2118
National Semiconductor
427
Network Music Inc.

1010
1316
1629
1446
244
1441
1216
1701
137
1535
Ill
616
129
635
314
2005
112
1902

Neumann
Neutrik USA Inc.
Night Technologies International
NVISION Inc.
ODME
OSC
Otan Corp.
Oxmoor Corp.
PMC - The Professional Monitor
Pacific Radio Electronics
Panasonic Broadcast & TV Systems
Peavey Electronics Corp.
Peicom Sound Systems
Penny and Giles Inc.
Philips Key Modules
PianoDisc
Pioneer Electronic Corp.
Pioneer Electronics Service Inc.

1039
2203
1839
1907
123
230
2001
1410
2206
538
826
1442
102
115
2201
241
342
134
1722
1040
1226
1716

Plitron Manufacturing Inc.
Point 12
Preco Inc.
Prism Sound
Pro Sound News
Pro Systems/The AWS Group
Pro-Bel Inc.
Professional Audio Systems
Professional Sound
QMI
QSC Audio Products Inc.
Quantum Sound Inc.
R.C.F. Spa
RADIAN Audio Engineering Inc.
Radio Design Labs
Rane Corp.
RE America Inc.
RE-AN Products Inc.
Recording Industry Sourcebook
Renkus-Heinz Inc.
Roland Corp., US
Rolls Corp.
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Stop sending your listeners
mixed signals.
Make your move toward a
complete digital air chain
with the Harris DIGITTm FM Exciter.
The radio dial can be aconfusing
place for today's FM listeners.
They've heard the hype for
"improved sound" from CDs and
other digital program sources.
But for many stations, the missing
link in the air chain has been the
exciter. Outdated analog
technology often stifles the full
potential of digital input.
With the Harris DIGITTm

FM Exciter - the world's first and
only truly digital exciter - you can
use your analog processing chain
now, then quickly, easily, upgrade
to a100% digital air chain. Your listeners will get the sound quality
they expect, while your station will
get new market prominence. You'll
also be prepared for an even
broader digital future.
Compatible with virtually all FM
transmitters, the 50 watt DIGIT provides 32-bit Direct Digital Synthesis
precision for an incredibly stable,

clear signal that is not subject to
degradation over time. No tweaking or tuning is ever required for
full digital performance.
Upgrade now with the Harris
DIGIT FM Exciter and your listeners
will get the message loud and
clear. Call us today for complete
specifications.
U.S. and Canada: 217-222-8200
or fax 217-224-1439
International: 217-222-8290
or fax 217-224-2764
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1620
Rorke Data Inc.
2021
RPG Diffusor Systems Inc.
1733
RSP Technologies/Hush Systems
1812
Russian Dragon/Jeanius
1139
Sabine Inc.
1806
Sample Rate Systems Oy
834
Samson Technologies Corp.
1430
Sanken Microphones/Developing
1922
Sascom Marketing Group Inc.
1808
Schoeps/Posthorn Recordings
341
SCV Electronics
1530
Selco Products Co.
1725
Sellmark/Audiomation
1010
Sennheiser Electronics Corp.
2204
Shape Inc.
1912
Shep Associates Ltd.
1822
Shure Brothers Inc.
1919
Sig Tech
131
Softstorm
1016
Solid State Logic
109
Sonex Acoustical/Illbruck Inc.
1438
Sonic Science
442
Sonic Solutions
1643
Sonosax USA Inc.
602
Sony Electronics Inc.
1525
Sound Ideas
410
Soundcraft
536
Soundfield Research
1631
Soundscape Digital Technology Ltd.
834
Soundtracs, PLC
344
SPARS
1520
Spectral Synthesis Inc.
308
Spirit
1905
Sprocket Digital
841
Stage Accompany USA
1543
Steenbeck Inc.
1829
Stewart Electronics Corp.
402
Studer Editech-Dyaxis
502
Studer Editech Corp.
1801
SADIE Inc., Studio Audio Digital
2112
Studio Bau: Ton
1539
Studio Sound
542
Studio Technologies Inc.
140
Summit Audio Inc.
1707
Switchcraft Inc.
1706
Symbolic Sound Corp.
845
Symetrix Inc.
1715
The Synclavier Co.
1635
TC Electronic of Denmark
1529
Tactile Technology Inc.
Tannoy-TGI North
426
America Inc.
1002
TASCAM
1502
TDK Electronics Corp.
940
TEF Products, Crown Intl
329
Tektronix Inc.
334
Telecast Fiber Systems Inc.
1426
Telex Communications Inc.
327
Telos Systems
142
Testa Communications
1528
THAT Corp.
236
This Town Productions
902
3M
1534
360 Systems
1334
TimeLine Vista Inc.
1320
TOA Electronics Inc.
2015
Tomei Industries ( America) Inc.
741
Toroid Corp. of Maryland
242
Tracoman Inc.
1507
Transco
1720
Transparent Cable
916
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.
733
Tubetech/Audiotechniques
University of Massachusetts Lowell
644
208
Uptown Automation Sys/Group
510
UREI
1804
US Air Force Band Tech.
1724
Valley Audio Products Inc.
1918
VEAM, Div of Litton Systems Inc.
833
Vega
101
Versadyne Int'l Inc.
1913
Vestax Musical Electronics Corp.
2018
The Virtual Mixing Co./Calif.
443
Wenger Corp.
1820
Westlake Audio
1402
Whirlwind
1035
White Instruments, Div. of C Van R
1702
Wireworks Corp.
208
XTA Electronics Ltd.
2205
Yale Electronics
802,125
Yamaha Corp. of America
144
Yorkville Sound
1831
Zack Electronics

Rod® Werld
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

Designed and built for your
frequency. Choose from 1 to
12 bays and five power levels. Financing available.
Call Jimmie Joyo tat

Want To Sell

STUDIOFOANI

SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
TEMS UP TO 40% SETTER THAN SONEX
*COSTS LESS • BEnER COLORS • SETIER CUT*

1"..87.91.2-810.99 •cs-s20.09
20/box • 12/box • 8/bol (al tx4')

Client,:

Shively 6 bay HP, on 104.1,
$8000 + shipping. S Fortenberry,
WCXL, 179 Lovers Lane, Elizabeth
City NC 27909. 919-335-0856.

FM - ANTENNAS

FDre/ tkAnor Co.-Koelak-US

Gov't

Ger nie DeYoung ( Styx)-Rockerell Inel-MTX
Marley Audio Labs- Warner Dros.-Eclitel

AUDIO PRODUCTION

214-335-3425
Want To Sell
Phelps Dodge 4 bay, low power,
91.5 MHz, $ 500. T Toenjes,
WREN, 201 NW Hwy 24, Topeka
KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

Se,' Telephr)ne Research Labs-Opryland USA
Breds ,i, R,a,s.Martin Maretta-mlk,e.c Bakery

Min. 1Box • MC Visa Discover AmEx
Call Fortree Samples & Brochure!
II

••WE'

GE

TOWER LIGHTING
CONTROLS
For Aviation Obstruction
Lights, Beacons, and Strobe
Light Systems.

Howe Tech 2300A Phase Chaser,
$1000; ESE 790 •hr.)00 event prog
clock, $500. M Ripley, KOZE, POB
936, Lewiston ID 83501. 208-7432502.

,4

(ide (32) On Reader Servke Card
Pacific Recorders SDA-8 DA
w/XLR connectors. JMiller, KABC
3321 S La Cienga Blvd, LA CA
90016. 310-840-4996.

SAE 5000 impulse NR system, exc
cond, $ 125; Bogen Techcraft ICE200, 1/3 octave graphic EC), exc
cond $ 75. R Sumner, CAVU,
44632-112 Guilford Dr, Ashburn
VA 22011. 703-450-2288.

Photoelectric controls
that conform to FAA
requirements. Some
models are also available
on a custom basis.
PRECISION
coNirims. IC

AMPLIFIERS

Sony PCM-501ES digital DCM
adapter, 14/16 bit quantization, 44.1
kHz, $ 450. P Combs, Only Son
Prods, 2170 Bataan Dr, Kettering
OH 45420. 513-253-1912.

Delta AM stereo setup, Delta
exciter, mod monitor, Orban
Optimod, all manuals. D Graichen,
123 E Main St, Lafayette LA
70501. 318-233-1330.
dbx 155 4 chnl encode/decode
type 1 NR ( 2), BO. P Cibley,
Studio C, POB 767, NY NY 10156.
212-532-2980.
Sony pulse code modulators for
Beta or VHS based rec, BO. F
Zeiler, WBJC, 2901 Liberty Hgts
Ave, Baltimore MD 21215. 410333-5100.

Want To Sell
Perma Power S-102 with S1420
batten/ pack, mobile/port PA, 12 W
out, exct cond, $ 90. R Sumner,
CAVU, 44632-112 Guilford Dr,
Ashburn VA 22011. 703-450-2288.

ADC 1/4" patchbays & cords, new,
under half price; ADC TT patchbays $ 149 up, new cords $9.95. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs
CA 92263. 619-320-0728.
Want To Buy

Want To Buy
Record Cutting Lathes, tube himilers, amplifiers, records. 612-8694963.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

Advance 333 620' communications tower, 48" face, 3' angle iron
legs, heavy galvanized, painted,
perfect condition, $ 20,000. A
Walters, 2003 N Locust Ave,
Lawrenceburg TN 38464. 615-7623143.
ANDREW (NEW!)
LDF2-50, 3/8", . 75/ft., LDF7-50A,
1-5/8", 5.00/ft. HJ7-50A, 1-5/8",
7.25/ft. 87N, 1-5/8 to N, 100Jim Mussell, 1421 Bay Ave.
Santa Maria, Ca. 93454
805-922-7775 fax 9254883

Want To Sell
400
9'

0IICE KRACKERS, INC.

Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or (217) 529-8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

(ide (207) On Reader Servke Card

Ae

SAVE
$300
ON TT
96 & 144 POINT PATCH BAYS
brokers el fine and coarse used equipment

audio village

619/320-0721

Bulk erasers for 1/2" $79, Stewart
direct boxes mono & 4ch $50 up,
Cue command decoder $ 125, ABC
Network decoder $ 125, Audiotechnica ATP- 12T tcne arms new in box
(2) $95 ea, Eventide H949 harmonizer $495, new Tascam midlizer
MTS1C00 $750, AB 200w pwr amp
$249, Dyna stereo 120 rack mount
amp $229, Gates tube Sta Level
pair, both $ 400, Sherwood FM
tuner, new tubes $79, Altec 250 SU
classic 10x2 ube rcdg console,
rebuilt $2500, Infonics 7" reel copier
3 copies $ 300 ea, Shure M67
remote mixers $ 125, Crown &
Furman elec crossovers $ 95. W
Gum, POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 619-320-0728.

Howe Audio 2300 Phase Chaser,
must work, have docs. C Layno,
WGHP-TV, 2005 Francis St, High
Point NC 27263. 910-841-8888.

MERCENARY
AUDIO
WANTS TO BUY YOUR:

xem

4HALL

DP 1, incl 450 Carousels (3) and
250 Carousels (3), plus 2for pads,
dual-plays, AS 16 switcher, AS-20
for parts, remote control, encoder.
WSMI, Box 10, Litchfield IL 62056.
217-324-5921.
IGM cart encoder, inc video teminal, IGM FSK encoder and cables,
baredly used, BO + shipping. T
Anderson, KXLY, 500 W Boone
Ave, Spokane WA 99201. 509324-4000.
Schafer 903, $750. M Ripley,
KOZE, P013 936, Lewiston ID
83501. 208-743-2502.
Smartcaster 8 kHz mono HD
audio computer, 4 hrs rec time,
$3500. R Miller, WTIM, POB 169,
Taylorsville IL 62568. 217-8243395.

OF EXCEPTIONAL

BF: 3000 Stereo RP Cart Machine w/ Fast Forward - Rebuilt
Audi- Cord A- 15R Stereo Cart Players ( 2) - Factory Rebuilt
Revox A-77 1/2 Track Stereo Reel Rebuilt
Tascam 22-2 1/2 Track Stereo Reel Rebuilt
Tascam 32-2 1/4 Track Stereo Reel Rebuilt

AUDIO QUALITY!

"this is not a problem"
(508)543-0069 TEL
(508)543-9670 FAX

IGM Basic A parts and svce, svrl
source cards, spare entire systems, cables, extra memory, etc,
call for price. R O'Kelly, KLOO-AM
1221 SW 15th, Corvallis OR
97339. 503-753-4493.

ma

$ 895
New
$ 395
Rebuilt
$
75
New
$ 195
$ 395
Rebuilt

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment!

Sentry FS- 12C, good/excellent
condition, $2900; TS- 1also available. Call 806-372-5130.
SMC ESP-2system, 86" racks (2),
ARS-100 R-R (4), dual direction 450
Carousels (6), monitor CRT's w/keyboards (2), Brain w/fiber optics interfacing and more. D Engelhardt,
KYEZ, 1510 E Iron Ave, Salina KS
67402. 913-823-1111.
Want To Buy
TM Century auto segue/audio
interface box for UDS system; also
Sony CDK-006 jukebox. A Neri,
WGTK, POB 590, Middlebury VT
05753. 802-388-4101.
CART MACHINES

Cetec/Sparta Century series
4615; BE Spotmaster 5000; SMC
cart machines; $50 ea + shp. D
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood
Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-2419230.
IGM Instacart, $ 1000. M Ripley,
KOZE, POB 936, Lewiston ID
83501. 208-743-2502.

.: ! Illei
CM I= El
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$ 1,295
Audix 300-xb
PMD222
$ 995
$ 395
The Marantz PN1D222 is aportable 3- Head 2- Speed
$ 1,895
Cassette Recorder with the following features:
•XLR balanced mie input
$ 349
$ 495
•True tape/source monitoring
359
• Switchable Limiter
$ 795
$ 795
$ 295
$ 59
,5
$ 65

350 Carousel, fair cond, $200/130;
IGM Go- Carts ( 2), exc cond, 78
trays, racks also avail, $300/ea;
racks, deluxe, $ 100. R O'Kelly,
KLOO-AM 1221
SW 15th,
Corvallis OR 97339. 503-7534493.

Want To Sell
SMC DP- 1 (
2), will part out,
$1000/B0. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360
E Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct CO
81501. 303-241-9230.

Same as above but with a
Marantz PMD201
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
Rebuilt
New
Rebuilt

SMC 250 Carousels (
21), wking
cond, $ 100. D Morgan, KJYE,
1360 E Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct
CO 81501. 303-241-9230.

ANYTHING THAT IS

$349.00

bargains we have in stock:

Otani MTR-10 Spare A. B. C, & l) Plug- In Cards BBN 1x10 Stereo Remote Audio Switcher 2) West Penn 432 6Pair Shielded Audio Cable -800' ITC Omega Mono Cart Player

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS

IGM Instacart 48, decent cond,
rack avail, $ 400; deluxe rack,
$100. R O'Kelly, KLOO-AM 1221
SW 15th, Corvallis OR 97339.
503-753-4493.

IGM Carl Encoder inc video terminal, IGM FSK encoder & cables,
barely used, BO + shipping. T
Anderson, KXLY, 509-324-4000.

Want To Sell

Econo
cono Portable News
Package

Here are just some of the

Urei LA-3A Classic Leveling Amplifier Gentner TC-100 Hybrid/Coupler ITC Premium Mono RP Cart Machine -

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN

EQUIPMENT

Mie, Cable, Marantz Cassette

706 Rose Hill Drive Charlottesville VA 22901

Orhan 6228 Stereo Parametric EQ Gentner VRC-2000 Remote Control Valley 400 Mie Processor -

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD

AUTOMATION

Portable News Package $ 409.00

Electronics

Ampro AC-8DS 8Pot 32 input stereo console CRI, FM- 2FM Processing Package -

UREI 811 or 813; Tascam DA88 &
remote; Mackie 24/8 or 1604;
Technics SLP-1200 or 1300s;
Aiwa ADF770 or 990; Shure SM57
or 58s; Sennheiser 421; EV RE20;
Crown PSA2; Tascam PB64;
Numark CD9000; Ashly SC77. Will
buy but prefer to trade acoustic
foam or acoustic foam & partial
cash. Call Eric at 1- 800- 95WEDGE.

Good used studio tape 1/2" $ 15,
1" $ 30, 2" $ 55. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.

PRFC9ON AIM !
PIE

33 Gurenvrood Ave • 1,401crld f. NJ 0,A32
Id MO I4114-0t00 • Gan (201) MI5 b575

Ampex tube mixers, recorders,
especially MX10, MX35, 602-1 or
602-2. W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 619-320-0728.

121
cci
CI
1)

BEE

62

CART MACHINES...WTS
ITC RP mono, vgc, $ 350. D
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood
Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-2419230.
Sonomag mono (2), w/rec manual,
$200; Tapecaster 700P, exc cond,
$175; Collins Twin Tape, rec, PB,
$250. JVukelich, American Bdct,
4551 Flag Ave, Minneapolis MN

Tapecaster rec and P/B, good
condition. A Ishkanian, 132 Arbor
Oak Dr, Ashland VA 23005. 804752-6942.
Great Price, on original
equipment tape heads for
ITC. BE. Fidelipac. Otani.
Tuscan, & other,'

0

(804) 984-4255

Electronics

55428. 612-537-1431.
Tapecaster X-700 rec ( 1), PB ( 3),
$100 all/$25 ea. S Sabot, WYBF,
610 King of Prussia Rd, Radnor
PA 19087. 215-971-8360.

No
matter
how
you
stack
it• • •

ITC 998 comp refurb, R/P,
stereo, new logic and audio,
$2950. J Katowah, WFGB, POB
777, Lake Katrine NY 12445.
914-336-6199.
AudiCord mono cart machine,
mint condition, $650.00. Call 806372-5130.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB,
mint less than 50 hours, Best
Offer.
R Kaufman,
Pams
Productions,
POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625,
after SPM CDT.

Nobody reconditions
tape heads like JRF.
•I
leads restored to new performance
spec at afraction of new cost
•Cart machines and all open
reel formats
•Full line of replacement heads for
all manufacturers
Experience the difference experience
makes. Ask around. Nobody treats you
or your heads better than JRF.

Pre

MAGNETIC SCIENCES

249 Kennedy Rd Greendell. NJ 07839

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST

Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel 16i91742-3834
PRICE.QUALITY-SERVIC E
Let Ifs Pnwe it
Want To Sell
Otan lMX50508112 comp refurb,
excellent condition, $ 2600. J
Katowah, WFGB, POB 777, Lake
Katrine NY 12445. 914-336-6199.

Want To Buy

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines:
single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak
619-758-0888.

(201) 579-5773 Fax ( 201) 579-6021

(408) 363-1646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Revox A-77 (
3) 3.75/7.5 ips, rack
mounts, good condition, $ 250/ea;
Revox PR- 99 automation decks
7.5/15 ips, PB only with built-in
tone sensor, good condition,
$600/ea. R O'Kelly, KLOO-AM
1221 SW 15th, Corvallis OR
97339. 503-753-4493.

MCI JH-114, 24 track, 2" w/autolocator remote, 16 track head stack,
$12000; Nagra E, 1/4" full track
mono, $750. G Guarino, Sorcerer
Sound, 19 Mercer St, NY NY
10013. 212-925-1365.

tor, exc cond, new, all manuals,
$15,500 FOB. JBlock, Prod Block
Studios, 906 E 5th St, Austin TX
78702. 512-472-8975.
Telex Copyette 1 & 3, mono high
spd dup ( 3), $600. EBrouder, Man
From Mars, 159 Orange St,
Manchester NH 03104. 603-668-

Nagra E needs tune up of transport and cleaning, heads in fine
cond w/atn pen supply, mono, exc
rec, $ 500/80. D Bates, Cedar
Post, 209 Yale Ave, Swarthmore
PA 19081. 610-328-3668.

0652.

RE VOX PARTS SERVICE

JM TECHNICAL ARTS

Test Tapes, Degaussers.
Gauges, Cleaners, Swabs,
Lapping Films, Splice
Bars/Tabs and Demagnetizers

474-6466.

Sony/MCI JH-24 24 trk rcdr
w/add'I 16 tk hd stack, AL-Ill loca-

Scully 2808, 2track R- R, servo,
$600; ITC RP stereo cart R/P,
$750. T Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW
Hwy 24, Topeka KS 66608. 913437-6549.

REPLACEMENT
TAPE HEADS

mic, stand & wind screen, $ 100 +
s&h. G Hultman, 300 Limpy Creek
Rd, Grants Pass OR 97527. 503-

9230.

Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $850.°°
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

NORTRONICS

Crown SX-722 1/2 trk stereo in
portable case, $300 + s&h; Uher
4000L recorder, case, AC/charger,

Revox A77 R/P ( 10), wood boxes
and rack mts, $ 100 ea. D Morgan,
KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr,
Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-

Otani MK Ill 8track, mint, $2750. E
Hand, Studio 70, 904-224-9570.

ITC Delta stereo: Playbacks and
Record/Playbacks, BE SCDG
151032 Stereo five high deck.
Motivated. Wes 800-798-9127.

ITC Delta stereo PB, must have all
tones; IGM 60 24 tray cart in gd
cond; Ampro PB; Delta Irecord
module. H Zeve, WHYL, 717-2491717.

November 2, 1994

Revox A77 (
4), some working,
w/manual, $ 500/4. M Grubbs,
KRNH, 1216A Sidney Baker,
Kerrville TX 78028. 210-896-4990.

30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 ( 615) 244-6892

Ampex portables: AG-350-2tk
w/AM-10, w/remote, $695, AG600B-4tk, $395; AG-5Œ)-21K $495.
Includes: Preamps ( 4ea), 20k
ohms Bridges ( 5ea); AG-440-2/4tk
head assy. w/nest sw/box, $295;
All decks in cases w/manuals. dbx
14211 w/cables, $ 195; ADC 2/24
w/patches, $395; Shure 700 power
console, $450; ATI-MM100, $ 125.
Lot takes discount plus shipping.
Leon, 719-447-9086.
Nagra Ill, $1395. L Weed,
Colorado Springs CO, 719-4479086.
Rcvr capable of FM squared to PU
1-23 MHz, will consider just demod
w/pwr supply. RWatts, WAPF, 206
N Front St, McComb MS 39648.
601-684-4116.

POSITIONS WANTED

Combo Manager, sales, PD, CE,
Anncr, prod, Tampa Bay, coastal FL
or pwriul sig in gd area, 30 yrs exp.
Bill, 813-844-3823.
Hey Omaha) Prod wizard, overnight
voice, 12 yrs exp, mgmt experience,
computer wiz, avail October 1. 502753-7229.
Let's fly ... the eagle here ready to
soar w/tuture in bdcting prod. Todd,
405-677-8847.
Maw Albert, Oral Roberts, Peter
Jennings and Ted Koppel all have to
retire sometime, why wait until the
last minute for that replacement? Call
Chris, 405-376-4280.
Pro personality, pipes, prod, writing
in AOR, CHR, Talk, BA/BS, 14 yrs
exp. 704-372-8128.
Recent broadcast grad with station
experience, dependable, humorous,
seeks on-air pos, great news, copywriting and prod, will relocate. Mark,
405-748-5905.
AM/FM/TV pro, 20 yrs exp, would like
F/PT anng/prod, S Jersey/Phila, all
tmts. Dan, 609-547-3616.

Ampex 440 4trk, 1/2" with remote
and roll around stand, $ 750;
Technics 10A02, 1/4", 2track, 4
dBm in/out, $ 500. G Guarino,
Sorcerer Sound, 19 Mercer St, NY
NY 10013. 212-925-1365.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT

717-653-0800.
Technics 1500 1/4", 2 trk, + 4
dBm in/out, $450; Revox ATT, 1/4"
2 trk, 4 dBm in/out, $ 350. G
Guarino, Sorcerer Sound, 19
Mercer St, NY NY 10013. 212-9251365.
Ampex ATR800-2 in consoles,
nice; Revox PR99 15 ips, portable
case, with cue speakers, just overhauled. Wes 800-798-9127.
Otan lMark 11-1V 1/2" 4-track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours,
Best Offer. R Kaufman, Pams
Productions,
POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625,
after 3PM CDT.
Scully ' 100'
recorders,
record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24
track heads. Sequoia Electronics,
4646 Houndshaven Way, San
Jose CA 95111. 408-363-1646.
Want To Buy
Otan 505011 or equiv, pref reccod
w/warranty; Sony IC 355 for parts.
D Schauer, RR 7 Box 16, Quincy
IL 62301.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders
for parts. Circuit cards, heads,
motors, machine parts, or electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.

All tape and film formats

COMPUTERS

30 years experience

3,0111
350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067

708-358-4622

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write Radio World, PO Box
1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

CE/TD 25+ yrs domestic & int'l exp.
AM stereo to 150 kW, FM to 100 kW,
digital audio and computer literate.
Bill, 915-833-7651.

Teac A-3300-SX, 3 3/4" x7 1/2"
ips, 7" and 10 1/2" reel modes, 1/4
track stereo, exc cond, $ 450. S
Lawson, KAK Prod, 928 Hyland
Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707528-4055.

Otan lARS1000DC ( 10) 25 Hz
decoder, $ 250 ea inc ship. E
Monskie, Hall Communications,

•

EMPLOYMENT

Call and hire Janet, FT announcing,
programming aspirations, computer
literate, in radio since 1980, PT
announcing, marketing exp, metros,
bedroom communities preferred.
Janet, 502-895-5888.

Tascam 348 4trk R- R w/matching
4chnl console. D Graichen, 123 E
Main St, Lafayette LA 70501. 318233-1330.

Tascam 1/2" test tape for model
38, $ 25: rack mt adaptor for mdl
38, 34, 32, $25. P Cibley, Studio
C, POB 767, NY NY 10156. 212532-2980.

Gerald Jones entering bdct to meet
your needs, engaging on- air, slick
prod, creative copy, authoritative news,
willing to relocate. 405-848-8994.
Bro-Zam eccentrically comedic and
entertaining radio duo, excellent writing and production, well read, educated, and potty-trained, Chicago market
expenence. Dominick, 708-860-0754.
Country mornings %
via:dun attitude,
brains & mouth work in tandem, topical, humourous. Mike, 608-723-2723.
Gifted tech and computer skilled
BSEE grad seeks PT bdct eng job in
NC or VA, Ham, EIT certified, w/DOS,
Windows and V8 exp. Chris, 919985-2863.
Hot rock to hot country, strong air
personality, dynamite prod/news, hard
worker, quick study, willing to move.
Kevin, 918-462-7828.
Mature female wants opportunity to
learn talk radio from ground up, outstanding news, copywhting, production skills. Karen, 918-224-4749.
Space limits detail here, KY native
seeks FT anncing shift, first PD gig,
tired of excuses, PT work. Call Janet,
502-895-5888.
Terrific voice, air personality, love
news and prod, hard-working, stable,
good attitude, team player. Rhonda,
918-582-9131.
Recent anncr grad skilled in copywriting and prod, seeks pos w/a superior prod team, willing to travel.
Stormwalker, 465-364-0606.

HELP WANTED
Have mic, will travel, dynamite air
and prod skills, can sell, ready to
move now. Dennis, 918-234-8528.
PT Volunteer, hardworking, to learn
all phases of bdcting, prod, on-air.
Mark, 914-344-1118.
Dr Mindbender is ready to rock the
airways. Lee, 918-627-2586.
Young, ambitious announcer/production whiz looking for post, can move
immediately. David, 918-245-8974.
You don't have to call him Ted or
Teddy or even Theodore, but you do
have to call him if you want radio's
best entertainer. 405-631-1768.

HELP WANTED
Chief Engineer. Group- owned 50 KW
clear channel AM and Class BFM need
qualified broadcast engineer. Please
send resume to Michael Whalen, WGYAM/WRVE•FM, One Washington
Square, Albany, NY 12205. EOE

Assistant Chief Engineer for Atlanta
AM/FM combo wanted. Must be
computer literate, capable of unsupervised set-up of digital audio
remotes, maintenance of multiple
studios and high power AM and FM
transmitters. This is not an entry
level position. Send resume with
salary requirements to:
Chief Engineer
209 CNN Center
Atlanta, GA 30303
Equal Opportunity Employer

S.E. Florida - Chief Engineer AM/FM/
FM duopoly. Transmitter & computer a
must. RF, studio maintenance, digital
audio. Mostly new equipment. Rush
detailed resume & salary requirements
to: Radio World POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn: Box # 94-1019-1RW.
Engineer wanted for 50 kw FM
and 500 watt AM. Must have 3
years of experience in broadcast or
related engineering. SBE certification preferred, but not mandatory.
Send resume to WCLT Radio, Inc
Box 899, Newark, Ohio 43058-0899
Attention Doug Pricer
WCLT Radio Inc is an EEO employer

Ampex ATR800 mono, Tascam
25-2, Tascam 7300, Ampex
ATR700, $695 ea, Scully 16 track
2" $3450, Tascam 52 top of line,
$1150, Ampex AG350 electronics
$75, 3M M56 16 track $ 5500,
M79-24 fully rebuilt $ 11500,
Tascam locator for 85-16 $ 495.
Sony TCD-5 & Marantz stereo 3
head portable cassettes both
$475, Fostex E22 1/2" center track
timec,ode deck $ 1800, Fostex A80
8trk & 450 mixer $ 1950, Tascam
80-8 & M5 $ 1950, Nagra 10" reel
adaptor $ 1400, Nagra 4.2 sync
mono, Haliburton case, Tote, AC
ps $2500, Tascam 38 8track with
dbx $ 1650. W Gunn, POB 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92263, 619-3200728.

Want To Sell
BigMouth voice mail card for PC
w/DOS software and developers
kit, $ 100; Cybex 50' keyboard and
monitor
extender
for
mono/CGA/EGA, $ 100.
G
Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 65003. 602-258-6161.
NEC Ultralite, 640k, 2 Meg disk,
external, 3.5", all manuals, internal
modem, MSWorks, B/0. E
Monskie, Hall Communications,
717-653-0800.
Many computer items. Call for
into or to be faxed a current list.
Some store demos from closed
computer store, some gently used.
Call Eric at 1-800- 95-WEDGE.
Want To Buy
Tandy 6000HD w/at least 1floppy
drive. Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646,
FAX 408-363-0957.

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED
Any company or station can run ' Help Wanted ads for $ 1.50/word or buy a display box for $ 60/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your
MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened,
upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.

POSITIONS WANTED
Any individual can run a ' Position Wanted' ad, FREE of charge ( 25 words max),
and it will appear in the following 2issues of Radio World. Contact information will
be provided, but if a blind box number is required, there is a $ 10 fee which must
be paid with the listing (
there will be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded
to the listee, unopened.
Mail to:

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 Attn: Simone Mullins

BEE
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CONSOLES

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Want To Sell

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING

CCA Ultimate 11 10 chnl, stereo,
$500 cash. P Lotsof, KAVV Box
18899, Tucson AZ 85731. 602290-9797.

L);\; Ai,i,

RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment
• 100% financing, no
down payment
• No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment

Harris Gatesway 80, 8 channel
mono, good condition, $ 250. S
Sabot, WYSE. 610 King of Prussia
Rd. Radnor PA 19087. 215-9718360.
Audio Technica 4track, Yahama
16 channel mixer, $ 1250; Korg
DW8000 with heavy case, $300;
Cesio CZ 101, $75; Arp Omni 2,
$250; Opcode Studio 3 MIDI
interface, $ 200; AKG 414 mic,
Sz5C. G Fitz, Fitzmusic, 718-4463857.

MIN
MO/

Call

Kustom 6rotary pot, mono, solidstate, nds work, $ 130 0/B0. R
C'Kelly, KLOO-AM 1221 SW 15th,
Corvallis OR 973 39. 503-7534493.
Shure M67 mic mixers, 4 inputs,
excellent condition, $ 125; Model
677 10 inputs, $ 100. R Sumner,
CAVU, 44632-112 Guilford Dr,
Ashburn VA 22011. 703-4502288.
MCI 528 was $82,000 new, excellent condition $ 16500, Quantum
32x16x24 as used by LA
Philharmonic $4950, Auditronics
501 $3500. W Gunn, POB 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92263. 619-3200728.
Ramko DC5AR 5channel mixers,
very good condition, $ 175 each.
916-725-2434.
Want To Buy
Sparta or any brand 8 channel
stereo. S Davis, WWKG, POB
1951, Dunn NC 28335. 910-8914673.

Advertising deadline
for the Dec. 28
issue of

Radio World

is

December 2. 1994

Mr

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Mark Wilson

(800) 275-0185

LIMITERS
Want To Sell
CBS 4110 Volumax FM, $ 50 +
shp. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct CO
81501. 303-241-9230.
Inovonics MAP Il Mod 23, 10
band AM, $500; CRL System 4,
APP300A ( 2), SEP400A (2), SMC600 FM, $ 700. TToenies, WREN,
201 NW Hwy 24, Topeka KS
66608. 913-437-6549.
Harris SMP-90 AM peak limiter,
requires ext NRSC, $ 100/B0. R
O'Kelly, < LOO-AM 1221 SW 15th,
Corvallis OR 9733 9. 503-7534493.
Marti CLA-40H compressor/limiter, $75; Dorrough 310, 3 band
processor, $ 100. M Ritland,
WXCE, POB 1260, Amery WI
54001. 715-268-7185.
Optimod 9100, AM processor. A
Sutton, POB 5, Union SC 29379.
803-427-2411.
Optimod 8100-A, $4100; Optimod
8000, $ 1695. JDavis, SCB, POB
7762, Amarillo TX 79114. 806-3551044.

Orban Optimod 8000A vgc, factory recaped every 2 yrs, $ 1500. D
Missad, WOOD, 180 N Division,
Grand Rapids MI 49503. 616-4591919.
Orban 8000A exc cond, w/manuals, $ 1300/B0. R Fess, WLMD,
POB 250, Macomb IL 61455. 309833-5561.
Want To Buy
Fairchild 670 or 660 tube compressor/limiter, Teletronics LA- 2A
tube compressor/limiter or UREI
LA-3A solid state compressor/limiter, call after 3PM CST. 214-2717625.
MICROPHONES
Want To Sell
44BX, nice condition, will trade for
77A - DX with orig network id plate
or LA- 2A compressor. JHarding,
SSI Audio Sys, 550 Crain Hwy,
Glen Burnie MD 21061. 410-7661072.
Sony ECM377 large dia cond mies
(2) $ 495 ea, RCA 77DX $ 950,
44BX matched set of 3 $ 3950,
Shure SM5 $325, SM7 $295, AKG
D12 $ 195, Crown GLM200 lavalier
like new $ 125. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA 92263.
619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
RCA 90-A floor stand. M
Harrington, POB 7619, Little Rock
AR 72217. 501-223-9056.
Sennheiser 224 Sportcaster
mic/headset, working or not. B
Clain, POB 51978, Indian Orchard
MA 01151. 413-783-4626.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's
On- Air lights, recording lights &
audition lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt, 2601
Hillsboro Rd, G12, Nashville TN
37212. 615-269-6131, FAX: 615292-3434.
RCA ribbons, AKG 45 l's,
Neumann KM84's, EV 635A. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs
CA 92263. 619-320-0728.

63

RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon,
chrome/TV grey, good condition,
BO.
R
Kaufman,
Parrs
Productions,
POB 46224 7,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625,
after 3PM CDT.

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Roam Werld
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor
Falls Church, VA 22041

Computers

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1994
1-9 col inch

(
per

lx
inch)

10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

$60
55
100
65

3x
58
52

6x
54
49

12X
49
44

95

90

85

60
55
$1.50 per word

50

$10 additional

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches ( columns xinches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the lx rate is $ 180, at the 3x rate
$174, at the 6x rate $ 162, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

Alltg

,

RRADCO GROUP
708-5 1LitHe,

GE Superadlo III, custom
modified w/noise free SCA
1,v/improved selectivity & sensitivity, $ 95 Other modifications avail Performance guaranteed.
800-944-0630.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell

Moseley PCL 505C at 947.500
MHz, must meet new FCC tolerance, xmtr only. H Zeve, WHYL,
717-249-1717.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell

75 kW diesel pwd engine/gen set, 3
phase, 4wire, 1575 hrs, load tested
and serviced, $ 9100. K Mahek,
WYMG, 1030 Durkin Dr, Springfield
IL 62704. 217-546-9C00.
Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson St Ornolta, NF 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Ampex 351 org amnual dated
1962; Ampex 300 ong manual,
$25. E Brouder, Man From Mars,
159 Orange St, Manchester NH
03104. 603-668-0652.
Army Signal Corp surplus terminal
blocks w/20 silver plated, spring
loaded terminals, $ 4.25 ea. G
Finney, WPWB, 7137 Heather Lane,
Macon GA 31206. 912-788-2124.
Want To Buy
Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie,
highest prices paid. B Rose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
Radio Transcriptions. Any year.
Send description. Andy Lanset,
328 West 101 St, NYC, 10025.
212-662-6540.
MONITORS
Want To Sell
McMartin TG- 2 generator, $ 50;
EBS-2 monitor (AM), $50. SSabot,
WYBF, 610 King of Prussia Rd,
Radnor PA 19087. 215-971-8360.
Belar SCA-1 SCA monitor for 91
kHz, $400. T Ingram, POB 73,
Batesville MS 38606. 601-563-4664.

REMOTE

Tru-Spel LA-915 LNB inline amps,
low noise, 20dB gain, $ 10 ea. A
Wudel, ILCC, 300 S 18th St, 712362-4119.

MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
360 Systems 16x16 audio router
expansion unit, $395; Shure ST3000 telephone interface/teleconference system w/mics, spkrs, control unit and keypad, $245; AT&T
orig speakerphone & mic, $50. G
Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 65003. 602-258-6161.

riel
Proven in more than
150 Installations!

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
ieQE1 QUICK- LINK.
f
Frank
Grundstein
Audio/Video
Colbuliants

The world's
most capable
Digital Satellite

CONIREX

receiver
at an affordable

610-642-0978

price!
Compare

Antenna Specialists ( 2) 450 MHz
vert ant, 9dB gain, w/leg mnting
brackets, used to nec remote, $ 150
ea. R Miller, WTIM, POB 169,
Taylorsville IL 62568. 217-8243395.
Burk TC-B set up for phone line,
incl RP- 8 relay panel, $ 1200. J
Katowah, WFGB, POB 777, Lake
Katrine NY 12445. 914-336-6199.
Marti STL-8 transmitter only ( 2),
$400/ea. T Toenies, WREN, 201
NW Hwy 24, Topeka KS 66608.
913-437-6549.

before you buy!
All Westwood One
Formats!
Zephyrusfor JSA
Zephyrus 700 SCPC

We Repair
& Rebuild all
Popular Receivers
Quick Service!
Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319

Talk-a-phone intercom, comm 5stn, set of 2, $ 20. G Finney,
WPWB, 7137 Heather Lane,

RENT IT HERE!

Call Steve Hirsch for Details

RECEIVERS &

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516- 623-6114 • FAX: 516-377-4423

Want To Sell

Macon GA 31206. 912-788-2124.
SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 4454 FAX: 6081

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

l'ortable Horne/Swill,

TRANSCEIVERS

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production ( Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CD Players

Want To Buy

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Marti STL8 stereo STL w/all combiners, gd cond, $2800. T Ingram,
POB 73, Batesville MS 38606.
601-563-4664.

Zephyrus 700 SCPC analog
SCDC rcvr, freq and xponder agile,
BO. P Wahl, WWIV, 5558 Hallie
Rd, Chippewa Falls 54729. 715723-1037.

Gentner SPH-3A single line telephone interface sys, refurb,
w/manl, $325. R Sumner, CAVU,
44632-112 Guilford Dr, Ashburn
VA 22011. 703-450-2288.

SCPC demod/downconverter, freq
agile, low cost for new 501(c)3
public stn. E Truax, KEOS 89.1,
POB 78, College Stn TX 77841.
409-779-5367.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops

in

broadcast

equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES INC.
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad. California 92(X)8
(619) 438-442() Fax: ( 619) 43g-4759

BEE
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SATELLITE EOUIPMENT...WTS

Scientific Atlanta SEDAT card,
$1000. JLeutzinger, KOCD, 3001
W 13th St, Joplin MO 64801. 417624-1230.
Channel Master 6128 consumer
TV satellite rcvr, $ 75; Wegner
1601, satellite rcvr mainframe,
$125; Houston Tracker, automatic
satellite locator, $ 150. M Ritland,
WXCE, POB 1260, Amery WI
54001. 715-268-7185.
Want To Buy
Wegener 1606 rcvr, prefer oldies
fmt. R Paskuan, WBJI, 102
Lincoln, Bemidgi MN 56601. 218751-3077.
SOFTVVAR E/

Want To Buy

TEXAS FM-A, 300k, two city population. Firm $250k. POB 160583,
Austin TX 78716.

Want To Sell

Gospel records 78's, 45's and
LP's, 1930s - 1960s, good condition to excellent condition. C
Owens, WMIK. Middlesborough
KY. 606-248-5842.

PRODUCTS COMPANY

Want To Buy
Want Lease/Option LMA. AM, FM
or combo w/owner financing, serious inquiries only, East Coast
southern states only. S Davis,
WWKG, POB 1951, Dunn NC
28335. 910-891-4673.

Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new,
all brands, any length up to &
including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 ea.
FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

AM and/or FM stand alone or
combo, willing to lease w/option to
buy, send details: BColeman, 114
Circle Dr, Rocky Mount NC 27804.
919-443-7870.
Bdct grp seeks FM comm stn to
lease/purchase in IN, IL, OH or MI.
Mr. Stevens, POB 428267, Evergreen Park IL 60642. 312-445-9200.

prices on request.

PC Tools ver 7.0, on 5 1/4" disk
w/manuals, $ 25. G Finney,
WPWB, 7137 Heather Lane,
Macon GA 31206. 912-788-2124.
Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's
Computer Toolbox makes acomputer a
technical assistant for on engineer. For
details, write Computer Toolboxes,
118 Rice St., Trucksville, PA 18708 or call
1717-696-1490 300/1200/8/10.

STATIONS
Want To Sell
Small Mkt FM in Rocky Mtn ski &
resort area, great owner/operator
situation. Dan, 602-645-8181.

69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507

Want To Sell

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

Complete

bdct facilities (2), avail
early fall, Pactic Recorders turnkey studios w/all equip. BMassey,
WKHX, 404-955-0101.
Entire studios (
2), 3M M79 24 Irk
(2), 3M M79 16 trk, Scully 280 and
more. For into call: 212-247-6010.

Circle ( 110) On Reader Service Card
Harris Stereo BO, $500 + shipping; Collins Prod, $300/B0 +
shipping. B Pitts, WUBV, POB
930, Gadsden AL 35902. 205-4421222.
CD Library, jazz/contemp/AC. M
Grubbs, KRNH, 1216A Sidney
Baker, Kerrville TX 78028. 210896-4990.

TAPES/CARTS/REEU
& CD's
Want To Sell

TAPE WORLD

3M/Scotch 209 mastering tape,
10.5" aluminium reels, NAB hubs,
1/4* x3600', new in box, $ 10/reel.
R Sumner, CAVU, 44632-112
Guilford Dr, Ashburn VA 22011.
703-450-2288.
Phonograph records from 19501970, all types of music, 45s, 33s,
78s and transcriptions. B Berry,
Karavan Bdcting, 13 Montgomery
PI, Conroe TX 77384. 409-3212920.

CLOSE OUTS
New AGFA/BASF 469 1/4" x
2500' metal reel/boxed, 18 pcs
per ctn. $9ea.: Ampex 641 7"
x1800' new tape/boxed 40 pcs
per ctn, $2.75 ea.; Best prices
on new ITC broadcast carts.
Call now! Many other deals
available! Burlington A/V
Tapes, NYC area 516-678-4414
or 1-800-331-3191

J

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 19511976, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625.
1- 800- TAPE WORLD
:
SAIlLi
SONT
I79
001 110
749 511140
011120 at 9.91 XIII.S51 119
11201
139 11.114100 269
SY16.1120 7.99 DAI-110 799
1-750116
319 1201161 2/9
11 99 19(1120 I19

or I-800-245-6000
• PEE
FUJI
1.99
112140
89 1120110
1.11014G 149 586.5120 6.99
5490
1.69 8161120 3.49
110-90
2.19 111-8-110 5.99
011.120 699 se wit 10.99
90
79
001180
899 09 1

> Propagation
Services
> FM Studies

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
TV • FM • AM • ITFS • Satellite
FCC Applications, Desgn
end Field Engineering

Planning remotes from the U.K.?
uc provide acomprehensive service
•we organize venues for your shows
•we pnwide temporary equipment

> Population
Studies

T
O ER OMM
Communications Spociatists

•live links via ISI)N/Switched 56
•experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests

> FCC/FAA
Databases

Wall
President
Ben

Contact London (44)81 442 8900
Good Morning from Great Britain
Wired for Sound ltd.. London N/5

:'nnuactor

> PC Software

Lel

Member AFCCE

Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenanc,
AM/FM 'hoedown, TV
Microwave Systems,
Antennas & Towers

Communications
Data Services, Inc.

800-441-0034
703-534-0034
fax 703-534-7884
6105-E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22044

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 8 3-Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3103
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched-56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING

Batterwe,

MD
Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: (410) 252-4261

CD

6017 Triangle '•
Raleigh. NC 27. ,'
10101781- 31'.
Fay ?alarati i;t.

Where In
The World
Are You?

Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's
international edition.

call Simone for more information.

1-800-336-3045

• ®
ND ICll > 25

INS 1.0sS < .7ille

$249
AI-FNI FILTERS & 1001's
Chris

Scott & Associates
P.O. Box

Bowling Green,

FAX us

ót:

52
KY 42101

(
502) 7S1-1232
74r3

Non Profit community station
needs FM broadcast and studio
equipment, also need carrier current AM, letter and S&H provided.
Dr Newcomb, Grand River Radio,
19130
Nelson-Parkman,
Garretsville OH 44231. 216-6934125.

PAL SWR meter KW- 1, gd cond. F
Fabre, WFVL, POB 201, Lajas PR
00667.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Sound Tech 1710A distortion
measurement, audio generators,
distortion analyzers, RF gens,
NTSC/PAL signal gens, RF
bridges. scopes, vector scopes. C
Porter, POB 489, Carthage IL
62321. 217-357-3128.

Want To Sell
Potomac FIM-21 field strength
meter. ASutton, POB 5, Union SC
29379. 803-427-2411.

Potomac Instruments AA- 51
audio analyzer w/manual, vgc, wall cables. $ 1000. JSands, KXTZ,
2300 Paseo del Prado #D-204, Las
Vegas NV 89102. 702-595-2281.

CONSULTANTS

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242 -6000 • FAX ( 414) 242-6045

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

o

220 Veen 51.10.01. PA 16053 FAX 4132634291

Videonalalloce • Light Fiber &

Tower Sales & Erection

LOCATION SERVICES

MF NOI'CII FILTER

OVES 400 DIFFERENT SAME DA + SHIPPING M-F. 8-5

Mcrowave • Wide-Area Networks & STL's

SERVICES

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

New public station seeks nocost/low cost FM broadcast equipment. including STL, EBS & studio
equip, 501(C)3 non profit. ETruax.
KEOS 89.1, POB 78, College Stn
TX 77841. 409-779-5367.

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,

STUDIOS

Fidelipac/Audiopak Mastercart II
gold or AA-4light blue in 2:30 thru
4:00 lengths, must be in vgc, call
after 3PM CST. 214-271-7625.

Elcom Engineering 300 std freq
mtr, freq counter w/WWV rcvr, exc
cond w/manual, 19" rack mt, $350.
G Heidenfelot. WRGH. 2880 W
Lake Rd, Wilson NY 14172. 716751-6187.

25 K Christian stn seeks donations, have IRC 501-C3. M Vink.
KCWN, POB 999, Pella IA 50219.
515-628-9999.

Continuous Tape Mag.

PC SOFTWARE for Broadcasters. Traffk,
Billing, P. Accounting. Powerful, inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS. Try it for
90 days, no obligation.
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, Florida (813) 643 3689

Bird 43 RF W meter w/4275-100
van isampler, exc cond, w/man,
$225. R Sumner, CAVU, 44632112 Guilford Dr, Ashburn VA
22011. 703-450-2288.

Want To Sell

New NAB Marathon cartridges

Radio Station on lease to own or
contract sale. Eric, 812-3984814.

DATABASES

November 2, 1994

North Amenos

PC - SOFTWARE
AM FM 'IV Search iPrograms
Contour Mapping-STI, Paths
l(F I
IAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

V

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar l'alls, 1A S0013

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Ntoffet, I,arson 84 Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

»Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMOSATES/OFSI
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
'held Work
'Expert Testimony

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5263 Leesburg l'ike
Falls Church VA 22041

5Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

•held Sennee• Studio Design & Installation
SO Part Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603) 542-6784

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•ICC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-1TFS-LPTV

e • ENGINEERING, INC.

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (
301) 590-9757

Member AFCCE

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineenng and Phoning Finn
,cluding • Application & Allocation Services
•Proiect, Engineering & Construdon
Management * Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installations

Consulting Engineers

(703) 824-5660
FAX: 703-824-5672

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

Broadcast and Telecommunications

800- 743-DOUG

MUJ

elreletech.Inc.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
AND ENGINEERS

RF & Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(6121631-1338 • xmorobar AFCCE*

f

1: Z. Sawyer
Technical Consi;hants

1-800-255-2632

•
Applications & Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches & Coordination
•Tower Erection & Maintenance

• I-CC Applications & Exhibits

•Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:

• Directional Antennas - AM/FM/TV

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Kenneth W. Hoehn

• Frequency Studies - Class Upgrades

• High Power Antenna Arrays

23400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn. MI 48t24

Teletext (301) 913-5799

(313) 562 -6873

Highland lk, ('hrsy Chase, MI) 20815
.."

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

22041
kr1:sterCord

BEE
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TEST EOUIPMENT...WTS

Gates FM1-C 1000 W FM,
$1000/130; Gates BC250Gy, 250
W AM on 1550, $ 1000/80; ITA FM
250B, 250 W FM, $ 900/130. T
Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW Hwy 24,
Topeka KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

Hewlett Packard 200CD, audio
oscillator, $ 100; Gen Rad 1309A,
low ostortion audio oscillator, $ 100.
G GJarmo, Sorcerer Sound, 19
Mercer St, NY NY 10013. 212-9251365.
Teldronix 475A solid state
poriable, dual trace 250 MHz
scope. like new condition, with
manual & probe, $ 1050. R
Sumner,
CAVU,
44632-112
Guilford Dr, Ashburn VA 22011.
703-450-2288.
Want To Buy
PAL KW- 1SWR meter, 2scale 0100,
gd cond. F Fabre,
WFVL, POB 210, Lajas PR 06677.
909-899-4994.
TRANSMITTERS
Want To Sell
4chnl 2 beam, industrial transmitter, rated 1500 W. R Paskuan,
tiVBJI, 102 Lincoln, Bemidgi MN
56601. 218-751-3077.
World Leader
In AM - FM
Transmitters

BESCO

Internacional
"Aue et

0144 3014 litait

BEXT

Great new or demoed FM
transmitters, exciters, amps and
STL's, some at discount prices

USA 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474

Call and take advantage of
our lteral trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.

Phone: 214-630-3600
Fax: 214-226-9416

Harris FM-5G 5,000 W w/exciter,
manual, some spare parts, fair
conC, $ 5000. R Wright, 1208 N
Locust Ave, Lawrenceburg TN
3846#. 615-762-6200.

S
A

50 kW 1978 MARCONI 86034
10 kW 1970 MARCONI 86029

$18,000

10 kW 1980 PYE/TVT LDM 1235/02/01

$24,000

1kW MARCONI, Various units

$6,000

CCA Electronics has the following
trade-in «Intiment for sale:
Wilkinson FM2000011 20kW FM &
Continental 802A 50 watt FM exciter.
Also RCA 13TA-50 50 kW AM.
Please contact Steve, Howard or Darrin

at 404-964-3530

Se I

Eirafiol-Ptegunte rot- Tyler.

Thomson CSE 10 W, Channel 2
TV. R Paskuan, WBJI, 102
Lincoln, Bemidgi MN 56601. 218751-3077.
Bauer 5000J AM, gd cond,
$5000780. KCNO, 800-775-4570.
Continental 315R-1 5 kW, well
maintained, $25,000. D Graichen,
123 E Main St, Lafayette LA
70501. 318-233-1330.
CSI EX2OF 20 W exciter, gd cond,
$1000. J Leutzinger, KOCD, 3001
W 13th St, Joplin MO 64801. 417624-1230.
'sin 110:lutin
III 11-8000 I %I
os, ilers. 'sius %Ir %tarie] 11V11 I
(1
051) I
\-1
reluis
used

osi
Marlin

ri srs; also seine

B910 esciiers

Goodrich Inier.,

15W.

11435 Mandorson
fis 402-493-6821

Cunning 50W tube type, HD steel
outdoor box, w/wire hdwr, $ 1000 +
shipping. A Anello, YBOR, 813915-0046.

FOR THE BEST PRICE
d24 Hr service on tronsm.ttng k..bes
coil Goodrich Ent Inc ot 402-493-1886
doy or night, FAX 402-493-6821

TUBES

4CX250B, 4-400, 833, 813,
5CX1500, 4-1000, all types, full
warranty EIMAC, Amperex, RCA.
Westgate 800-213-4563.

$58,000

Want To Sell

FM Transmitters
10 kW 1986 PYE/TVT 1233/50/02
1kW 1970 MARCONI

$18,000
$6,000

1kW CTE, NEW

$9,000

4CV100,000E and boilers for Harris
SW xmlr, gd cond. George, WINCH,
1300 WWCR Ave, Nashville TN
37218.615-255-1300.

ECONCO
Quant)/
Rebuilt Tubes

Shortwave Transmitters
50 kW 1970 MARCONI HF

$52,000

Approximately
the
Cost of New

AVAILABLE

CONTACT:
Ray Anderson
East Anglian Productions
Studio House, 21-23 Walton Road,
Frinton-On-Sea, Essex. C013 OAA. UK
Tel: Country Code 44 ( 0)255 676252
FAX: Country Code 44 ( 0)255 850528

RCA BTA 5F 5 kW AM, excellent
condition, all manuals and floor layouts, $ 7500 + shpg and loading
costs. G Heiden-felot WRGH 2880
W Lake Rd, Wilson NY 14172. 716751-6187.
TTC XL FM translators ( 3), will
config and test on your frequency,
2output, 10 W (2), $2500/80; single output 10 W, $ 2000/60. J
Sands, KXTZ, 2300 Paseo del
Prado # 0-204, Las Vegas NV
89102. 702-595-2281.
FM - TRANSMITTERS
Falier\ !
mu nul iiso(1. ‘‘ liv
hm d IIsed Transmiller %%lien
voli () un a new FM
Transiniller fur about Ille
;aine rosi'? Call , 11A1A,IIE
.10VNT al 214-335-3425.

Call for Our Price List

li
e l.
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•TRANSMITTER HIRE
•MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

Svetlana

800-532-6626

•ALL PRICES QUOTED IN
US DOLLARS

Quality* Power Tubes

FAX 916-666-7760

3CX15,000A7
4CX800A
3CX10,000A7
4CX350A
3CX3000AT
4CX350AC
3CX3000F7
4CX250B
3CX2500F3
4CX250BC
3CX2500A3
4CX25011
3CX2500H3
4X150A
YC130
4CX15,000A5CX1500A
4CX15,000J
5CX1500B
4CX10,000D
6550B
4CX5000A
811A
4CX500012
813
4CX3500A
833A
4CX1500A
8560AS
• Watch this list grow.
• Manufactured in
Russia's largest power
tube factory.
• Generous • warranty
based on high quality.
• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
• Shipment from USA stock

Circle ( 21) On Reader Service Card

ELECT 90N

Transmitters supplied reconditioned and tuned to
your frequency. 3 month
warranty for parts and
labour, excluding tubes.

RCA 20Kw FM without exciter,
good condition, from metro market,
$16,000.00. Call 806-372-5130.
TRANSMITTERS - TV/FM/AM,
new and used Tubes, xmtr parts.
305-757-9207.
Want To Buy
Collins, RCA, WE, 1kW AM and
accessories. G Goldsmith, POB
5786, Beverly Hills CA 90209. 310696-0177.

916-662-7553

oFvicEs

Want To Buy
4-400 tubes NOS, surplus or good
used A, Bor C suffix, any brand. D
Payne, WZPL, 3500 DePauw BI,
Indianapolis IN 46268. 317-8799999.

WANTED!
Transmitting Tubes

We BUY & SELL all types of
transmitting/receiving tubeS.
C&N Electronics
Harold Bramstedt
6104 Egg Lake Road
Hugo, MN 55038

Broadcasters
QEI FM amps and exciters; AEL
150E exciters; CSI 20E exciters;
CSI EXG-20F; Versacount LA150 amps and exciters. B Brown,
S&C Comm, 27 Grant Dr, Laurel
Springs NJ 08021. 609-2321625.

Call: 205-882-1344
FAX: 205-880-8077

(612) 429-9397 ext.23
(800) 421-9397 ext. 23
FAX ( 612) 429-0292

OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers
Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

(ide (8) On Reader Service («d

Cade (9) On Reader Service («d
Solid State RF amplifiers from
100W to 500W prices start at
$999. Call Bill Hoffman for details.
518-743-1601.

Si., Omaha, \ I ht 164.
102-493- I880

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

•PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

ITA-FM 10 kW, 10,000 C. gd cond,
trade for 3.5 or 5kW single phase.
M Jones, KEZP, POB 471, Alex LA
71309. 318-449-1999.

,

BE FX-50 exciter, still in box,
$5000. D Magnum, Magnum Radio,
1021 N Superior Ave, Tomah WI
54660. 608-372-9600.

AM Transmitters

Gates FM- 10G needs TLC. M
Stram, WMNF, 813-831-8551.

"

91 AM & FM
Pre-Owned Units
in Stock
/ALL - Powers
/ALL - Manufacturers
/ALL - Instruction Books
ALL - Complete
/ALL - Spares

RE-CONDITIONED TRANSMITTERS

E

McMartin BFM 8000 on 95.9,
manual, $ 1500. R Miller, WTIM,
POB 169, Taylorsville IL 62568.
217-824-3395.

65

Spare parts for CCA AM50,000D,
including, HV transformer, mod.
transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter
choke, tube sockets and more.
Call Transcom Corp 800-441-8454
or 215-884-0888.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

Don't Miss the Two
Best Selling FM Transmitters
in America...
The [ egeiid Series]
100% Solid State
Many exclusive features
Built-in Redundancy
Powers to 11 kW

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
300 watt FM
1 kW

FM

1989 TTC 300J

1 kW

AM

1980 Continental 314R-1

1978 Collins 831C2

1 kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1 kW

FM

1975 RCA BTF 1E2

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

3 kW

FM

1980 CSI 3000E

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

5 kW

FM

196? Gates FM5B

10 kW

AM

1971 Harris BC1OH

10 kW

FM

1968 RCA BTF 10D

20 kW

FM

1976 Harris FM25H/K

25 kW

FM

1984 Harris FM25K

50kW AM 1977 Harris MW5OB
with spare parts

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Lli
Ti
z

Single Tube - feature packed
Economically priced
Powers to 11 kW

"The Transmitter People"

Energy-Onix

752 warren Street,
(iule ( 216) On Reader Service Card

Series

ionmaimma
C,
j

51 8-828-1 690
FAX: 518-828-8476

Hudson NY 12534

Cède ( 131) On Reader Service Coed

BEE

66

TUBES
Want To Sell
Buy Factory Fresh

TUBES

November 2, 1994

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

New Tubes
• EIMAC, BURLE,
SIEMENS, AMPEREX,

Broadcast Tetrodes

Page
No.

NATIONAL, and more
• Off-the- shelf delivery
• 24- hour emergency
service

é

Richardson
Electronics, Ltd.

Mesh- Filament Performance

1-800-348-5580

•Rock- Solid Tuning

FAX: ( 708) 208-2550

•Low Distortion

TURNTABLES
Want To Sell

•Low Noise

Empire 909 E/X diamond cart,
never

•Long Life

used, $ 20.

WPWB,

7137

G

Finney,

Heather

Lane,

Macon GA 31206. 912-788-2124.

•10,000 Hour Warranty

Harris/Gates

CB1200, $ 50 ea;

BE/CIRK, $20; some preamps. D
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood
Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-

A Quality Manufacturer

9230.

for over 50 Years

Russco

IS09001 accredited

arm and

720,

3 spd w/Micro-Trak

Shure cartridge, BO. B

Clain, POB 51978, Indian Orchard

MA 01151.

EEV IInc.

413-783-4626.

Technics SL1200, rarely used,
$325. KThomas, Rebel Rec, 5555
Radio Lane, Jacksonville FL

4 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, NY 10523

32205. 904-388-7711.

Fax: ( 914) 682 8922

Technics SP- 15

turntable,

good

condition, w/ProBase, $ 110.00.

Call: (800) 342 5338

Call 806-372-5130.
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Carmel King

Production Director
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Please print

radio

and

listings to the address below. Thank you.

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

include all information:

Radio World

Name

F. Recording Studio

City/State

A. Commercial AM station

K. Radio Station Services

Zip Code

&Commercial FM station

0.TV stationAeleprod facility

C. Educational FM station

H.Consultant/ind engiser

E.Network/group owner

I. Mfg, distributor or dealer

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other

Lisa Lyons

can

participate

in

the

paid

Broadcast

basis. Line ad

listings & display advertising are available on
a per word or per inch basis.

Accounts Receivable

+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-998-2966
+ 39-2-753-0274 Fax: + 39-2-753-2697
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: +81-3-3327-3010

Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
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welcomed for review send to the attention of the appropnate editor.

Call Simone Mullins at:

1-800-336-3045
or FAX:

703-998-2966

A. Ownership

G. Sales Manager

B. General management

E. News operations

C. Engineering

F. Other (specify)
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RacJim Werld

D. Programming/production

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
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FREE each month.
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Title
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Company/Station
Address
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Price:

State

ZIP

Business Telephone (
Please circle only one entry for each category:

WTS 1 WTB Li Category:
Make:

I. Type of Firm
Model:

Brief Description:

D.

Combination AM/FM station

F.

A.

Commercial AM station

K.

Radio Station Services

B.

Commercial FM station

G.
H.

TV station/teleprod facility
Consultantând engineer

C.

Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E.

Network/group owner

J.

Other

Price:
'Closing

ings to

Recording Studio

II. Job Function

for listings is every other Friday. Please be aware that it does take approximately 1month for your listappear. They will then appear for only 2 issues. If more time is needed, please re-submit

your listings.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
Phone: 703-998-7600

703-998-2966

916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810

International: Stevan B. Dana
Europe: Dario Calabrese
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

II. Job Function

Category:

Make:

Steve Berto

703-998-7600 Fax

U.S.East: Skip Tash
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
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WTB 01

Simone Mullins
Rebecca Seaborg

J. Other
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Equipment Exchange on a

Laurie Anne Tarkington

Circulation Director

Date

D.Combination AM/FM station

Brief

Production Assistant
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Vicky Baron

Kathy Jackson

Ad Coordination Manager
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Classified/Showcase Production Coordinator

FREE each month.
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48

Julianne Stone

Publications Manager

Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for

to appear. Mail your

Lisa Mamo

Publication/Desktop Systems Manager

stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your

like your listing
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Marketing Consultant
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The Sound Of Perfection

UDITRONICS
3750 Old Getwell Rood, Memphis, TN 38118
901-362-1350, FAX: 901-365-8629

Circle ( 81) On Reader Service Cord

The new AirMaster 90
specifications are compatible
with digital technology. It uses
superior thick-film hybrids. The
AirMaster 90 has a Lselprogrammable logic control
system that utilizes a PIC
microprocessor. Faders control
precise stereo- balanced VCA's
and push buttons are electronic
with LED status indicators.
The AirMaster 90 has a TWO YEAR
WARRANTY. . after all, it has the
highest possible reliability in the
industry.

Every Cift Has One. a

I
.

ber One Station.
0 On- Air Console is for you.

neatitone' , J:Jf-pçrcl
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY: 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)
Grde ( 104) On Reader Service Card

